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The Voluntary Controversy became the subject of this
paper almost entirely by accident. While searching for a
subject In which the methods of church finance might be con¬
sidered, It was suggested that the Voluntary Controversy might
prove to be fruitful ground. Some reading proved that this
was so, and the subject was submitted to the Faculty of New
College for approval. Further study revealed a much wider
field, and there was a resultant shift of interest from one
of Its segments to the Controversy as a whole. In the place
of interest In the subject of church support only, the entire
Voluntary Controversy, including as it did the field of Church-
State relations, became the object of study. Interest grew in
* !
the whole of this absorbing period during which men were striv-
ing for what they believed to be right, and were working stren¬
uously for the advancement of their own Church, The subject
as a whole has been an interesting one, and one which has been
rich in revealing currents of thought still present not only
in Britain, but also in the United States, Thus, this paper
deals with the entire Controversy, and seeks to search out the
basic causes of the conflict.
The title has been taken to embrace under the words,
"Church of Scotland", not only the Established Church but also
the whole Scottish Protestant Church, including Dissenters,
This, in the Controversy, included the Established Church of
Scotland, the United Secession, the Relief, and the Independent
Churches in the main. The phrase "practical and theological
roots" has been taken to mean the Immediate causes which gave
rise to the Controversy, Effort has been made, however, to
trace the background of these causes which gave rise to con¬
flict. Quotations have been used more extensively than would
be necessary in a simple narrative history, to reveal some¬
thing of the words and thoughts of the men of the Controversy.
$ • ,, ' '.H I
Some of these quotations are carried as a part of the main
.
text, but more extensive quotations are written single-spaced
and indented from the normal text. American spelling has been
i ■
used throughout, save in the quotations.
fe; . - ... , 'yt- r- ,;/■ |
In conclusion, thanks are due to the library staffs of
New College, Edinburgh, and Trinity College, Glasgow, for
their help and consideration; particularly to the Rev. J.B.
j
Primrose and Miss E.P.Leslie of New College library for their
f *
helpfulness and guidance in locating material. Thanks are
also g: atafully given to the Library of Trinity College for
the permission to borrow material which wan not elsewhere
available.
Chapter I
The Origin and Background of the Voluntary Controversy
Ernst Troeltsch has pointed out that Calvinism effected a
compromise between two opposing ideas of the nature of the
Church. On the one hand, it accepted what Troeltsch cells the
sect-ideal of a 'holy Community' composed of those who are
true believers in Jesus Christ. On the other hand, Calvinism
accepted what Troeltsch calls the Church-ideal, of a national
community, and of national responsibility for religion* The
ideal of the holy community was applied to the whole nation
and civilization. This fusion of ideals produced within
Calvinism a tension between the C urch ideal of a national
religion, and the sect ideal of a holy community. This ten¬
sion later shattered the solidarity of Calvinism, and often
threw the Church into conflict with the State. This was
particularly true where Calviniatic conceptions of Spiritual
1.
Independence clashed with Erastian ideas of State supremacy.
In Scotland, this inherent tension was magnified by the
spirit of the times, and came to a head in the struggle over
disestablishment which took place from 1S29 to 1S43. While
it remained a conflict of Church parties, it had its greatest
intensity between 1&32 and 1#39. When it elevated the ideal
of Spiritual Independence, it threw the Church into conflict
with the State and thus had a direct bearing on the Disruption
of 1$43> and the formation of the Free Church of Scotland.
1. Troeltsch, E. The Social Teaching of the Christian Churches,"
P 695 '
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The conflict over disestablishment was one of church
parties. In favor of establishments, was the Presbyterian
Church of Scotland, established in the days of John Knox,
and re-established by William and Mary, after the struggle
with the Stuarts who had attempted to set up Episcopacy as
the Established Church in Scotland. Allied with them, and
sympathetic to their cause, were the Original Burgher Synod
of the Secession Churches, and the Reformed Church, or
Cameronians. Opposed to them, and denouncing establishments,
were the United Associate Synod (the United Secession), the
Relief Church, and the Independent Churches.
The controversy, which was to be called the "Voluntary
Controversy", was opened by a sermon preached by the Rev.
Andrew Marshall on April 9th, 1S29, in the Greyfriars Church,
Glasgow, before a meeting of "the Glasgow Association for
propagating the gospel in connexion with the United Secession
Church." This sermon was published, and was reviewed at
length in the August, 1S29, issue of the "Christian Instruc¬
tor", which was the organ of the Evangelical party in the
Church of Scotland, The editor was the Rev. Andrew Thomson,
minister of St. George's Church Edinburgh. The Review called
forth a reply from Mr. Marshall, which he published in 1S30
in the form of a letter to Dr. Thomson, The next year, 1^31,
Mr. Marshall published a more elaborate treatise entitled,
"Ecclesiastical Establishments further considered," and the
controversy was in full swing.
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The sentiments which Mr. Marshall proclaimed first in
his sermon, and repeated in these other treatises, were not
new to the Secession Church. This proclamation,however,
struck fire where the others had not. That such a great con¬
flagration resulted, was to a large extent due to the poli¬
tical situation of the country at the time, and the excite¬
ment which resulted from it. The author himself refers to
that situation in the advertisement of the first three edi¬
tions of his sermon. He says there:
"If the reason be asked why the following
Discourse has been sent to the press, the Author
would reply, that it unfolds to a certain extent,
as he humbly conceives,the true principles of pub¬
lic tranquility, political and religious. He is far
from thinking that the convulsion which has agitat¬
ed the empire 30 violently these some months past,
has been finally put to rest by the Catholic Relief
Bill. If he knows any thing of Papists or of their
religion, the more that is conceded to them, the
more they will demand, and never will they be satis¬
fied till they have recovered that supremacy of which
they conceive themselves to have been unjustly de¬
prived.
"The probability is,they may begin ere long
by claiming a civil establishment in Ireland; and
upon the principles of those who vindicate establish¬
ments, it does not appear how such a claim, were it
advanced, could well be refused. The population in
Ireland is chiefly Roman Catholic. According to all
accounts there are six or seven Catholics for one
Protestant, and if the rule be, that in every coun¬
try the prevailing sect should be endowed by the state,
and constituted the dominant religion, what should
hinder popery from becoming dominant in Ireland?
From the form indeed in which the 'Relief Bill' has
passed, there is a probability that the shield of
the British Government will be thrown over the Irish
Protestant establishment, at least for a time
yet perhaps it may be for a time only. There has
been a yielding to clamour once, and who can tell
but there may be a yielding to it again? The more
successful it has proved in the first instance, with
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the greater confidence will it be resorted to in the
next. Ought not Protestants to be thihking of this?
Does it not deraanu their most serious consideration?
-The only effectual security against it is to be
found in the principles advocated in the following
pages. Adopt these principles, and its ambition is
at an end its efforts are paralyzed — its hopes
are cut off — and viewed as a religious system, it
must quickly become of all others the least consider¬
able, because of all others, it has the least support
from reason or from scripture. That these principles
might be before the eye of his countrymen, in the
event of such a crisis occuring, as he has supposed,
is the main reason that has induced the author to al¬
low this Discourse, with, all its imperfections, to
come before the public." •
Such writing was probing a wound in the feelings of a
large part of the population of Scotland. For long years,
after the Reformation, and particularly after the reign of
Charles II, Roman Catholics had been under civil disabilities.
They could not hold office, and were not eligible to election
to Parliament. In 1&29, under the pressure of events, His
Majesty's speech at the opening of Parliament carried the re¬
commendation that both houses review the civil disabilities
on Roman Catholic subjects, and remove them if it were con¬
sistent with the permanent peace and security of the country.
In this action, the Government had the support of Dissenting
clergymen, but their people were largely opposed, believing
that their liberty and their religion would perish, if the
2.
civil disabilities were removed.
The action of the Government in introducing the Catholic
Relief Bill came as a result of the growing conviction on the
part of its members that Irish union with the British nation
1.Marshall, A,"Ecclesiastical Establishments Considered."
2.Struthers,"History of the Relief Church", p 455
would not of itself solve the difficulties present there.
Growing, too, was the conviction that a way other than coer¬
cion must be found. From the beginning of the nineteenth cen¬
tury, several attempts had been made to find a solution to the
problem, by granting relief from civil restrictions to British
Catholics, particularly those of Ireland. Pitt had moved in
this direction in 1801, but had been forced to resign, and
had resumed office in 1804 under a pledge not to re-open the
question. Canning had followed Lord Liverpool as Prime Minis¬
ter in 1827, and had promised Catholic Relief. He died,how¬
ever, before he could carry his promise into effect.
The government of Wellington, with Peel as home secre¬
tary, came to the conclusion after the Clare elections, that
Catholic Relief should not be delayed. In the Clare elections
O'Connell, who with Sheil had organized the Catholic Associa¬
tion in 1823, opposed Vesey Fitzgerald, a popular Irish land¬
lord, who had supported Catholic Relief. Making use of the
Irish tenants, who were called "forty-shilling freeholders",
O'Connell, though technically ineligible, because of his
Catholicism, to sit in Parliament, won the election. Through
the excitement that attended this election, and the rejection
of 0TConnell as unqualified for a seat in Parliament, came the
conviction that the franchise could not safely be left in the
hands of the forty-shilling freeholders, and that nothing
short of political equality for the Catholics of Ireland
1.
could avert a civil war. In addition,economic difficulties
1. Broderick & Fatheringham,"Political History of England
p 226-252
were calling for solution, as famine began to stalk the land.
The Bank of Ireland was on the brink of bankruptcy, and pub¬
lic credit was shaken. A civil war to put down the Catholics
would have been folly, as many of the army were Catholics. It
was in these circumstances that the cabinet decided for imme¬
diate action on Catholic Relief, and persuaded the King to
1.
allow the bill to be presented.
The motion for the bill was put by Peel in the House of
Commons. In his speech of March 5, 1#29, he gave a compre¬
hensive review of the Irish question, and defended his own
position on the grounds of expediency. The measure of Catho¬
lic Relief was advocated as a means of pacifying Ireland, se¬
curing the Protestant faith, and reducing the power of the
Qatholics. The bill purported to give complete political and
civil rights to Catholics, with a few specified exceptions.
As securities against Catholic aggression, the member of par¬
liament was obliged to swear allegiance, to profess himself
resolved to maintain the Protestant settlement of the crown,
to condemn all papal jurisdiction within the nation, to dis¬
claim any intention of subverting the existing Church estab¬
lishment, or weakening the existing system of government.
Priests were forbidden to hold office. Nor could catholics
hold the high positions of sovereign, regent, lord chancellor,
of England or Ireland, or lord-lieutenant of Ireland. They
could, however, be ministers of the crown, but could not ad¬
vise on presentations to ecclesiastical positions, or exercise
1. Struthers, "History of the Relief Church", p 455
t ■
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patronage in their personal position. Other clauses were in¬
cluded, which related to the titles of their bishops, the
wearing of vestments, and the importation of such religious
orders as the Jesuits.
This bill was read for the third time before the House
of Lords on April 10th, and received royal assent three days
later. Following it, there were bills outlawing the Catholic
Association (which, however, disbanded officially before the
bill was passed ) and one dis-enfranchising the forty-shilling
free-holders. This last was passed with very little opposi¬
tion. ^ *
Is it any wonder that Marshallfs sermon, coming as it did
during the last reading of the bill, and its publication fol¬
lowing the passage of the bill, excited interest? It seemed
to a people violently opposed to Catholicism, as offering a
possible way out, a possible solution to the problem of equal¬
ity, and of establishments based on the majority of a popu¬
lace .
Another factor which entered into the interest aroused
by "Ecclesiastical Establishments Considered" was the position
of Dissenters themselves, particularly those in England. From
the time of Charles II, English dissenters had labored under
the civil disadvantages of the Test and Corporation Acts.
These acts had first been passed with a view to excluding
catholics from office, but their wording effectively excluded
all save members of the Church of England from positions of
1. Broderick & Fatneringham, p 247,249
civil responsibility. Dissenters had refused exemption from
the laws which forbade all, save those who took the Sacrament
of the Lord's Supper according to the rites of the Church of
England, to hold public office. A yearly bill of indemnity,
in favor of the dissenters, was granted, but the law remain¬
ed in force for upwards of a hundred and sixty years. While
the rights of Roman Catholics had been vehemently urged for
a period of about thirty years, little had been said about
the disabilities under which English Dissenters labored. In
1S27, Lord John Russell introduced a motion to abolish these
Test and Corporation Acts, and thus to elevate the dissenters
to the rank of equality in civil affairs. At first, it was
opposed by Peel, Wellington, and Huskisson. Parliament, how¬
ever, gave a decided vote in favor of removing the limitations,
and the ministry yielded to their opinion. In 1#29, the bill
1.
which had passed Parliament received royal assent.
There is no doubt, that the Dissenting church in Scotland,
looked on the repeal of the Test and Corporation Acts as a
boon due their English brethren, which was long overdue. Their
feeling for the Church of Scotland was not enhanced by the
position which a part of that church took over the passage of
relief measures. At the time of the repeal, there was a small
group of young ultra-churchmen, on the Evangelical side of the
Church of Scotland, whose spokesman at the time was the Rev.
Edward Irving. He published a pamphlet calling on the legis¬
lature to keep the Dissenters under the operation of the Acts,
1, Struthers, "History of the Relief Church", p 453,454
and not to exempt them from civil disabilities, under the pen¬
alty of th'i judgement from Heaven, This pamphlet helped many
Dissenters to feel, they said, that the spirit of harmony,
which they had hole, with the Evangelical portion of the Church
of cctland was waning, and a spirit of opposition appearing
1.
In Its plo.ee*
11. Influence of current political and economic thought
In the ?ev* Mr. Marshall's sermon, there are at least
three strands of thought, which were influenced, by the opin¬
ions of hie lay, One of these is religious; one is economic;
\
one ir political. In each of these different aspects of the
question, the prevailing mood of the day, rather than that of
the days pone past, Is the one which is reflected in the sen¬
timents of Mr. 'tarshall, and of those who followed his opinions.
In the sermon, there are ten points advanced as reasons
why a religious establishment ic not necessary. Half of
these, or five, can be said to have their roots in religious
objections, or theological belief. Three of them are b?sed
on the political idea of ©quality; one on the idea, of free-
trade In economics: one on the principle of expediency, and
pragmatism. In the rest of the chapter, we shall be dealing
with these strand of thought, and trying to trace then to
their nearest place of origin.
The- idea of political equality I present in the fourth,
fifth, and eighth points of the sermon* In the fourth sec¬
tion, he says, nk religious establishment seems at variance
1. Struthers,"History of the Relief Church", p 454,455
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with justice. It creates a distinction among the members of
the community, which no legislature has a right to create.
To whatever extent it shows kindness to some, to the same ex¬
tent it 3hows unkindness to others, and consequently offends
against the law of equity. If there be a maxim in politics
clearer than another, or sounder than another, it is this-
that all the subjects of a state, so long as they conduct them¬
selves equally well, are equally entitled to the favour of the
government. Nothing will justify a government in making a
difference, but one supposition - the supposition of merit in
some, and demerit in others. Doubtless it is the duty of a
government to be a * terror to evil-doers, and a praise to them
that do well' - doubtless well-doing is to be rewarded, and
evil-doing to be punished; but will any man presume to say,
that there is either well-doing or evil-doing, politically
speaking, in adopting or not adopting a religious creed?
Whatever difference such a circumstance may make in the eye
of the church, or whatever difference it may make in the eye
of God himself, the judge of all, and in both these respects,
it unquestionably makes the mightiest difference - yet what¬
ever difference it may make in either of these respects, it
certainly makes none, or ought to make none in the eye of the
1.
3tate."
In his reply to the review in the Edinburgh Christian
Instructor, he goes even farther in his exposition of the
place of the government in religion, and of the injustice done
1. Marshall, A. "Ecclesiastical Establishments Considered,"
P 23
to Dlseenters In the Establishment of religion. His coneep-
tion of the place of government in the rights of religion Is
set forth as he says, "Properly speaking,religion is none of
the concerns of government. We pay a government not to regu¬
late our religion, but to secure us in the enjoyment, of it and
of our other rights. Whatever wo give up to society in return
for Its protection, wo give up not one particle of our mental
freed--.. - our Judgement, an3 above all our conscience, is still
our ovm. We expect that no encroachment shall 'be made upon
these - or if there be, we c&ll It oppression - we call it
tyranny - tyranny of the very worst species, and no reasonable
1.
person will deny that it deserves the name."
In hie fifth point, he continues the same line of reason-
1 . {j ■ ■■ ■ * ' —-—-
lag, drawn from the same idea. He says, "A re11; leus estab¬
lishment is to be pronounced impolitic. We have proved it in-
politic, if we have proved It unjust, for in the conduct of a
state, as in that of an individual, justice and sound policy
are Inseparably united. The principle of an establishment,
as Its own friends admit, Is a principle of exclusion. It
selects its favourites, and passes by the rest...
"This is a modified view of the subject - modified bo as
to evade a .multitude of objections - It removes the question,
as one has observed, 'far from the ground of fact' ,. yet as¬
suming even this modified view as correct, I hesitate not to
affirm that a religious establishment is Impolitic. It is im¬
politic for this simple reason, that It Is exclusive. It
1, Marshall,A*,"Lettor to Br. Thomson", p 52
rests the great- Institutions of the country, not on the broad
and Boitd basis of the national consent, where alone they can
stand securely, but on a basis where they are perpetually
tottering, and liable to be over-turned. x the excluded denotn-
-; ■
inp.tl-or.si my differ Trot, ore another In various respects,
they :;:ay be more or fewer In point, of 'number, core or lees
1./
considerable in poipt of Importance." ;\|r the rest- of his
point, he r,o&8 or. to point 'out th-t while the majority of
l , \ ~ \ \ ' ' • '-V- . : - •' • 1 "• »' .v? ' : '' '
the dissenting groups may be loyal, and as hhristianc not seek
pre-er.iincnce, one may seek to place itself in the olace of
M'pv- h-#' FT l ' :--h ' h
power, add not scruple to use any means to obtain its ends.
h ' 1 i' '. ■; Vv-bpY -;u
H© ,®ugge-st-3 that Just that has been happening, or will happen,
V') ■. -r'; - ! f -. ; .highhifh
in the maneuvering of the catholics. He su.-gc-tr. that the way
SRf&a -VV, ' ' '7l>: ■
out i'-' that of dls-establishment-. -should not the great
interact: of the community, sacred and civil, fee placed on
another and safer foundation - a foundation' Where- the bicker-
ingd of rival religious parties, striving "or the ure-eminence,
2.
shall not be able to touch them.n
Again, In his reply to the reviewer, he enlarges on his
theme-. Hero, he states even more plainly his belief that the
political principle of the rule of the majority, and the idea
of equity, would result in tha establishment of the foman
Catholic Church, should establishments continue. He says,
M..Admitting the principle of establishments, there seemed
nothing to prevent popery from being established In Ireland.
That principle, as its moat enlightened advocates avow, and
1. -ihrshs 11, nE oleslastlcal Establishments Con»ileredyp25
2, ibid, p 27
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as the practices of the British Legislature show , is, that
in every country the creed of the majority shall be the es¬
tablished creed....On this principle it is, that the British
Legislature proceeds in establishing Presbytery in Scotland,
and Episcopacy in England. It cannot be that it believes the
one to be true in England, the other in Scotland; it can only
be that it believes the one to be more acceptable in the one
part of the island, the other in the other. And upon the
same principle, I would ask, as I have already asked, what
should hinder popery from being established in Ireland? The
Irish people, to whatever cause it be owing, are generally
papists. The papists have a majority over all the other sects
united, of six or seven to one. Why then withhold from the
papists what you grant to others, or how indeed can you with¬
hold it without abandoning your principle?... .Either, sir,
you must consent to endow a popish priesthood in the sister
kingdom-....or you must have recourse to dissenting principles
1.
and adopt the simple remedy which I have suggested."
In the eighth point of the sermon, it is argued that the
provision of endowments for the clergy is an economic imposi¬
tion on Dissenters, and as such against the law of equity. It
is reasoned that the teinds which formed the basis of endow¬
ment for the Established church, were national property, and
should normally go for the meeting of the normal expenses of
the state. Those from whom these teinds were extracted, feel
them as taxes, and taxes for the sake of religion. And in
2.
feeling that, they are estranged from the church.
1. Marshall,"Letter to Dr Thomson", pps 65-67
2. Marshall,"Ecclesiastical Establishments Considered"
P 36,37
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The idea of free trade, and competition in religion, as
in economics, forms the basis of the argument in the ninth
point of the sermon. Of this he says, "A religious estab¬
lishment is found to be inefficient. If not connected with
some subsidiary measures - measures not essential to the in¬
stitution, but added to it, or engrafted upon it - or if not
excited beyond its natural energy by the exertions of rival
sects existing in its vicinity, a thing not supposable, ac¬
cording to the strict theory of an establishment - if thi3 be
not the case, the spirit of true religion is apt to languish
under it, and it quickly degenerates into a system of formal-
1.
i sin.w
In his second publication, he enlarges on the examples
he gives in the sermon of the need for competition between
sects in Ireland, and in the Highlands of Scotland. In refut¬
ing the arguments of the Reviewer that the Highlands simply
showed the need of a more extensive Establishment, he writes,
"With regard to the Highlands of Scotland your statement is
somewhat more plausible,although, to make it resemble truth,
it must also be greatly modified. You ought to speak of the
labourers for cultivating the waste land as wholly employed
by governaient, for any thing that has been done in the High¬
lands by dissenters, is so recent in its origin, and on so
small a scale, that when the object is to ascertain the effect
of the establishment, it is scarcely worthy of being mentioned.
So little have Scotch dissenters till of late,understood their
1. Marshall, A. "Ecclesiastical Establishments Considered"
P 37.
own principles, so few have they been, an«. what is worst of
all, so much have they been divided, that their labours in
extendixjg the- gospel beyond theii own immediate neighbourhood,
have been but comparatively of slander amount♦ lire body, 1
believe that has don© fully more than any other class of dis¬
senters to enlighten tire Jam places of the Highlands, is the
Congregational Uni :;n, and t; at is a body, which no farther oack
lh
than thirty years ago, was only beginning to exist.r he then
contlnu s in the re-t of the section, to picture the way in
which, the Ssta.blisha.-nt Las operated in the highlands* bf this,
he says: .
fo.vernmant, or if-you please, com y~int-otoek
company, has a certain extent of waste-land to culti¬
vate, ox- a contain piece of work to par-form, it matters
not what - it engages for the purpose a certain number
of labour ers, such a number as in -.-rdi—ry circumstances
would be deemed sufficient - but after a while it comes
to learn that tire men have passed shear ciree- in idle¬
ness, and that the work Is done in the most slovenly
manner-, or not done at all. iho agent oh the:.- company
who- engaged the men, comes to me much disconcerted,
and-mentions what he has fust discovered. he has been
grossly imposed upon - the company has been defrauded -
Lho ran have turned out knaves, and have ta.xen their
wages v/ithout doing, their work. I immediately ask him
on what terms he agreed with the men, and what reason
he had to think that they either could or would do
theii work! were they to be pain only as they worked,
or were they sure of their wages whether they worked
or no? das there any inspector appointed over them to
quicken their dilibence, or to report if he saw them
idle? Above all, was a free competition, allowed with
the labourers in the neighbourhood, or with other lab¬
ourers far or near? kight others if they offered them¬
selves have been accepted on the same, or on easier
terms! - or v/as the bargain so concluded as to make the
affair a tnonoply with which strangers might not inter¬
meddle? I put ouch questions as these to the agent,
and from his answers I quickly perceive that there has
been no security against disappointment, or rather,
1, liarshall, "Letter to nr. Thomson", p 118
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that there is no room for disappointment in the case,
inasmuch, as the result that has turned out, is exact¬
ly the result that v s to have been looked for, The
man have indeed acted unfaithfully, but they have act¬
ed as any other set of men in the came circumstances,
ffiisrht be expected to do. The whole transaction has
been conducted on the part of the company with the
smallest possible degree of wisdom. :either the usual
stimulants to indolence have been provided,nor the
usual checks to dishonesty - there has been -na compe¬
tition in the case, no rivalship, no fear of the em¬
ployment passing into other hands - the wages have been
given, not for work performed, but for the mere pro¬
mise to work, not &s a reward for somethin one, but
as a bounty on something to bo clone - there has been
no system of inspection established, unles.. the mutual
oversight of the labourers themselves might be eo call
ed, and that has been much about as good as nothing,
for where all wore equally in the fault, no one was
likely to turn informer against the rest. - To sum
up the whole matter, the- man were at liberty to make
a job of their- employment if they chose, an" a job
of it they have undo - the liOney is expended, the hopes
of the company are defeated, but the waste that was
to have been cultivated is a waste still.
"who does not sec in such a fiction as this, the
very features of an establishment? It it not a des¬
cription, whloh, with the alteration of a few trifling
terms : Ight suit any establishment in Corlstenfora?
Hunan nature is human nature in a minister of the-gos¬
pel, as well as in another man. If a man is so situa¬
ted that he is secure of his living independently of
his toil - Just as secure of if when he tolls little
as when he toils much - the- chance is ten to one, or
more than ten to one that he will toil little. The
mind of Dr. Chalmers, indeed, througa its peculiar
construction, may conceive the churches of an estab¬
lishment to be ao many centres of emanation planted
over the land, from each of which there is daily is¬
suing a process of encroachment upon the ignorance an:
vice of the people, but u on inquiry you will find,
that out of the mind of ~r. Chalmers, tue thing -ioea
not exist. A single minister, here and there, a man
of a thousand, my be such as the Dr. supposes, but
that minister will be the exception, not the rule, and
like other exceptions, he will not weaken the rule,
but confirm It. Mr. Hume was as wise a man as Dr.
Chalmers - fiat worse acquainted with the principles
of human nature, or with its history - and his argu¬
ment for establishments, which upon his infidel prin¬
ciples he deemed an excellent device, was, that the
living would operate as a bribe to indolence, and would
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tend to keep the incumbent quiet. Dr. Adam Smith was
a man no less wise than either, and his opinion of
the matter was exactly the same as Hume's. 'In every
profession' he says, 'the exertion of the greater part
of those who exercise it, will be always in proportion
to the necessity they are under of making that exer¬
tion.' 'It is the interest of every man,' he says
again, 'to live as much at his ease as he can, and if
his emoluments ard to be precisely the same, whether
he does or does not perform some very laborious duty,
it is certainly to his interest, at least as interest is
vulgarly understood, either to neglect it altogether,
or if he is subject to some authority which will not
suffer him to do this, to perform it in as careless
and slovenly a manner as that authority will permit.'
These are the principles on which we must proceed, if
we would judge a priori of the effectiveness of an
establishment, and when we appeal to the test of ex- 1.
perience, we find that these principles are not belied."
This quotation, extensive though it is, gives us some of
the underlying principles on which Mr. Marshall, and the other
Voluntaries who followed hirn, judged the question of establish¬
ments. It was partially on the basis of the idea of free trade,
and the arguments of Adam Smith, in his "Wealth of Nations",
that the arguments of the inefficiency of the established
church were built up. Adam Smith and as our quotation
shows, both contributed directly to the thinking of Mr. Mar¬
shall, in his opposition to religious establishments,
iii. Trend in religious thinking towards voluntaryism.
Five of the ten points in the controversial sermon
could be traced to the religious convictions of the author.
They are the first three, the sixth, and ths seventh points.
In them, we find the crux of the difference between those who
came to hold the Voluntary position, and those who contended
for an establishment of religion.
1. Marshall,"Letter to Dr. Thomson", p 119-122
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The first of these points was very simply that Religious
Establishments were not necessary for propagating the gospel,
or maintaining it, because there is no reference to any such
thing among the institutions of Christ. It is contended that
while Christ did give the command, "Co ye into all the world
and preach the gospel to every creature," he gave it not to
the state but to the church. Thus it follows that any action
on the part of the state as such to propagate the gospel, is
an action without a commission, without authority. While
the magistrate's authority is likewise from God, that does
not give him a right to intermingle with the religious con¬
cerns of the community.
The second point bases the un-necessariness of establish¬
ments on the fact that in the history of the Christian Church,
there was no trace of such a thing in the early centuries. In
spite of the persecutions of the state, the Roman Empire, the
church grew without an establishment, and without the aid of
the government. In the face of that,it was foolishness to
)
i say that the church could not survive without an establishment.
1
The third point concerned itself with the statement that
: a religious establishment is at best a human device. Jhe gos-
?
i pel is a system of truth, which is addressed to us as rational
(beings, which can do good only by finding its way into our un¬
derstandings and our hearts. Its object is to bring men to
new life in Christ, and that cannot be done by human authority.
It is only as God is in the hearts of men, only as they work
j
through him and for him, that Christianity can be established.
Yet this establishment in the hearts of men, is something far
different from the religious establishment which is set up by
the state. That establishment breaks at the outset the bond
of peace, separating one part of Christianity from the rest,
and clothing it with exclusive privileges, and offending the
rights of conscience. Religious establishments are thus an
1.
improper means of extending the gospex of Christ.
The next point which has a religious basis, is the sixth.
In this, the claim is made that a religious establishment has
a tendency to secularize the church of Christ, and to bring
it into conformity with the kingdom of this world. "This,"
he says, "perhaps is a more serious objection than any we
have yet mentioned. If it be well founded, the measure we
speak of is not only inexpedient from a political point of view-
not only dangerous to the peace of society, and in some cases
destructive of the comfort of civil life, but it is also per-
2.
nicious in a high degree t° the interests of religion." He
then proceeds to draw a contrast between the church of the
$ew Testament, and the church as incorporated by the state,
claiming that the latter is "Nebuchadnezzar's image", and is
composed of all sorts of heterogen eou3 materials, having the
brightness of gold, and the weakness of clay, so that it must
eventually be broken in pieces and consumed.
The church i3 a spiritual society, a kingdom not of this
world. It is a society composed of spiritual persons, men who
believe the truth as it is in Jesus, and who have been born
1.Marshall, "Ecclesiastical Establishments Considered"pl7-22
2. ibid, p 30
again of water and of the Spirit. They are men who have "come
out" and "separated" themselves from the world in obedience to
Jesus' call. It is a spiritual society united for spiritual
purposes. These are: that the members of it may be helpers
of each other's joy; that they may strive together for the
faith of the gospel; that they may hold forth the word of
life; that they may make ail men see what is the fellowship
of the gospel; that they may show forth God's praises; that
in due time they may come in the unity of the faith and the
knowledge of the Son of God, to a perfect man, to the measure
of the stature of the fulness of Christ. More than that, it
is a society placed under a spiritual government, and regulated
by spiritual laws. These laws Jesus alone can appoint or ad¬
minister. This is true since they affect the conscience and
the heart, and must be observed willingly, or they will not
be observed at all.
Civil authority cannot either erect or maintain such a
society as this. It cannot add one member to it whom Christ
has not added. It cannot bestow one benefit on it which Christ
has not bestowed. Such an alliance between a spiritual society
and the state, as an establishment, can be productive only of
injury to the former. It can only tend to debase its character,
hurt its spirituality, taint its purity, and to defeat the
great object which it contemplates. Even the most pure of
establishments is more a scheme for uniting men of all classes
and descriptions, religious and irreligious, converted and
unconverted, in one outward profession, than for converting
men, perfecting saints, or edifying the church. What kind of
a church is it, he asks, that limits itself by the boundaries
of the country where it happens to exist? What kind of church
is it which teaches pastors to distinguish their flocks by
the landmarks of their parishes? 'What kind of a church is it
whose revenue is all derived from the state, and whose minis¬
ters are either appointed by the state, or by some species of
patronage, which the state, in one way or another, controls?
What sort of a church is it which overlooks the order Jesus
prescribed, and elevates gradation of rank, or sets up an
episcopal aristocracy? Does this, he questions, bear any
resemblance to the church of the New Testament, which was
collected and governed by fishermen of Galilee and their
1.
successors?
In the last point which has a theological, or religious
basis, he asserts that the religious establishment, in its
method of support of the church, sets aside the positive or¬
dinance of Christ, that the members of the church provide for
its maintenance with their free-will offerings. The provision
for the clergy, in an establishment, is made by the state. In
the place of that, the proper provision, the one instituted
by Christ, is that the church should be supported by all
classes of men, according to their means. An establishment,
he contends, is supported by compulsion, instead of free-will
offerings. This, he contends elsewhere, is a religious duty,
1. Marshall,"Ecclesiastical Establishments Considered"p32~35
as he writes, "..♦.the object of the Saviour's Institution
Is not merely what you seem to suppose - the raising of the
money. The object of the Saviour's institution is the per¬
formance of a certain religious duty. The command that he
who is taught communicate to him that teacheth, is a command,
in the keeping of which, as of all his other commands, there
is a great reward. The giver is blessed as truly as the re¬
ceiver, and blessed to a much greater extent. The pittance
whether great or small which is given in obedience to the
authority of Christ, is given out of love to his name - out
of gratitude for his goodness - out of gratitude also to his
ministering servant for his sake - and who does not see that
this is a sacred duty in which much of the exercise of true
piety consists, and which every Christian must deem it a pri-
7
vilege to observe; This duty, however, a church establishment
effectually prevents. The moment an establishment is adopted
no room is left for it. The establishment comes in with a
compulsory law- a statute of the legislature requiring a cer¬
tain payment to be made exactly as any other tax is required.
Is compliance with that statute a religious duty? Is it an
act of obedience to Christ? You cannot pretend to say that
it is, for you know full well that it is obedience which a Jew
or an infidel residing In the land is as well qualified to
render as you are or any other Christian. It is nothing more
than a mere civil duty - nothing more than compliance with a
certain fiscal regulation - and what I maintain is, that this
fiscal regulation subverts a holy ordinance of Christ, and
23-
1*
thrusts it effectually out of the way."
Such sentiments as these were quite different from the
usual expressed sentiments of the Scottish Dissenting churches.
Both the Secession Church, and the Relief Church, after their
:§;M : ,. , ■ :'f . ' V }: U '{ ,
formation, had claimed allegiance to the standards of the
Church of Scotland. Their primary Interest was not in having
the Church of Scotland dls-established, but rather In reform¬
ing her of certain abuses which they believed to be present
In her government and administration;* The Secession church,
of which -Sr. Marshall was r nember, had in particular insist¬
ed on the maintenance of the Confession of Faith, and of the
importance of national covenanting in regard to the preserva¬
tion of religion. The great schism in her ranks had been over
If. I/F.tfu.ifvf:,;. ::y. ; ' \vg. / gg :■ r. ■
the Burgees oaths, and their application to the actual, or the
ideal. Church of Scotland, The differences of belief as to
the acceptability or Oh^:>aptability of the oath had resulted
in the formation of t. . ./urgher and Anti-Bur "her branches pf
2,
the Secession church.
In the arguments which Mr. Marshall presents, the one
relating to his sixth point, is basic to the rest. The text,
"My kingdom is not of this world," was the foundation of the
argument, and of the reasoning of all of the points in the
argument drawn from the religious realm. It is the conception
of the kingdom of Christ as a spiritual thing, and not depen¬
dent upon the kingdoms of this world, which is the real basis
of his thought. From this it follows that Christ's followers
are those who stand apart from the world, in a peculiar relatlon-
1, Marshall, "Letter to Dr. Thomson", p93»
2, M'Eerrow's-" ©cession Church", p 210
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ship to their Lord. This is the relationship set forward in
the New Testament, and there is nothing to contradict it in
the ordinances of our Lord, or to indicate such a thing as a
relationship between church and state. There is nothing in
the history of the early church to indicate such a relation¬
ship, either. In the light of history, and the New Testament,
establishments can be charged with being human devices, not
God's. This device takes the Kingdom from the realm where it
belongs, and tries to include all of a nation within its
bounds, whether its members have had an experience with Christ
or not. From the spiritual nature of the kingdom, comes the
nature of its support— by those who are its members, and
receive its benefits.
Thi3 teaching by Mr. Marshall was a movement away from
the position of primitive Calvinism towards the position held
by the Baptist and Free Churches. Ernst Troeltsch has pointed
out that Calvinism in its theory of the nature of the church,
embraced elements from both Church and Sect. It agreed with
the Free Churches (sect), in their concept of a "holy commun¬
ity" composed of the elect. It agreed with the "Church" con¬
cept in that it regarded the entire nation as the sphere of
the activity of the church, and the responsibility of the
church. Indeed, Calvinism elevated the ideal of the holy
1.
community to the ideal for a nation arid for civilization.
The fusion of these two ideas was accomplished through
the idea of a unified society - a Corpus Christianum, In
1. Troeltsch, E., "Social Teachings of the Christian
Churches, p 694-5
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Calvinism, this unified society is achieved through a joint
influence of sacred and secular authority - different, though
not divided. It is the union of a Government which discerns
its duties both in Reason and the Bible, and does them, and
an active, independent Church, which works with the State in
common obedience to Divine Law, and also administers its own
law of Divine Justice, for the Christianizing of Society.
In this distribution of responsibility, the State is con¬
ceived to have the purpose (1) of the maintenance of true
1.
religion (2) the promotion of peace, order, and prosperity.
The Church is the holy community, which pervades the whole
of the nation with its influence, and strives through educa¬
tion (which it controls) and its ministrations in worship and
evangelism, to convert the whole of the nation. It is that
attitude of mind toward Christ and Culture which Richard
Neibuhr calls the 'Conversionist". It believes that just as
a man can be won by the Spirit of Christ, so nations can be
2.
won. This was basically the position of the Church of Scot¬
land, inherited from Calvin through John Knox.
By contrast, the Free Churches and the Baptist Churches
(Troeltsch's "sect" group) emphasized the formation of rel¬
igious communities composed of "converted" people,on a basis
of voluntary membership. They insisted on Church discipline,
and demanded the authority to excommunicate, in order to pre¬
serve a "pure" church. They emphasized the Sermon on the
Mount. Their desire for a "holy community" expressed itself
1. Troeltsch,"Social Teaching of the Christian Churches",p6l5
2. Neibuhr, R. "Christ and Culture" p 217
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in detachment from the state, from official positions, war,
force, violence, and capital punishment. They identified
the Natural Law as the Absolute lav: of the Primitive State
of man. They thought of the world as of the devil, and as
the scene of suffering until the Advent of Christ, from which
1.
the faithful were to prepare themselves by separation from it.
As we have pointed out, Calvinism had adopted a part of
this sect idea, and incorporated it into its ideal of the
Church. It had rejected, however, the concept of the State
as being evil, and accepted rather the idea that the State
was a gcod and holy institution, appointed by God himself.
It identified Natural Law with the Decalogue and understood
the present law of the State as an evolution of the Law of
2.
Nature. Political and economic institutions are regarded
as Divine institutions for the purpose of preserving social
3.
peace andh armony. The State and Law are regarded as amen¬
able to the religious purpose of the maintenance of religion,
and the social and utilitarian end of the promotion of peace,
3.
order and prosperity. Indeed, the State i3 regarded as
having the positive function of the promotion of the welfare
4*
of its people through religion. It is away from this con¬
ception, and toward the Free Church attitude to the State
that Mr. Marshall moves in his controversial writing and
speaking.
1. Troeltsch, "Social Teaching of the Christian Churches,,p696
2. ibid, n 613
3. ibid, p 614
3a.ibid, p 615
Neibuhr, "Christ and Culture",p 217
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The root of his belief as to the place of the Civil
Magistrate in religion, goes back in Scotland to the Rev. Mr.
Glas of Tealing, near Dundee, who was deposed by the synod of
Angus and Mearns in 172$ for his supposed heresies. Glas was
familiar with the teachings of Owen, in England, and was
strongly opposed to the covenanting spirit of his own time.
He declared that the idea of covenanted uniformity in religion
was wrong. Living, as he did, in a time when men believed in
the necessity of uniformity in religion, and Scotland was still
strongly under the influence of the Covenant vows, he was deem¬
ed to have departed from the faith. On his trial before the
Synod, Mr. Glas held that there was no warrant in the New
Testament for a national church; that the magistrate's power
had no place in the church, whether the magistrate was a
Christian or not, and that he had no power to punish men as
heretics. He further stated that the National League and Cove¬
nant was without warrant in the Bible, and that the true Re¬
formation was to be carried on by the word and Spirit of the
1.
Lord Jesus. His views were afterwards stated in various pub¬
lications, and particularly in "The Testimony of the King of
Martyrs"
The next clear statement of these principles comes from
the Rev. Patrick Hutchison, of the Relief Church at St. Ninian's^
during the controversy which began in 1770 between the Seces¬
sion and the Relief churches over terras of comaiunion. The
Relief Church was accused of laxness, and of standing upon the
1. Struther s'"History of the Relief Church", p 177
ruins of Reformation principles by the Burgher Synod of the
Secession, when they republished their testimony in 1779.
The principal champion of the Relief cause was the Rev. Mr.
Hutchison, who had been reared in the Secession Church,but
who had become a minister of the Relief Church. The chief
publication i3 his "Messiah's Kingdom", in which he treats of
the nature of the church, and tries to show that the Relief
Church, more than the Secession, fulfils those qualifications
It is stated that it is evident from a glance at this book
2.
that Hutchison has read Glas's "King of Martyrs"
Some of the teachings of Hutchison in "Messiah's Kingdom
are chronicled in Strutherfe "History of the Rplief Church."
In this work, he set forth strongly his beliefs as to the
proper relationship of Church and State. In the Kingdom of
Christ, all power and authority originate fromH im. He is
King, Lawgiver, and J^dge of his church. All men are invited
to become subjects of this kingdom, but when they enter it,
they acquire no power to alter its constitution. The Church
entirely distinct from the State, and civil magistrates do
not have authority to interfere with it, or to attempt to
establish it. The two are separated by boundaries which
mark them as quite different kingdoms. No magistrate has a
right to usurp dominion over men's conscience, xt is rather
the duty of men to search the scriptures for themselves, and
to learn the mind of Christ for their own salvation. The
Kingdom of Christ will not be built by worldly policy and
1. Struthers» , "History of the Relief Church," p 253-265
2. ibid, p 2o4
--em¬
power, but rather by the Spirit of the Lord. The truths of
the gospel make their own way by their own internal beauty
and power. The Church is entirely a voluntary society. It
is composed of men who enter it by their own consent. The
Christian faith gives blessings but it punishes none, in the
outward man, for not becoming its votaries. By its very
nature it is incompat£ bxe with an establishment, with the
help of the Civil Magistrate, and with the very idea of the
1.
use of the sword,or civil penalties to bring men into it.
The -e vie^s were expressed by Hutchison, but were claimed
for the Relief Church as a whole. In them, he differed from
the Church of Scotland, and the Secession, in believing that
the state and the church should be separated completely, and
in advancing larger tolerance to others for their views. The
old views of the importance of national covenanting for the
preservation of religion, he renounces. From this time, these
were the principles of the Relief Church, and the Voluntary
Controversy involved for them no great change, or awareness
of new light. It became simply a matter of aligning themselves
with the Secession, when the Secession came to express the
same views, and to further them through controversy.
The controversy with Hutchison on the side of the Relief,
seems to have had some effect on the beliefs of the Secession.
This is seen in two men, one on the side of the Anti-burghers,
and the other on the side of the Burghers, beginning to ex¬
press views that were somewhat in accord with those of
Hutchison.
1. Struthers, "History of the Relief Church", p 272-275
The first of these was Graham of Newcastle, of the Anti-
burgher synod. In 1790, he published "A Candid Vindication
of the Secession Church'.', declaring that the Erastian sense
of the covenants was absurd, and stating that "national cove¬
nanting, under the New Testament dispensation, is 'an agreement
among all, or the greater part of particular churches through¬
out a nation, to strengthen one another's hands, and encourage
one another's hearts in mutual fellowship, walking by the same
rule, and minding the same things.' He also maintained that
there might be 'diversity of sentiment about those things, which,
though they be divine truths and of considerable importance,
are, on account of the obscurity attending them, on the minds
of men in their investigation, matters of doubtful disputation.'
In his treatise, "A Review of the Ecclesiastical Establishments
of Europe", which was an enlargement of a previous tract, he
pronounced the alliance between church and state unscriptural,
opposed to the genius of Christianity, fatal to its interests,
and dangerous to civil government.
On the 3urgher side of the Secession, the Reverend
Adfehibald Hall, of London, published in 1770 his "Essay on
Church-fellowship," and in 1771 the pamphlet "Tekei", In these
he laid down the principles: "The church being the kingdom of
Christ, she must acknowledge no judge, king, or law-giver, but
Christ; not being of this world, she must be spiritual in her
constitution, and independent of the pleasure and authority
of men." "A church built upon tradition, former reformations,
acts of civil Establishment, or anything human, is not the
1.
church of Christ."
In 1796, the Anti-burgher synod passed an interim act in
which they "excepted to everything in the Confession which,
taken by itself, seems to allow the punishment of good and
peaceable subjects on account of their religious opinions and
observances, - that they approve of no other means of bringing
men into the church, or retaining them in it, than such as are
spiritual, and were used by the apostles ana other ministers
of the word in the first ages of the Christian church - per¬
suasion, not force; the power of the gospel, not the sword of
2.
the magistrate." Exception was taken to this action by Dr.
Thomas M'Crie, and others, who objected to the synod's forsak¬
ing of the belief in national responsibility for religion. It
led further, to the formation by this group, a few years later,
v-
of the "Constitutional Associate Presbytery" to carry on the
3.
beliefs which they deemed the synod to have discarded.
V
The spirit that was moving the Secession church toward
the complete Voluntary position, can be seen in the Basis of
Union between the two sections of the Secession which came to¬
gether in 1&20. There, a note was appended to the second article
of the Basis, referring to the Westminister Confession of Faith,
in which it was stated that while the Synod aid not require
uniformity on the subject of the magistrate's power, they did
adhere to the anti-establishment doctrine which had been pre-
4.
viously promulgated by the Associate Presbytery. In the maga-
1. Struthers' "History of the Relief Church" P 3^4,3^5
2. ibid, p 3^6
3. M'Crie, Thomas, "Life of Thomas M'Crie,D.D." p 64 f.
4. M'Kerrow's "Secession Church" p 765
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zine of the United Secession, the "Christian Monitor", we find
in July, 1322, a quotation from Milton's works, under the head¬
ing, "A Civil Establishment not necessary for preserving Christ¬
ianity." In March 1323, there was a review of a speech by Dr.
Chalmers, in which the reviewer questioned the superiority of
the establishment, and set forward the claim that a minister
should be supported by those whom he serves. The revised testi¬
mony of the United Secession, in 1327, in the chapter concern¬
ing the relations of Church and State, declared, after having
stated that the church deserved the countenance of the civil
power; "that the countenance given to it (the Christian religion)
must not be inconsistent with its own spirit and enactments. It
must not be introduced nor propagated by force. It disclaims
and prohibits all persecution." Also "that the church and the
state are entirely distinct, capable of existing without the
slightest intrusive interference with the proper province of
each, and ought not so to interfere. Erastian supremacy of
the state over the church, and anti-christian domination of
the church over the state, and all schemes of connexion tend-
I.
ing to either, ought to be avoided."
The strongest statement of Voluntary principles before
Marshall, however, is in the writing of the Rev. John Bailen-
tyne of Stonehaven. Sometime before 1329, he published "A
Comparison of Established and Dissenting Churches." At first,
he published under the pseudonym "A Dissenter", and wrote as
though he were a layman. After the Rev. Mr. Marshall's sermon,
1. M'Kerrow's "Secession Church", p 765
however, the treatise was re-published under the real name of
the author. Quotations from it are used extensively by the
Rev. Mr. Marshall in defending his position against the advo¬
cates of establishment.
In the main, Ballentyn^ argument is based on the dif¬
ference in mode of support between the Dissenting and the Es¬
tablished churches. He states that Dissenters are chiefly
characterized by "their supporting the ministrations of reli¬
gion at their own voluntary expense", while the Churches of
the Establishment are those "which afford the ministrations
1.
of religion at the expense of the public." He contends that
while the magistrate has some rights in religion, that right
is properly that of protection from evil, and allowing reli¬
gion to manage its own affairs. The civil magistrate should
have the direct management of the civil and military force of
the community, of its public revenue, and other such matters.
Religion, however, belongs to the realms of the conscience,
and is so connected with the private views and feelings of
individuals as to be generally violated by any attempt on
the part of the Civil Magistrate to advance its cause. Thus,
he believes that religion is to be treated like other personal
concerns, and left largely alone. Treated thus, he believes
that religion would flourish, ana that ministers would be more
attentive to their duties. Through this means, those friendly
to religion would increase in numbers, and the status of the
lower classes would be improved through their concern.
1. Bailentyne, J. "Comparison of Established and Dissenting
Churches" p 2
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Further, he contends that the Church and the State would
live in harmony, that aLl disputes over the limits of their
respective jurisdiction, and their ideas about their natural
independence and alliance through mutual compact would be
thrown aside. The Church would stand in the same relation
to the State as any other voluntary organization. It would
be entitled to the same protection. It would owe the same
obedience. It would be distinct from the state in ecclesias¬
tical matters, but dependent on it in political matters. Its
ministers would be independent of the State, and not aspire
to be either tools or masters of it, This system,he contends,
would neither violate conscience, nor inflict injury on anyone.
It is not like the Establishment, which exacts contributions
from pious and impious alike, and forces the magistrate to
oppi^ss some for its sake. Rather, it is suDoorted at the
voluntary expense of its adherents. As its ends are piety and
morals, so its means address themselves to the heart and to
1.
the understanding.
From this pamphlet, and the previously developed thought
of the Secession, it was an easy step to the sermon of Marshall,
and the response which greeted it. The theology of the Seces¬
sion had been prepared for the acceptance of the Voluntary
position as to support and the relationship of Church and State.
i
iiv. The influence of America
i
The tenth point in the Rev, Mr. Marshall's sermon is that
the argument against establishments has been taken from the
!
realm of theory, and proved by the practical facts in the United
■ t • ■ -/}■>
1
1. Ballentyne, "Comparison of Established and Dissenting
i Churches" p 55-5*>
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states. He alt.es favorably the dia-establisince c.t, or the non-
©stabliehment of the church there, and shows that it has not
been adverse to the cause of religion* Indeed, he says, God
has blessed, them, above all other nations, in the outcoming
1.
of hie spirit in a great revival of religion.
There is no doubt that the channels of information were
open between Scotland and America, Ihe "Christian monitor%
the m avine of the Secession, each year carried a number of
articles about the state of religion in the United States,
>
. b .ichall himself cays that he vac influenced in his thought
by a work of bristea, "Thoughts on the Anglican and Anglo-
American Churches," published in 1823, ana by the magazine,
"Christian Advocate". This latter was a theological and lit¬
erary magazine which was published monthly in .biladslphia
undoi the editorship of the dev. Ashbel 'ereen. Cf this pub#
lieution, hs says, "ihe Christian Advocate is the organ of the
presbyt'eoian church, and of course introduces uo principally
to the transactions of that body, yet the spirit which Is
breathed by that one body, and the mighty undertakings it Is
carrying on, cry ho considered as indicative of the character
and the exertions of all the other evangelical bodies through¬
out the Union, the episcopalians, the independents, the Dutch
reformed, the German reformed, the baptists, and the melhodists.
Prom a work such as that I speak of, issuing periodically from
the press at short intervals, it ia not easy to give extracts
which shall convey to those who have not seen it, a just idea
1. Marshall, "Pccleeiaotioal iiatabliahmenta Considered",p3S,40
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of Its contents 5 but if it be read month after month, especial¬
ly the portion of it which le devotee* to religious intelligence,
together with the 1 'lis"lonery reporter* an?I 1 Education Register,1
usually published in the Appendix, It cannot but produce an im¬
pression of a life, a power, an activity, a seal, a devetedness,
to the cnu e of the Redeemer's kingdom, a grandeur of thought
in devising plane for the advancement of that kingdom, a vig¬
our an'' determination of purpose in carrying those plans into
execution, which it would be vain to look for in any other
1.
cuart "
In the came work, he wrote, "While we appeal on this sub¬
ject to ancient, \m appeal also to modern facte - facte exist¬
ing at the present time, and in some sense under our own eye-
not depending for their evidence on the testimony of history,
but conveyed to us from day to day, through the thousand chan¬
nels by which one country receives intelligence of what le pass¬
ing in another, with which it has constant intercourse. As
there was no establishment of Christianity In the first three
centuries, when that religion was purest, and made most pro¬
gress in the world, so there is none at present in the United
States of America, where, having recovered something of Its
original liberty, after a long period of thraldom, it Is again
dlsolavim an energy of spirit, and pursuing a career of con-
2
quest, to which our side of the Atlantic can exhibit no parallel?
And further, ho says, "In proof of the reality of the American
revivals, and of the happy Influence they have exerted, and are
1,Marshall,"Ecclesiastical Establishments further Considered
p 267,268
2. ibid, p 244,245
still exerting, on the state of religion In that country, I
had referred to various sources of evidence - to writers of
credit who had treated the subject, giving an account of the
Assertcm churches and seminaries of education - to individuals
of credit who had visited this country and borne the amplest
and moot decisive oral testimony - and above all, to the ac¬
credits cominunicatlons of public religious bodies, drawn up
and.transmitted to dreat Britain in answer to inquiries upon
the subject proposed to them oy religious bodies of similar
respectability among ouraeIves?" "... and in which they give
it as their unanimous and decided opinion, fchct the question
is settled - thoroughly settled by the experience of that
country, that the church of Christ 'flourishes more without
an connexion with the state than it could do if it were made
1.
a part of the civil polity,'H
From these quotations, it is evident that the ministers
of the Secession, and i-ir. Marshall, in particular, were in
*
active contact with the United States, and were influenced in
their arguments against establishments, by the fact that in
America there were none, Iho impact of half a century ana
more of freedom from establishments was borne in, and carried
weight with those who objected on other grounds to Scottish
a s tablishment,
All these factors together, no doubt, contributed to the
formation of belief on the part of Andrew harshall, and the
ministers of the United. Secession, that establishments were
1.Marshall,"UccleBlastical hetabllshments further con¬
sidered", p 249,259
wrong, and that it was best to try to abolish them, their
thought was in terms of the current econ j»ic and political
thought. That seemed to be against establishments♦ The new¬
ly acquired freedom of Roran Catholics, made the concept of
majority rule a dangerous one In their minds, as they contem¬
plated the' possibility of a Roman Catholic establishment in
Ireland, under the British flag, their theology had gradually
been changing in emphasis, and they no longer believed in
covenanted uniformity as they once did, acoeptln. rather the
idea of the spirituality of Christ's kingdon, and objecting
to the interference of the state in natters of conscience,
Finally, the concrete example of a nation without establish¬
ment , v/h re religion was flourishing on..or the blessing of dod,
acted as a stimulust ancl as a proof of the possibility of their
dreams.
It was in this dry tinder that the spark of a single
sermon lit, and ignited a conflagration which was to stir the
hearts of men for some years to come, hiding on the tide of
a popular wn.ve, the Voluntary Controversy had begun.
Chapter II
The Ways and Means of the Voluntary Controversy
Almost all of the ways of waging controversy, open to
the first half of the nineteenth century, were seized upon
in the Voluntary controversy. It started as a war of publi¬
cation, with the Rev. Andrew Marshall's sermon being publish¬
ed in tract form and distributed and the reviewer's replies
in the 'Christian Instructor' also appearing in pamphlet
form. The volume of pamphlets published rose with the heat
of the controversy. Soon, organizations were formed on the
side of the Voluntaries, and of the Church of Scotland, for
the purpose of furthering their interests in the controversy.
These organizations arranged lectures, dealing with their own
viewpoint, and then published the lectures for y>jt wider dis¬
tribution. Public meetings were held In various parts of
Scotland, Dach side, on occasion , tried to disrupt and cap¬
ture the meeting of the opposite contender. Debates were
held, on various aspects of the question, some of them last¬
ing for hours. Deputations appeared before Parliament; the
controversy became an issue of election in some places; and
actions of government were, in some measure, influenced by
the Controversy. Monthly magazines appeared for both parties,
and duly recorded the activities of the controversialists,
while endeavouring to persuade men to their own viewpoint.
Pew, indeed, must have been the citizens of Scotland, parti¬
cularly in those areas possessing Dissenting Churches, who
had not heard, or did not know something of the issues and
39'
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arguments of the Voluntary Controversy, of "The Church Ques¬
tion", as it was also called, Certainly, they were bombarded
from all sides, and called on to rally to the one cause or
the other.
1, Organizations
In 1832, the first of the organizations of controversy
was formed in Edinburgh, This meeting was tho direct result
of the discussion of several ministare of the United Secession
Church, at a meeting of their synod in 1831, There, after
discussing way# of keeping alive the interest which had been
excited by Mr. Marshall's sermon, and of directing into
"proper" channels the current of public opinion, it was de-
dlided that an association should be formed for this purpose.
After this meeting together of those ministers who were friend¬
ly to the principles which had been set out in the Rev. Mr.
Marshall's pamphlet, a circular was addressed to a number
of people who were thought to be similarly interested. It
stated?
"Sir - At the last meeting of the United Associate Synod,
a number of its ministers had a friendly consultation respect*"
ing the best means of promoting the voluntary support of the
gospel. All present were of opinion, that an Association, em¬
bracing evangelical dissenters from different denominations
might do much, by publications and otherwise, to secure this
object, and to obtain for voluntary churches a redress of
their grievances. To further these views, a committee was
appointed, consisting of the Rev. Dr. Brown, Broughton Place}
the Rev, John M'Silchrist, Hose Street, Edinburgh} the Rev,
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William Mauri®, Lauder; and the Rev, David King, Dalkeith,
Mr. M*Gilchrist to be convener,
"By agreement of this committee, you are invited to
breakfast In the Royal Hotel (Gibb's), Frlnee's Street,
Edinburgh, at 10 o'clock on Tuesday the 24th curt,, when the
dissenting ministers and laymen present shall advise concern¬
ing the constitution of the intended society, and its plan
of operations,
1.
Edinburgh, January 2nd, 1832 John M'Gilchrist,
convener."
This meeting took place in the %yal Hotel, on the date
called,. It was there agreed unanimously "That a society
should be formed, having for its object the asserting and
2.
maintaining the rights of voluntary churches." A group was
appointed to serve as a committee and to draw up rules which
would be submitted to another meeting.
The second meeting was convened, again by circular, on
ths 13th of September, 1832, and met in the Royal Saloon,
Edinburgh, 'Various denominations were represented by minis¬
ters and laymen, and the Rev. Dr. Peddle served as chairman
of the meeting. The Rev, Mr, M*Gilchrist, the convener of
the committee which had been previously appointed, reported
the proceedings of that group, and read the rules which they
had prepared, Mr, Andrew C, Dick, seconded by the Reverend
Mr, Brown, moved the acceptance of the report, and the forma¬
tion of a Voluntary Church Association In the following resolu
tlon, which was unanimously adopted;
K'XerrcsJs ..cession Church", p 729
ibid, p 730
"That this meeting approve of the report of the committee
now read, and that the gentlemen present do now, agreeably
thereto, form themselves Into a Society, by the name of the
Voluntary Church Association, and adopt the fundamental prin¬
ciples and rules recommended in the said reoort, as the fun-
1.
damental principles and rules of said Society." These rules
were: "That a compulsory support of religious institutions
is inconsistent with the nature of religion, the spirit of
the gospel, the express appointment of Jesus Christ, and the
civil rights of men: That, in every case whore the individual
disapproves of the system supported, or the principle of sup¬
port, It is an unwarrantable attack on the right of property,
and a direct invasion of the rights of conscience; That it
keeps in a state of unnatural separation, those who ought to
be united, and in a state of unnatural union, those who ought
to be separate: That its tendency, as exhibited in Its effects
is to secularize religion, promote hypocrisy, perpetuate er¬
ror, produce infidelity, destroy the unity and purity of the
church, and disturb the peace and order of civil society: That
by its direct and indirect influence, it is among the princi¬
pal causes of the low state of Christianity in thoBe countries
where it is professed, and of the slowness of Its progress
throughout the world: and that, while thus unreasonable, im¬
politic, unjust, and mischievous, it has not even the plea of
necessity, Christianity having within itself, in the native in
fluenee of Its doctrines on the minds of those who believe
them, everything which is requisite for its efficient support




This meeting, before dissolving, instructed their com¬
mittee to call a public meeting of persons who were friendly
to the voluntary support of the gospel, at the earliest pos¬
sible moment. This meeting was to announce the formation of
the society, and to make known the principles on which it
was founded, and the objects it had In view. This nubile
meeting was held January 29th, 1833, and commanded a crowded
2»
audience.
Similar organizations sprang up rapidly in other parts
of Scotland. At Glasgow, the meeting of the Voluntary Church
Society was assembled on November 12, 1832, in Dr. Seattle's
church, Gordon Street, Dr. Dick was elected chairman of
that group. On January 29,1833, concurrent with the public
meeting in Edinburgh, a voluntary association was formed in
Fife, in the church of Edenshead, On January 14, 1833, &
meeting, was held in the Rev. Mr'* Smart's church in Paisley,
and as, association was formed along the lines of the one in
Edinburgh. Other associations were formed in Strathmiglo;
3
Stroud, November 26, 1832; Denny Loanhead, January 2, 1833;
Hamilton, I lay 26,1833; Perth, June 12, 1833; St. Ninian's and
4,
Stirling, May 7, 1833; Cupar, June 10, 1833,
On December 17,1834, the "Scottish Central Board for
extending the Voluntary Principle, and vindicating the rights
of dissenters," was formed. Many of those who were leaders
in the Edinburgh Voluntary Association, became leaders of
^M'&arrow's "Secession Church", p 73C
2,Ibid, pps 729,730
Voluntary Church Magazine, March, 1833
4#lbid, May, June, July, 1833
this board. This group was organized to be the political ac¬
tion arm of the Voluntary Church movement, and served its pur¬
pose nobly. On two oocassions, the Board sent delegations to
London, to visit members of Parliament and to lobby against
the claims of the Church of Scotland, The following extracts
from the first report of the Board, issued in 1S35» give an
indication of the activities and interests of this group,
"The first object proposed by the foundation of the Board
was to 'extend the principle of Voluntary Churches.1 This was
contemplated to be done in two ways - by the circulation of
Tracts, and the employment of Lecturers. In the department
of Tracts, the Board's operations have not been so extended
as they could have wished. They have, however, published three
one by the Rev. Mr. Young of Peril?, printed originally by the
Edinburgh Young Men's Society, entitled "The National Endow¬
ment of Christian Churches opposed by the appointment of Jesus
ChristT Of this tho Board purchased 2000 copies, and have
them for sale at 7s. per 100; another, by the Rev. Dr. Brown,
entitled, * The Voluntary Support of Christianity a Divine
Ordinance;" of which they printed 8000, at tho cost of 4s 6d
per 100, and a third, consisting of extracts from Mr. Marshall'
works, "on tho Scriptural Method of Supporting Christianity;"'
of which they printed a similar number, at the cost of 2s 3d
per 100. These have already had a pretty extensive circula¬
tion; and the Board are prepared to publish others, if the de¬
mand for them gives them encouragement to persevere,
"In regard to Lecturers, the Board regret, that as yet
they have not been able to engage any. To a certain extent
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the want has been in some measure supplied by ministers of
different denominations, who have kindly delivered Addresses
or Lectures in different parts of the country,
"Under this head, may be noticed the recent labours of
tho Rev, rr. Lassie of Dublin, author of 'Political Christian¬
ity in Ireland', That gentleman came to Edinburgh, and after
delivering several lectures there, and in Leith, on the sub¬
ject of tho Irish Church, he has visited Dunfermline, Linlith¬
gow, Falkirk, Stirling* Perth, Dundee, hontrose, Arbroath,
Aberdeen, Banff, Elgin, Forres, Nairn, Inverness, and is now
delivering lectures In Glasgow, Paisley, and Greenock. The
Board have since learned from Mr* Maasi©, that he intends to
prolong his stay In this country, and they have been gratified
to find from accounts they have received, that he has been
highly acceptable in all the places he has visited, and that
his lectures have been useful in developing some of the fea¬
tures of the system,and attracting public attention more strong¬
ly to the claims of our Irish Brethren,
"The Board closes the notice of this department of their
operations, with pressing upon Dissenters throughout the coun¬
try, the necessity of contributing to their funds, in order
to enable thorn to proceed in those operations,
"The other branch of duty committed to the Board Is, the
'Vindicating the F&ghts of Dissenters,' Under this head the
Report enters at great length upon the accommodation 3cheme,
and defends the 'Statement* which was published by the Board
some tl. a ago, from the attacks made upon It by Churchmen,
In reference to the statistical accuracy of the Btatement, the
—
Report says, the cavils which have been raised about the ac¬
curacy of the tables, are almost too trifling to deserve no¬
tice; and it furnishes the most satisfactory evidence of the
accuracy of the Statement in this respect, that so little has
been brought forward to invalidate them. In some few cases,
it has been alleged, the accommodation In Dissenting places
of worship has been overstated; but on what authority la this
alleged* on hypothetical estimates of the capacity of the
churches, or on the authority of those very returns which, it
seems, the authors of the Assembly's Circular had before them
when they prepared It, but which they withheld, from a convic¬
tion that It was quite possible they were not given with suf¬
ficient accuracy, and that Dissenters would have ground to
complain had they been laid before Government J The only er¬
ror of which the Board is aware, is that in a foot-note, re¬
garding the unlet sittings in the parish churches of .uni'erm-
line. From an error in subtracting the occupied sittings from
the total accommodation In the 'unlet', while, in consequence
of th sittings in one of the churches being the property of
the heritors, it ought to have been said, 'unlet or unoccupied.'
This trifling mistake, of 80 sittings, in a Statement embrac¬
ing upwards of a quarter of a million, and which does not af¬
fect a single table in the Statement, has been made the sub¬
ject of loud and angry complaint; thus furnishing the strong¬
est possible evidence of the general accuracy of all the im¬
portant parts of the Statement.
"In reference to the proceedings of Parliament, the Re¬
port proceeds: "The state of the question in Parliament, is
well known to the public, and need not here be detailed. The
/
Board thought It their duty to urge, that the application
should be mat by a direct negative, but finding that the
ministry could not be induced to do 00, without an investiga¬
tion into the facts, by advice of several Members of Parlia¬
ment most friendly to the interests of x/isaenters, while they
protested against a grant in any circumstances, they have ac¬
quiesced in the appointment of a commission of enquiry, in
the hope that an Impartial commission will be appointed, and
that their report will be eminently useful in throwing light
on the whole ecclesiastical state of the country. When the
report is given in, it will be equally open to dissenters to
object to any grants of money to the Establish:- -at as it was
be; ore the commission was m v d for; and tue acquiescehte in
the measure, by no means involves any concession of the prin¬
ciple on which mainly they contend against the Injustice of
the measure.
"In connection with this subject, the Board have also
to allude to the returns ordered by the House of Commons,
on the motion of Mr. Wallace. That order met with their
hearty approbation; and they feel Indebted to Mr. 'Wallace
for his exertions in regard to it. The returns, it is be¬
lieved, have as yet been very partially made; and should a
commission be issued, they will, In the judgment of the Com¬
mittee, be superseded, and, in all probability, the order for
them will be discharged. In case, however, they are still
called for, the Board trust, that the utmost care will be
taken by Dissenters in every part of the country, that the
returns are accurately and universally mad©.
"In reference to the Fast, the Board 'recommended to
Dissenters to follow on the day appointed, their usual avoca-
tionss and it is scarcely necessary to add, that while they
do so, they ought sedulously to avoid whatever might justly
be held to disturb those members of the Church who may think
it proper to obey the appointment of the Assembly, or to in¬
terfere with their observance of it,
"The Board have also had under their notice, the bill
lately introduced into Parliament by Mr, Btewart of Alderaton,
'to establish in Scotland a uniform and efficient system of
registration of births, marriages, and deaths;' and a committee
was appointed by them to report thereon# Mr, Jtewart, however,
having, for the present, withdrawn his bill, in consequence
of the Government having it in contemplation to take up the
subject, the committee lid not consider it necessary to pre¬
pare any report. It may, however, be mentioned, that while in
general the liberal character of the bill, and most of its pro¬
visions, met with the approbation of the Board, they had it in
view to object to some of the provisions, and particularly to
the office of Registrar being conferred on Parochial Bchool-
mastera; and that on two grounds, 1st, Because the duties of
Registrar might, in many cases, Interfere with the performance
of their proper duties; and, 2nd, Because, so long as the ap¬
pointment of schoolmasters stands on its present footing, the
provision amounts in effect to an exclusion of Dissenters from
filling the office of Registrar, - it being necessary, accord¬
ing to existing law, that the schoolmaster should be a member
of the Established Church, The Board will not fall to watch
the progress of the measure* and exert themselves to obtain*
in regard to It, equal justice to dissenters as well no Church-
1.
men."
Young Men were also brought into the fray. In Edinburgh,
a Young Men's Voluntary Church Association was formed in
2.
1834, 'This group began the publication of the Edinburgh
Voluntary Churchman, and sponsored various series of lectures.
In November, 1838, th«rIssued this statement: You are no
doubt well aware that a society, under the designation of the
Edinburgh Young Men's Voluntary Church Association, has for
several years existed in this city. At the time of its In¬
stitution, another society, having similar objects in view,
was In active operation. It was then conceived that the
Voluntary cause in this city would be materially advanced by
the exertions and co-operation of a junior society, dhortly
after its formation, the other society, which was known by
the name of the Edinburgh Voluntary Church Association, un¬
fortunately gave up its active proceedings. It would be out
of place here particularly to inquire what were the causes
which concurred to produce this effect. It is generally un¬
derstood, however, that one of the principal was the estab¬
lishment in Edinburgh of the 'Scottish Central Board for vin¬
dicating the rights of dissenters,' the management of the af¬
fairs of which was in great measure committed to those gentle¬
men who were the leaders of the Voluntary Church Association;
1 ^Edinburgh Voluntary Churchman, November, I835
2.ibid, August, 1835, p 17
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and these affairs were found to be of such magnitude and im¬
portance as fully to occupy their time and attention* To
this may be added, the relaxation of Churchmen in their ef¬
forts to extend Information on the principles of ecclesias¬
tical establishments, and the partial occupation of the field
by the juvenile society. The members of this society have
all along deeply regretted that the senior society, which,
from its position in the metropolis, ./as calculated to have
a powerful effect in promoting the interests of the Voluntary
cause, should only nominally exist. They regarded their as¬
sociation merely as an auxiliary, and as such, they consid¬
ered that it was capable of rendering some important service.
But they never considered that It alone should occupy the
field, hot a few of ita members have consequently, for some
time exist, been convinced of the propriety of a union between
the two societiesj but as there existed a very general des¬
ire that the senior* society should resume the ground which
it once occupied, any active measure3 to accomplish this
scheme wore always delayed. In the meantime, many Individ¬
uals who had been connected with the senior- society, and
others advanced in life, finding that the young men's associ¬
ation 'was the only one that was actively prosecuting the
cause, enrolled themselves among its members, so that vir¬
tually It was no longer merely a young men's society. It
fas found, however, that a number of persons of age, influence,
and experience, rendered their countenance and assistance
highly desirable, refused to join a society, the title of
which implied that its members were composed solely of young
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men. Such being the case, it was now conceived almost neces¬
sary that such an alteration should be made in the designa¬
tion of the society, as would at once indicate its true char¬
acter, and permit persons of all ages to become members. A
motion was accordingly brought forward at the last quarterly
meeting of the members, that the association should in the
future be denominated the 'Edinburgh Association for promot-
1,
ing Voluntary Church Principles."
On the side of the Church of Scotland, organizations
also sprang into being for Its defence. Paramount among
these was the Glasgow Society for Promoting the Interests
of the- Church of Scotland, which was formed January 51, and
February 1, 1833 in St. George's Church, Glasgow. Among
other purposes, this association was formed "To support her
(the Established Church) against all who shall attempt to
undermine her existence and primitive Constitution; and, by
all due and Constitutional means, to obtain the reformation
of such abuses as, in the lapse of time, may have crept into
O
«
her Administration." A similar organization was formed in
3
Greenock, and presumably in other parts of the Church of
Scotland. The part of these organizations, however, will
be discussed in a future chapter, dealing with the relation¬
ship of the Voluntary Controversy to the 1834 Assembly.
Early in 1834, the Edinburgh young Men's Church Associa¬
tion was formed to further the interests of the Church of
1.Voluntary Church Magazine, November 1838, p 5272. Speeches Delivered at the- Formation of the Society, etc.vReport of Meeting of Friends of the C of S. at Gr»enock
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Scotland, and to counter the thrusts of the Voluntary organ¬
izations and proponents. In presenting their first report,
they said: "...Your Committee cannot but begin with the lan¬
guage of congratulation to their Subscribers, and of thankful¬
ness to Almighty 3od. Little more than a year has elapsed
since the Association was formed, but during that period It
has been steadily augmenting the number of Its members, it
has been instrumental In awakening and stimulating to vigor-
' '
■ '
, ' . , • \ / A
ous efforts in defence of our National Church, and It has been
animated and refreshed by various Indications of good-will
from many not belonging to the Establishment It was form¬
ed 'for the purpose of obtaining and diffusing information re¬
garding the true principles of the Church Establishment in
Scotland, and the utility and excellence of her ancient Par¬
ochial System;' and although the attempt was at first consid¬
ered somewhat hazardous, It has been conducted in a manner
which has not been without considerable Influence in accomp-
1.
lishing the object." The report then goes on to give in detail
the activities of the group.
The first object to which the group had turned its at¬
tention, was the means available for the gathering of the funds
necessary for its purpose, and the securing of some means for
the rapid and accurate circulation of information. Deciding
that the Parochial division of the town afforded an Ideal in¬
strument for their purpose, they formed five Parochial Associa¬
tions. These were formed in the Parishes of St. Andrew's, St,
Stephen's, the Trinity College, Canongate, and Buccleuch. Each
1. Report of Edinburgh Young Men's Association; Nov. 1835
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of these Parishes was to be sub-divided Into districts, and
Individuals appointed in each district to distribute the infor¬
mation which would be furnished to them by the Committee. In
addition to these organizations formed strictly for the purpose
of defending the Establishment, the Parishes of St. (Jeorge's
and St. Mary's combined that purpose with parochial and con¬
gregational interests in the formation of their associations.
Some of these associations held public meetings within their
own bounds, at which they defended the position of the Estab¬
lishment, and the principle of an establishment. It was large¬
ly through the work and exertions of these parochial societies,
that the treasurer of the Edinburgh Young Men's Association was
able to report that he had received in donations and subscrip¬
tions the sum of one hundred sixty seven pounds, thirteen
shillings, and five-pence. All of this, save eleven shillings
and a penny, came through the parochial organizations. This
would indicate that the interest of these young men was more
than verbal, and that they believed in their cause enough to
contribute well towards its objects.
The Committee for the Association decided to enter the
field of written conflict, and to publish some of the tracts which
were available at that time. At first, they hesitated whether
to re-issue as their own, tracts which had already been pub¬
lished, or to commence a series of their own. They decided,
at length, to follow the course of issuing their own publications.
This, they thought, vfould give them a wider selection of im¬
portant and Interesting, topics, along with a more direct super-
vision of the publications. The first publication was a tract
explaining the fundamental principles involved in the support
of a Civil Establishment of Religion. Eleven thousand copies
of this tract were distributed. In was intended that this
tract should be followed by others, amplifying the views that
were expressed therein.
This intention, however, was changed when the Committee
began to think that more benefit to their cause could be ob¬
tained through the medium of a Course of Lectures. These, they
thought, would be heard by some who would not bother to read
the literature which was being issued on the subject of Estab¬
lishments. Accordingly, they submitted a prospectus for a
Course of Lectures to the clergymen of Edinburgh, and other
parts of the country. They approved of the plan, and agreed
to co-operate with the Committee by preparing and giving
the assigned lectures. The Course was begun with an In¬
troductory lecture by the President of the Young Men's Associa¬
tion. This lecture was delivered in St. Andrew's Church, the
27th of November, 1834. After this, the lectures were trans¬
ferred to Lady Glenorchy's Chapel, and continued, at short
intervals,until April 20th, 1835. These lectures were delivered
to crowded audiences, with many people attending the entire
i
course. The Committee claimed that among the audience were
many of the working class, and that a deep interest had been
evinced by them.
Nor had the idea of the publication of suitable arguments
for their cause been abandoned. Soon after the introductory
lecture had been given, a wish was expressed that the whole of
the series might be published in succession, ImmGdiatoly after
they were delivered. The Committee seized on that idea, and
made arrangements for the publication of the Course of Lectures,
each to appear Just after it had been delivered. This was done,
and each of the Lectures passed through two editions, amounting
to one thousand five hundred copies. Some went to a third edi¬
tion, and some even to a fourth. In all, nearly thirty thousand
copies of the lectures were sold, The Committee reported with
pride that they had published them at as low a price as possible,
and had yet managed to avoid all financial risk to the Committee
and to the Young Men's Association. Indeed, they had managed
to sell the lot to a purchaser who stereotyped the lectures,
bound them into a volume, added a prefatory discourse by the
Rev. Mr. Buchanan, of Leith, and offered them for sale in the
bookshops of the town.
The nature of these addresses can be seen from the titles
under which they were given. After the preface by the Re/*
Mr, Buchanan, there was an opening lecture delivered by the
Rev. William Cunningham, titled, "On the Nature and Lawfulness
of Union Between Church and State." The next lecture was by
the Rev. John Bruce, minister of the New North Parish, and was
called, "The Lawfulness of the Church accepting an Endowment
from the State, in answer to alleged Scriptural Objections."
The third, by the Rev. James Lewis, St. John's Parish, Leith,
was on "The Lawfulness of the State forming a connection with
the Church, and the right of the Civil Magistrate to expend the
Public Funds in support of the Church; in answer to alleged ob¬
jections." The next, by the Rev. Charles J. Brown, was "The
Duty of the State to Endow the nhurch." It was followed by
"Advantages whioh the Church derives from an alliance with the
State, in the decent respect and reverence secured to the in¬
stitutions of religion", by the Rev. Robert S. Candlish. The
next two lectures were likewise concerned with the advantages
>' r I
which the Church derives from Union with the State - "...In res-
pect of the extension of her means and resources" by the Rev.
g:'/.. S' §■'
John Paul, and "...in the independence secured to her ministers"
by the Rev. James M. M*Cullochf The eighth, by the Rev. John
B. Fatterson, dealt with the "Advantages resulting to the State
from the Civil Establishment of the True Religion." The next
8F.-v<£' ■'■ rW-V'-v5 • ; ■ i . ;v "i/v ' : '-g-f".'-' ' *
lecture, by Alexander Dunlop, Adv cate, discussed the "Union
betv/een Church and State as it exists in Scotland." This was
followed by three lectures on Parochial economy: Ihe Rev.
W0-: '
John G. Lorimer spoke of "The excellence of the Parochial
enonomy, and its fitness to promote the ends of a scriptural
union between the Church and the State," The Rev. Robert Lee
deali with "Causes of Departure from the Parochial Economy,and
the evils of that departure, especially in large towns. The
series was brought to a conclusion by the Rev. Andrew Gray,
who lectured on the "Means of promoting a return to the Parochial
Economy of the Church of Scotland, and on the true character and
the highest dignity of that Church, as pre-eminently the church
of the people, the Church of the Poor."
In the self-congratulations of the Committee, it was claim-
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ed that these lectures were delivered In a tone and a manner
intelligible to all classes. Their impact was such, that they
were the direct cause, they claimed, of the parallel lectures
delivered in Edinburgh by the Voluntary advocates. Thus both
sides were presented to the public in lectures and tracts with¬
in a very short space of time.
The next activity of the Young Men's Association grew
out of the Church Accommodation Scheme of the Church of Scot¬
land. As we shall sea in a later chapter, this Scheme was the
cause of violent opposition on the part of Dissenters, Among
other things, the Church Accommodation Committee approached
the Government of the day, with a request that an endowment
be granted for the new churches which were built under the
Scheme. When Sir Pobert Peel came into power, it was thought
that the Government were giving favorable consideration to the
application. The "Scotsman" newspaper attacked the whole idea
under the stigma of "Tory Church-Bullding Scheme", and strongly
protested against the idea of new churches for Edinburgh. Ihe
Rev. Professor Welsh replied to this article, and the charge
which was made in it. As the article had been extracted by
Dissenters, and was circulated as a separate pamphlet, the
J.
Young Men's Church Association similarly published around four
thousand copies of Professor Welsh's statement, and distributed
them.
The next project of the Association was the result of
the reactions of the Dissenters to the Church Accommodation
Scheme. "The Scottish Central Board for vindicating the bights
of Dissenters" published statistics, which they claimed were
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the true facts regarding Church Accommodation, In order to
counter these statements, and the accusation that the statis¬
tics of the Church Accommodation Committee were false and full
of error, the Committee of the Association decided that a
Public Meeting of the citizens of Edinburgh should be called,
and the findings of that meeting published. This was suggested
to several individuals, who entered into the project. The meet¬
ing was finally held in the Assembly Rooms on the 15th of April,
The Right Honorable Lord Belhaven was chairman of the meeting,
and it was well attended. The Committee claimed that the
' •?
success of this meeting was the cause of the failure of a
similar meeting held by the Voluntaries on the next day. The
speeches made at the meeting, and the resolutions adopted, were
immediately afterward printed, and put into circulation. Copies
were addressed to every Member of Parliament, and were sent to
all of the principal towns throughout Scotland. In all, ten
thousand copies of this report were printed and distributed.
In a further effort to counter the effect of the statements
which were being made by the Dissenters in regard to the condi¬
tion of the town churches of the city of Edinburgh, the Commit¬
tee requested Mr. Robert Johnston, Junior, W.S., to prepare a
full statement of the position of the Established Churches, and
of the facts as they saw them. Ihis was made the more necessary
by the statements which were being made in the Town Council in
relation to the City Churches, and by the accusations which were
being made by the Dissenters of being compelled to support an
establishment. Mr. Johnston drew up a very elaborate exposl-
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tlon of the state of the Established Church in Edinburgh, in
which he compared the amount of accommodation furnished by the
Tovm Churches, and by the Dissenters, and the amount of seat-
rents and collections drawn from both. In the opinion of the
Committee, he showed that the Churches connected with the Es¬
tablishment were decidedly better attended than those of the
Dissenting Churches, even though their seat-rents were very
considerably higher. In the pamphlet, the author also oointed
out the causes of the evil that existed in the Established
Churches, and suggested ways in which they might be removed.
The pamohlet was one which contained minute statistics, and
it was thought that for that reason, its sale might be some¬
what slow. It was claimed, however, that though this might
Influence its popularity, it did not detract from its value,
and the Committee had not hesitated to authorize its printing
and circulation. Among other things, it claimed to have dis¬
covered that the Established Church of Edinburgh had yielded
to the revenue of the town more than ninety thousand pounds.
In making this calculation, simple interest on the money col¬
lected was taken Into account. This, they thought, should
silence forever the clamors of those who would claim that
the Church was a burden to the town. It was, they said, a
refutation of the claims of the Voluntaries, or at least of
one Voluntary Lecturer, who had hinted that the Churchmen might
have been the cause of the bankruptcy of the City. The Committee
further claimed that to the astonishment and disappointment of
some, not one of the multifarious calculations and statements
which Mr, Johnston had made had been refuted or invalidated.
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Of an edition of five hundred copies, some three hundred, fifty-
had been disposed of at the time the Committee made their
report.
The last publication which the Committee attempted was
in connection with the Fast-day which had been appointed by
the General Assembly. Feeling that the reasons for the holding
of the Fast were being mis-represented, and the people were not
in possession of the facts, the Committee resolved upon drawing
up and printing a circular containing the Assembly's Acts and
Addresses, with some introductory observations. This they did,
and circulated the seventeen thousand copies which they had
had printed. There was, indeed, a demand for further copies.
It was to this they attributed the general readiness of the
members of the Church of Scotland to observe the Fast-day, and
the outward decency and res ;ect which was extensively accord-
1.
ed to it by others.
It was by the activities such as those which we have been
recounting that the Voluntary Controversy was spread, and was
taken into the life of the ordinary Church member. Far more
than many theological controversies, this one touched the life
of the Church-members of 'cotland, as well as the ministers and
elders. These societies were formed because the people were in¬
terested In the one side or the other. On the part of the Dis¬
senting Churches, the Voluntary Association and Societies be¬
lieved that a concerted effort would bring the Establishment
down. It was their conviction that common justice dictated that
1* Feport of Edinburgh Young Ken's Association; Nov, 1835
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all churches should be on a parity before the law, and in
their support. Establishment ipembers were equally convinced
of the virtue of their position, and rallied strongly to
defend it.
b. Periodicals
In March, 1&33, the Glasgow Voluntary Church Society
began the publication of 'The Voluntary Church Magazine'.
The magazine continued through 1$39, with the editor then an¬
nouncing that he was discontinuing his services, since, "He
conceives that the object he contemplated when he undertook the
work, is in a great measure accomplished. He flatters himself
that the working classes of the community, for whose benefit
his labours in this periodical have been chiefly intended,
are, with comparatively few exceptions, thoroughly indoctri¬
nated into the genuine principles of religious liberty. So
great a revolution in the minds of men, on a subject of such
importance, and effected within so short a period, he believes
to be almost, if not altogether, without a parallel in the
1.
history of the world...."
In the first number, the editor sets the purpose of the
magazine in a rather rambling introduction "To our readers".
He begins with an allusion to the sending forth of the apostles
to their labors, and an exhortation to look to the ultimate,
rather than the immediate objects of the controversy. He





defends the motives of the Voluntaries In carrying on the con¬
troversy against Churchmen, and points to an indication of op¬
position In the increased activities of the Church. Here, he
says, "Already what astonishing progress has been madeJ -
what success has crowned the efforts of some Individuals among
us, isolated and desultory as these efforts have been! What
a short period has yet elapsed since the first sermon on Es¬
tablishments was published in this part of the island, and be¬
hold how great a matter a little fire has kindled! The torch
has been cast into a field of stubble - the kingdom in all dir¬
ections has burst into a blaze. The eastern and western metro¬
polis has each its Association - their example is beginning to
be imitated by others of our larger towns - country and parish
and congregational associations are starting up day after day.
And of whom are these composed? Are they not composed of the
very choice of the population - the most enlightened, most ac¬
tive, most resolute, as well as the most pious, generally
speaking, in the whole community? Will such men forego a cause
which they have so solemnly espoused,- a oause so godlike in
itself, and so well deserving of their most zealous and per¬
severing support? He must know little of the coolness and de¬
termination of the Scottish character, especially among the
middle classes, who entertains any such opinion,
"A mighty effort is beginning to be made on the other side
The church, which slumbered for a time within her bulwarks, is
awakening to a sense of danger,- consternation is spreading
throughout her ranks,- her men of might, if she have any, are
at a loss to find their hands, and the boasters who, for a time
hurled defiance and Insolence froni her walls, Imagining that
these could never he soaled, are raising the cry of alarm, and
calling on their partisans to bestir themselves lest all should
b© lost.
"Hastings are held, and associations formed, 'to promote
the interests of the Church;' and if her interests, in the
proper sense of the words, really are promoted, to whom will
the praise be due? Assuredly to no church-man, or body of
chu, .••hmen in the land. The praise will be due entirely and
1.
exclusively to our Voluntary Societies...."
The next article has to do with proposed action in par¬
liament on Irish Church Reform. In his comments on this bill,
and its features, he says, "Can any man of impartiality look
at the system it discloses and be at a loss to account for one
at least of the chief grievances of Ireland? ihis church pro¬
bably Includes, all sorts of people taken together, about a
tithe of the population of Ireland; the rest, Catholics, Presby'
terians, Independents &o, can be induced, by no consideration,
to Join themselves to its communion. ,..the absolute pauperism
and beggary of a great proportion of the inhabitants are pro¬
verbial all over Europe; yet this hated church, in this poor
2,
and miserable land, is the richest In the world,"
From this, he turns to an examination of the speeches
made in St. George's church, Glasgow, at the formation of the
"Glasgow Association for Promoting the interests of the Church
of Scotland-."* Some Statistics from American Churches, in sup-
1. Voluntary Church Magazine, March 1833, P 5
2. ibid, p 9
3. ibid, p 13
port of the voluntary principle follow. Then comes an article
on the churches of London, pointing out that the voluntary prin¬
ciple maintained more churches in that city than did the Estab¬
lishment, and that they were as' well, or better attended, Next,
the ddath of Dr. Dick, voluntary leader in Glasgow, Is noted.
The issue concludes with a notice of a sermon by Dr. Wardlaw,
and announcements of the various activities and reeolutiono of
recently formed voluntary societies. This issue may be taken
as typical of those of succeeding months, /
In August, 1835, the Edinburgh Young Ken's Voluntary
Church Association, began the monthly publication of "The
Edinburgh Voluntary Churchman." Of their object, they said
"(it)., is rather to bring theno principles,which have already
been established, to bear upon existing circumstances - upon
those events which are from time to tine taking place in the
country, and thus to demonstrate the injiistlee, Impolicy, and
unscriptural nature of Civil Establishments of religion. In
pursuance of this design, they shall each month, 1st,Select
some of the Important Occurrences connected with Ecclesiastic
Affairs for the subject of Discussion,- 2nd,Give an Account
of the Operations of Dissenters in England, Scotland and Ire-
lands and 3d, Notice such proceedings in Parliament as may be
1.
deemed of importance to the Voluntary r. . o."
"The Church of Scotland Magazine" was begun in Glasgow,
in March, 1834. It continued through December,1838, In that
valedictory issue, the editors mad® claims for their magazine
and party which were very similar to those mad© for the Volun-
1, Edinburgh Voluntary Churchman, August, 1835
tary Church Magazine, when it ceased publication a year later*
They said, "The world is now acquainted With our views and
principles, and will form its judgement accordingly* But we
can, without fear of contradiction, and in all good conscience
affirm* that we have made it our constant aim to advocate those
great principles of ecclesiastical government, and of social
and national religion, which are unfolded in the doctrines,
precepts, and examples of the word of God, and as they are ex¬
hibited to us in the very admirable and inestimably precious
standards of our Church. As we have a firm and unhesitating
belief in their truths and value, so have we proclaimed and
defended them with plainness, decision, and zeal*.,*
"All our readers are aware in what these things Issued,-
that dissent, now better known by the phrase Voluntaryism, fav¬
oured by the progress of events, the prevalence of lrreliglon,
of extravagant and disorganizing views of government, and by
the existence of vast masses of a neglected and therefore dis¬
contented and immoral population broke out In open and bitter
hostility to all established institutions, and forgot altogether
the injunction, 'meddle not with them that are given to change;'
but on the contrary, avowedly leagued themselves with all that
neither feared God nor honoured their King, that hated the
faith of Protestants, and spurned the religion of Christ, pro¬
vided only they would consent to put down the Church of
Scotland.....
These circumstances at last awakened the friends, lay and
clerical of the C uroh of our Fathers. Among their other goods,
a few of them proposed this Magazine as a necessary and impor-
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tant engine of self-defence. We flatter ourselves that their
views were not disappointed; and we have received publicly and
privately, from all quarters of the empire, the most gratifying
assurances of the Important services it has rendered to the
cause, not only of Establishments, but of the great ends for
which they ought to be erected and maintained; our great aims
were to diffuse sound principles and correct information, to
record established facts, and to expose the pernicious views,
flimsy sophisms, and endless misreoresentations of those who
sought their ruin. How successfully we have done so, the vol¬
umes which remain will testify - and we flatter ourselves, that
on the points in question, a greater variety of sound and cor¬
rect information cannot be found in the same spaco in the
1.
English language."
In 1836, and 1837, beginning in April of the former year,
the Moderate party of the Church of Scotland published the
"Church "©view" as the organ of their opinion. The copy in
New College Library, Edinburgh, has these words written on the
frontspage of the first volume, "The Church Review ( An attempt
to serve the purpose of an organ of the Moderate Party -) Which
breathed its last in its 2nd year. For a reason which does not
require mention it was known by the names of 'The Cook's Oracle',
'The Cookery book', 'The Cookey-shineJ" Qf themselves, they
said, "...there is a peculiar call for such a work, properly
conducted, at the present moment, when questions of the deepest
interest, affecting long established opinions and institutions,
are eagerly and often fiercely agitated; and when, in the struggle
1, Church of Scotland Magazine, Dec,,l838, p 427-429
for victory, there la frequently displayed much more anxiety
to gain converts, than to state with fearlessness, and with
perspicuity, the grounds upon which alone conversion should
1.
be desired,,««w
"I'bsre has, however, of late arisen a numerous class of
won-by whom all this has been denied, and who have gone forth
against our lion as if it was the cause of God to overthrow
her bulwarks, labouring to accomplish their object by reason¬
ing against all Establishments as corrupting the purity, and
destroying the sanctifying operation of the Gospel. Deeply
convinced of the danger and the sophistry of such opinions,
and believing that they may be effectually exposed, the conduc¬
tors of the 'Church Review' will embrace every proper opportun¬
ity of as- ailing them, or detecting their fallacy, under what-
s>ever form it way appear, and of laying down those general
principles by which an Established Church may be defended, and
it may be shewn that it Is the sacred duty of every wise and
2 *
paternal government to uphold lt*M
It was In the pages of these magazines that the movements
and activities of the controversialists are recorded, Each side
painted Its own cause in the b:st possible light, and spared no
words of disparagement of their opponents. Every small or
large victory was hailed with glee, and the movements and state¬
ments of opponents were examined minutely, with prejudiced eye,
for any flaw or weakness which could be made capital of,
1. Church Review, April, 1836, p 1
2. ibid, p 2
c, Ledtures
The sponsoring of lectures, as we have already seen In
the report of the Edinburgh Your." Ken's Church Association,
was one of the ways in which the Voluntary Controversy was ac¬
tively carried on* The lectures to which we have referred
bepan on Kovember 24, 1834, end continued In Lady Glenorchy's
Chapel until April 30, 1835. These lectures dealt with the
efficacy of the Establishment, and the arguments in favor
of its continuance.
Other lectures were also given on both sides of the
controversy, The first Voluntary course was in Glasgow in 1834,
Here, the lecturers were the Reverends William Anderson, Ralph
Wardlaw, Hugh Hough, David King, J,C.Ewing, Mr. Beath, and
James Harvey, Froij- February 18, till ay 1, 1835, lectures
were given each fortnight In Edinburgh, under the sponsorship
of the Voluntary Church Association# In 1836-37, the Edin¬
burgh Young Yen's Voluntary Church Association sponsored yet
another set of lectures on the Voluntary principle, emphasiz¬
ing the civil aspects of establishments. Lectures in Glasgow
for the Church of Scotland were given fro. April to June,1835,
The Voluntary lectures given in Edinburgh in 1835 may be
taken as typical of this type of lecture course. In this ser¬
ies, the Rev, John Gilchrist gave lectures one and two.
His first lecture was on the spiritual nature of Christ's
kingdom. There he contends fpr the headship of Christ in the
Church, He claims that the establishment of religion Involves
an invasion of the religious by the civil realm, and Is at
variance with true religion. He asks for complete separation
of church and state, equal protection for all denominations
and sects, and special privilege for none, He urges the nec¬
essity of voluntary support of o ar-ch.es, rathor than support
through endowment. He emphasises largely the statement of
Christ before Pilate, "w.y kingdom is not of this world,and
contends that Christ'3 dingo.a.. is spiritual in its laws, sanc¬
tions,origin and introduction, discipline, subjects, privile -
1.
ge3, object and design, and means 01" support and advancement'.
In his second lecture, r. K*Gilchrist sets forth spon¬
taneous liberality as if e i'L. .ncial law of the church. This
liberality., ha said, springs from gratitude to unrist'. Xhe
principle has simplicity, is founded on equity. He claims for
the pastoral relationship founded on this principle the foster¬
ing of gracious feeling between pastor an peoplej that it is
efficient, and preserves the christian character of the rrrdvl-
leclge of contributing. He holds that this method of aup oi-x.
makes for a mutual dependence of teacher and taught which
serves as a check on immorality, intolerance, and political
intrigue *
Tn the third lecture, the dev. William Nesbet examines
the argvmcnts from scripture alleged in favor- of civil estab¬
lish. ...its of religion. He concludes that there is no warrant
for establishments in the Hew Testament, end that such argu¬
ments can only come from the Old Testament. His contention
is, however, that even here the leaders of the establishment
have abandoned scripture, and argue from the principle of
3*
expediency,
1. "'Gilchrist, "The Spiritual Mature of Christ's Kingdom
2. "'Gilchrist,"The Financial Law of the Church
3.Nisbet,n0n the Power of Civil Magistrates,etc."
-(
The Rev. James Robertson, in the fourth lecture of the
series, spoke on the power of the civil .magistrate in matters
of religion. He contended that civil government derives its
rights from the associations of men together to preserve
their rights. Magistrates are appointed to this end. The
power of the magistrate is just the power of the community.
Hero, he contends that legislation should protect worship, but
not compel it, and that no man has the right to inter fere with
the religion of his neighbors, and no government with the wor-
. 1*
ship of their people.
The Rev, William Lindsay Alexander titled his lecture of
the series (number five), "National and Voluntary Churches
brought to the test of Scripture," lie asserts that the hew
Testament churches were voluntary, with no hints of establish¬
ment. He adduces passages which announce in general terms the
nature of Christ's kingdom; those which relate to the subjects
of the kingdom; the government of Christ's kingdom; and the
sup ort of that kingdom. At the close of his lecture, he
mentions in lauddttory fashion the system of sup: ort of the
2,
American churches.
Lecture number six, by Rev. William Peddle, concerned the
comparative effect of the system of establishment and of volun¬
tary support on the internal state of the church. He contends
that the voluntary system mares for greater diligence In the
ministry, and greater purity in doctrine. His final charges
are that the establishment tends to secularise the church,
1, Robertson,"On the Power of the Civil Magistrate"
2. Alexander, "National and Voluntary Churches brought
to the test of Scripture*1
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while participation in it3 affairs interests people in the
1.
maintenance of their church.
The next lecture, number seven, by the Rev. William
Anderson, concerned the sufficiency of the Voluntary Principle
for the dissemination of the gospel. In this, the author con¬
tends that in its early days, the Church of Scotland was a
voluntary church. He says that the voluntary principle has
a diffusive force of opinion, an incitement to benevolence,
an incitement of love, of piety, of gratitude to the Redeemer,
of the divine command. He confirms his deductions from his¬
tory, contending that Christianity's greatest age3 were in
the first centuries of it3 establishment, that the continuance
of the voluntary principle with the Waldensians and like groups
the progress of dissent in Great Britain, the situation in
America, and the exertions of the missionary societies are
2.
all strong support of Voluntaryism.
The final lecture, number eight of that course, was by
the Rev. Henry Wilkes, and concerned the probable effects of
the dissolution of the relation between church and state. He
contended that the results of the dissolution would be an in¬
crease in the principle of benevolence in pious members of the
established churches; that the means of grace would be more
extensively enjoyed as missionary operations would be increased
that there would be a higher standard of personal piety; and
that there would be a greater union among Christians. He ap¬
pends figures of a comparative study of the churches of Glasgow
3.
and of the United States, in support of his arguments.
1. Peddie, Wm. "A Comparison of the Systems...as to effects.
2. Anderson, Wm"Sufficiency of the Voluntary Principle"
3. Wilkes, Henry,"Probable Effect of Dissolution"
Other lectures than these were, of course,held by both
v \ \ " • 1
parties. Those of the Church of Scotland stressed an opposite
viewpoint from that which the Voluntaries set forth in these
lectures which we have taken as typical. They pointed to the
state's responsibility to God, and to the obligation of the
state to aid in the furtherance of religion, as their principle
argument for establishments. They strongly contended for the
principle of endowments, and for the establishment of the
parochial system. The following chapters, however, will
bring out more clearly these contrasting positions.
d. Public Meetings and Debates
Among the most interesting, and usually among the most
amusing, of the ways of controversy, was that of the public
meeting, and the debates of which it was the occasion, or
which were occasioned by it. In the one instance, the pub¬
lic was invited to hear a champion of a particular view, and
was afforded the opportunity of asking questions. Sometimes,
two opposing champions met head-on in debate. 0n other occa-*-
sions, the public meeting was called for one announced purpose,
only to be infiltrated and captured for their own purposes, by
the members of the opposing side of the controversy.
Two examples of these meetings, can be seen in the activi¬
ties of Dr. Ritchie, of Edinburgh, a Voluntary champion. In
the first, he encountered the Rev. John Lockhart of Newcastle,
who was reputed to be the calumnious 'Anglo-Scotus' and the en¬
counter was celebrated as a victory by the Voluntary adherents.
In the second, he was apparently worsted, and the meeting was
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hailed in a pamphlet published by the followers of the estab¬
lishment. The report of the first incident was carried in
the Edinburgh Voluntary Churchman. Its account is as follows:
"n the 30th and 31st ult. a public discussion
was held in the Music Hall,Newcastle# betwixt the Rev.
John Ritchie, D.D. of this' town# and the Rev. John
Lockhart of Newcastle, upon the subject of Church Es¬
tablishments.
The first day was chiefly occupied by Dr Ritchie's
replies to. certain charges which Mr. Lockhart has pub¬
lished against him, and by dr. Lockhart's explanation.
In the course of some private and preliminary arrange¬
ments, it was proposed by the Doctor ana some of his
friends, that the consideration of these charges should
take place! before a select party, chosen in equal num¬
bers from the friends of each, a hundred, or fifty, or
forty, or thirty, or twenty-five to be on the Doctor's
side, and the same numbers on Mr. Lockhart's aid'-,
These having been proposed in succession, to none of
them would Mr. Lockhart consent. lie was then requested
to mention his own number. He said he could mention
no number. The plan of orivate adjustment was then
abandoned. The charges advanced by Mr. Lockhart, when
stated to the public meeting, were shown to be gross -
and unfounded calumnies, and the Doctor's refutation
of them was most success**'! in the estimation of a
numerous assembly, who, with the exception of a very
insignificant minority, evinced their approbation of
the doctor in support of a motion to that effect sub¬
mitted to them at the close of the meeting.
On the second day, the discussion turned upon the
great question of Church Establishments * Mr. L. at¬
tempted to show, that it is1 the duty of the civil mag¬
istral to establish religion for the public good, and
to endow it with the funds of the State; but his state¬
ments were so much mystified, that, although he may
possibly have understock them himself, very few, 1*' any,
of those who heard him, ii is generally supposed, could
perceive their force and bearing on the Point which he
laboured hard to prove. His doctrine of passive obe¬
dience and non-resistance, and of something like the
vicarious responsibility of civil rulers, when estab¬
lishing a false religion, called forth, on the part of
the meeting, frequent bursts of feeling, - a mingled
feeling of surprise and indignant scorn. His speeches,
seemingly derived, chiefly from papers which he had be¬
fore him, evinced no tact, and little talent for debate.
They contained almost nothing of reply to the Doctor's
arguments, even as to various points upon which he was
distinctly appealed to at the time. Ihere was sometimes
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aooarent, an affectation of ease. It was not however,
the ease, but the Affectation of it which was distinctly
marked. His effort was a painful one, and very pitiful.
He evidently laboured under great embarrassment. What¬
ever the friends of Establishments may think of their
own cause, they had certainly no reason to congratulate
themselves upon their self-elected champion, as some of
themselves who heard him, very frankly confess. Many,
even of the friends of Voluntary Chnrches, while regard¬
ing his position as false and untenable, thought that,
by a little more self-possession and good management,
he might have made a much more ingenious and plausible
defence of it, than he actually did.
To all this, the Doctor exhibited a very striking
contrast. Fully master of his subject, he was quite
at home In its varied departments. He (Dr. Ritchie)
in his reply, stripped the question of those subtleties
and false associations with which his opponent attempted
to encumber it. He argued the principle of Establish¬
ments, trying that principle by the test of scripture,
reason, and general utility, and illustrating it by re¬
ference to the history of Establishments in their prac¬
tical workings, from the commencement of Christianity
to the present times, contending that such a system was
unscriotural, unjust, and injurious. A ~reat portion
of his speeches consisted of reply, and his replies
were most felicitous, prompt, appropriate, intelligible,
and convincing. He was earnest, but unembarrassed. He
was at ease, yet his was evidently not the ease of in¬
difference, but the calmness arising from a conviction
of the goodness of his cause, and conscious superiority
In the vantage-ground in which he stood a3 to his means
of defending it. He was, in short, In relation to his
opponent, as some who witnessed them have said, - like
a man with a child In his hands, which, after struggling
for a little, in one of its peevi3h fits he lays down
In its cradle, there to cry Itself to sleep. At the
close of the second day's discussion, a motion was made
and seconded, that Dr. Ritchie had triumphantly vin>d1 -
cated the cause of Voluntary Churches, and proved clear¬
ly Establishments to be unscriptural, unjust, and in¬
jurious. This, on being proposed to the meeting, was
received by acclamation, and with long-continued applause.
A very few hands were hold up against it except among
those who attended as Mr. Lockhart's partisans, whose
feeble plaudits, Intended to raise the drooping spirits
of their discomfited chieftain, were speedily put down
by the acclamations of an overwhelming majority, by
xirhom Dr. Ritchie, in the masterly course of his argument,
and at its conclusion, was loudly and warmly cheered,
Mr. Lockhart was defeated In every point. In the
preliminary arrangements he wished to have introduction
to the hall to be by tickets at 1 s. each. -as this
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like a person professing himself a minister of "the
Church of the Poor"? He at length consented to reduce
the price of the tickets from 1 s to 3 d, He Insisted
on eleven o'clock forenoon as the time of commencement
for the discussion, and to continue to five. Was this
to suit the convenience of those classes whose interests
a minister of the "Church of the Poor" might be expected
to regard? On being urged to take the evening, aa the
time in a commercial town most generally convenient for
a public meeting, he replied, "We must work while it Is
day; they that are drunk, are drunk in the nightI " At
length he agreed to meet at two P.M.; but this he soon
retracted, and declared that he would consent to no
hour of commencement but eleven A...* Rather than al¬
low him to escape, vr Ritchie and his friends acceded
to this. Mr. Lockhart then, without concurrence of Dr
Ritchie, published his intention to have admittance to
the- hall to be gratis, and not by tickets as formerly
proposed. Under these circumstances, and though the
time was not generally convenient, from sloven to two,
the discussion went forward. The Hall was crowded $.0
excess; and such was the intensity of feeling, that
many persons engaged in business, ana of the labouring
classes, attended during the \*hole time.
Iir. Lockhart, seemingly afraid to abide the test
of popular feeling, at the conclusion hurried away with
one or two of his friends, before the sense of the meet¬
ing wa taken as to the proceedings. -hen the meeting
was dissolved, but while the hall was still crowded,
another chairman was appointed. The preliminary arrange¬
ments were then fully detailed. It was also stated,
connected with those arrangements, that Mr. Lockhart and
Mr. R. Watson, attorney, had waited on nr. ihomas Gray,
Tobacconist in Dean Street, to enter prosecution against
Mr Gray, for an alleged libel against Mr Lockhart. Mr
Gray wished, in this case, to have a jury of his country¬
men by whom the question might be tried; but this was
refused.
Mr. Lockhart and his legal adviser, for reasons
which the public will duly appreciate, declared their
determination to carry it to the Ecclesiastical Court,
no doubt expecting that the, inquisitorial powers of that
court would be more conductive to the objects at which
they aimed. On this matter being stated at the public
meeting, it excited a burst of loud and indignant feel¬
ing; after which a resolution was passed, that if this
threatened prosecution goes on, the public will support
Mr. Gray in his defence. A forest of hands appeared In
suoport of that resolution, and the meeting quietly
separated."!•
1. Edinburgh Voluntary Churchman, Sept., 1835, p46 f
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The next account is taken from the pages of a pamphlet
published by the opponents of Dr. Ritchie and Voluhtar after
his encounter with Mr. Charles Leckie, of Barrhead, Selections
from this account follow,
"On Wednesday evening* the 2nd March, 1836* Dr,
Ritchie, of Potterrow, Edinburgh, the celebrated Volun¬
tary Lecturer* agreeable to previous intimation* appear¬
ed in Barrhead Secession Church* to deliver a Lecture
upon the Church question* After giving a harangue which
he has delivered nearly a "thousand and one times", with
a stroke or two to suit the place* such as that A*F*
Nellston signed to a certain Article in the Church of
Scotland Magazine, "signified Auld Rule of Neilstonj"
he stated, that if any individual wished to call in
question his statements, or had any question to ask*
either for information or through curiosity, an oppor¬
tunity was now given; upon which the Rev, Dr. sat down
in the pulpit. After waiting a little, he was just
about to resume with every appearance of satisfaction
to himself and the Voluntaries, when Mr. Leckie made
his appearance in the side gallery, amidst the "downs"
of the Voluntaries, and the cheers of the Church party.
Order being restored, and cries for a chairman, the
Rev. Mr. Tait was chosen to preside. The chair being
taken, Mr. L. said it would be as well to make arrange¬
ments how the Discussion should proceed. Dr. Ritchie
said, "I give you your own terms". Mr, L. then stated,
that the only thing he desired to be settled, was the
time each speaker should occupy, Dr, R. was a learned
man, and of course, would be able to occupy the time
of the Meeting by long declamatory speeches, of half
an hour's length, to his (Mr. L*) disadvantage, if the
time was not circumscribed; the lateness of the evening,
too, was another consideration to which they ought to
attend, and which was a reason for breaking up the Meet¬
ing upon a former occe^iov* , . He proposed, therefore,
five minutes at a time* which was agreed to. Mr. L.
was then called upon to proceed."
As the discussion proceeded, it became apparent that Mr.
Leckie had come prepared for a debate. It also became apparent
that Dr. Ritchie did not desire to have a debate that evening.
A good deal of tlrae was consumed in the manoeuvres of the two
men, with Mr. Leckie seeking to force debate, and Dr. Ritchie
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to avoid it that evening. The account finally concludes thus;
"After the cheering had subsided, Mr. Duncan Stewart
(an Independent, and a member of the committee of the
Voluntary Society of this place,) rose and commenced to
speak, but was prevented from proceeding by the Rev, Chair¬
man and the Meeting. When this individual sat down, a
vote of thanks to the Rev. Chairman for his impartial and
praise-worthy conduct in the chair, was unanimously carried.
Upon which, the Rev. Gentleman returned thanks, and
stated his satisfaction with the manner in which the dis¬
cussion had been carried on, and that he was sure both
parties would acknowledge that much truth had been elicit¬
ed. He then pronounced a short blessing, and the Meeting
separated*
It is oroper to state, that very few of the Volun¬
taries remained till the meeting broke up. As soonas they
perceived that the Rev. Dr. was losing ground, they were
to be seen scampering out, evidently highly chagrined.
So that any resolutions which Churchmen night have desired
to pass against Voluntaryism on the oe.ca.slon, would have
only wounded the feelings of the Rev. s Irman, and the
already heart-wounded Doctor,
F.S. For some days after the Meeting, the crest-fallen
and dejected countenance of the Voluntaries of Barrhead,
gave such a self-evident and lamentable report of the pro¬
ceedings which took place at the discussion, that the in¬
tention of sending these pages to the press was given up.
And it has only been at the earnest request of several
respectable individuals, in Glasgow, and various other
parts of the country, that they are now before the public'.11,
e. Pamphlets
As we have indicated previously, in the various discussions
of the means of controversy, pamphletf played an exceedingly im¬
portant part. The organisations of controversy were diligent in
having their lectures not only delivered tc the public but a!
published and placed in the hands of those who could not hear
the actual words of the speakers. Sermons, debates, newspaper-
articles, shorthand accounts of the public meetings, lecture ,
all found their way into pamphlet form. Some controversialists
used the pamphlet exclusively as their method of warfare, dome
wrote under anonymous names, and others wrote under their own.
!• Report of the Discussion on Voluntary/sm, at Barrhead etc.
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Among the most widely discussed of the pamphleteers was
one who appeared on the side of the Church of Scotland, and who
published his tracts from Newcastle-on-Tyne, under the name of
'Anglo-Seotus'» In the first of his pamphlets, he professed to
put forward proofs that the Reverend Leaders of the Voluntary
Churches were a "degenerate body of professing Christian minis¬
ters," To make his point, he accuses them of gambling, of having
disgraceful pecuniary encumberanees on their churches ( _r.
Wardlaw, 9000 pounds and Dr. Heugh 4000 pounds, for example).
He accuses them of letting their poor go to the parish churches
for help, and of U3ing compulsion in the matter of their own
minister's stipends, and the collection of seat-rents. He ac¬
cuses the churches of underpaying the dissenting ministers on
ooca^nion, and states that the voluntary principle is thus
shown to be inadequate. He accuses them of des«. erting the ori-
ginal Secession principles, and turning from orthodoxy to
heterodoxy. He accuses them of perjury, laxness with regard to
religious principles and opinions, ambitious aspiring, political
conduct and unminlsterial associations, desecration of places
of public worship, neglect of discipline, profaneness in the
interpretation of scripture, hypocrisy in their petitions to
Parliament against additional endowments to the Church of
1.
Scotland.,
Heedless to say, such a pamphlet did not go unanswered.
Several answers were written by the men who were accused. The
Rev. Andrew Marshall replied in his "Calumny Refuted", Dr.,
1 .Ajjglo-Scotus, "A Hew Exposure of the Reverend Leaders,etc"
Vardlaw, moved to a high pitch of anger, replied in "Exposure
Exposed: A Statement of Pacts relative to West George Street
Chapel, Glasgow, in refutation of the falsehoods of Anglo-Ccotus;
with remarks;". Kis biographer, Alexander, says of his reply,
"I suppose these are the severest words Dr. Wardlaw ever allowed
himself to utter in all the controversies in which he was engaged
and in this case they may, I think, be regarded as fully Justi¬
fied by the conduct of the party against whom they were directed.
The Reverend James Pringle published a pamphlet in which he ac¬
cused the Rev. iJohn Lockhart of Newcastle of being Anglo-Scotus
and adduced as among his reasons the fact that some printers in
Newcastle had, in Mr. Iockhart's handwriting, an application for
a proposal of the lowest terms upon which they would print a
pamphlet, whose specimen sheets were of the type and materials
of Anglo-Scotus. Ee also claimed that he had made the charges
2.
to Mr. Lockhart's face, and that they had not been denied.
The identity of Anglo-Scotus is not a matter of moment for
us, but his pamphlets did leave wounds and scars. Much of the
controversy, fortunately, was fought on a higher level than that
of apparent personal animosity, by men who were convinced of the
essential correctness of their own position, and its Justness.
In that certainty, they did not hesitate to use every means at
their command either to secure the disestablishment of the
Church of Scotland, or to buttress the walls of the Establish¬
ment.
1. Alexander, "Wardlaw*s Life and Correspondence", p338,9
2. Pringle, James, "Vindication of Voluntary Churches"
Chapter III
The Theological Positions of Established
and Voluntary Churches
As is usual in controversy, a difference in thought lay
cT' *
at the root of the dispute between the advocates of Establish¬
ment, and those of the Voluntary principle. On each side, there
were differing ideas as to the meaning of the Church, and as
to the proper function of the state. Each side buttressed
itself with Scripture, and attacked the others reading of
Holy Writ.
"The Establishment Principle" emphasises the national re¬
sponsibility for religion. It states that the nation has a
responsibility to further true religion. In that furtherance,
the civil magistrate has something to do with the church, as
he gives it his protection, and as he offers his aid in the
furtherance of the gospel of Christ. That aid may include
the building of churches, and the establishment of an endow¬
ment for support, but not necessarily. The text of this way
of thought can be said to be "The kingdoms of this world are
become the kingdoms of our Lord."
The "Voluntary Principle" was based on the conception of
the spirituality of the church. "My kingdom is not of this
world", was taken to mean that the church was to deal with
spiritual things, and was to be quite separate from the material
and the political world. The proper function of the civil mag¬






but otherwise to have nothing to do with the affairs of reli¬
gion.
In this chapter, we shall be examining these two ways of
thinking, and shall try to show their various parts and con¬
sequences. We shall be considering mainly the bases, of idea
and scripture, which undergirded the whole of the controversy,
and leave for other chapters further consideration of its
various aspects,
"The first Establishment principle declares, that it is
1 •
the duty of the State to make Christianity the law of the land."
Thus Dr. Cooke, of Belfast and the Ulster Synod, set forth the
basis of an establishment in his argument there with Dr. Ritchie,
of Edinburgh, This contention, here and elsewhere, is based on
the idea of the civil rulers being ministers of God for good,
and of civil government being spoken of in the New Testament
IS *v< 1
as the ordinance of God. The contention of those who believed
in Establishments, was that civil government, as well as the
church, is ordained by God. Each has its own sphere, but they
are co-ordinate ministers for good. In its realm, the State
must make use of the Bible as the standards by which its laws
are framed. The church must do all in its power to bring to
the people of the state the gospel of Christ, and to lead th>
into the Kingdom of God.
One representative writer expresses the common convictions
of Establishment men, when he treats the subject in the following
2.
way: The Church is a society founded and instituted by the
1. "The Voluntaries in Belfast", P 38
2. Cunningham, Lecture, November 27*1834
Lord Jesus Christ, of which he himself is the sole head. For
its government upon earth he has made provision, and given dir¬
ections for appointing, office-bearers. They, in managing its
affairs, are to act only in his name, and in obedience to his
laws - to aim at the salvation of sinners, and to employ, for
that end, the preaching of the whole Word of Sod, the due ad¬
ministration of sacraments, and the proper exercise of eccles¬
iastic 1 discipline. All this is essential to a Christian
Church, and no Church should ever voluntarily, in order to
secure temporal advaM&ge, pla8§ Itself in a situation imply¬
ing th violation, or neglect, of any of these principles. It
is conceded that Christ's kingdom is not of this world, but
is utterly spiritual; and that, If it be proved that union or
connection between Church and State, of any kind, or in any
degree, necessarily implies the headship over the Church of any
other than Christ, then the union is unlawful.
The State, or body politic, is to be viewed chiefly with
reference to its rulers - the civil authorities. In this view,
it may be defined to consist of hih», or of them, ..ho, by the
constitution and laws of the country, are entitled to make
national laws, and dispose of national wealth. The Body Pol¬
itic, like the Church, is a society in which there must be
governors and governed, superiority and subordination. In
every State, there must be a supreme power, from which, there
is no appeal, entitled to exercise absolute authority and to
act according to its own &iscre^on in making laws, and in
disposing of life and property. This does not refer to any
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partlcular form of civil government, and Its truth is not in
the least affected by the circumstance of th^ government be¬
ing monarchical, aristocratic , democratic , or a mixture
of them all. But it is evident, from the nature of the cmbe,
that in ©very kingdom there must be lodged, somewhere, supreme
and absolute power of making laws, and disposing of wealth and
property, whether vested in one, or in multitudes; whether
exercised by an Autocrat, by a Senate, or by a body of popular
Repre entatlves. In Britain, for example, the supreme power
is, by the Constitution, vested in King, Lords, and Commons,
They have not only the power, but, in a certain sense, the
right of making what laws for the country they please, and of
disposing of the life and property of Its inhabitants. They
may, indeed, abuse the power which the Constitution vests in
them, cxorclco it under the influence of erroneous and mistaken
opinions, or in an unjust and dangerous way, and thus Justly
subject themselves to the severest censure, and afford good
grounds for. complaint. Every thing legal and competent may
be done, by any one, to lead them to use it -right under the
influence of wise and enlightened views. It is even competent
for the nation, if it chooses, to altar the Constitution of
the country, and It may be lawful for the subjects, in extreme
cases of tyranny, injustice, and oppression, to rebel or resist.
But, in the meantime, In all ordinary circumstances, the King,
Lords, and Commons, have an unlimited power and authority to
make national laws, and to dispose of national wealth. They
have no right to do this arbitrarily or capriciously, in order
to gratify their own fancy, or to advance their own interests,
but they are bound to respect the authority of God, the dictates
of right reason, and the best interests of the community. though
some of the subjects should entertain a different opinion from
the Legislators, as to the propriety of certain of their mea¬
sures, that does not in the least affect the right of the Legis¬
lature to enact, or the duty of the subjects to obey. The con¬
science of every inhabitant of the kingdom is concerned with
doing all that is constitutionally competent to him, to induce
those invested with supreme power to make a right disposal of
national wealth.
The thirteenth chapter of Paul's Epistle to the Lomans
shows, this writer says, that civil government, which implies
the superiority of some and the subordination of others, is to
be traced and ascribed to God in a more definite sense than
that it merely occurred under his providential government of
the world. In consequence of this, both governors and govern¬
ed are under a special obligation, In their mutual relation,
and in the discharge of their mutual duties, to have respect
to his authority and purposes, God's ultimate end, in civil
government, as in everything else, was the promotion of his
own glory, In the manifestations of his own perfections, and
the salvation of sinners. From this, it follows, that Intel-
ligent agents, knowing God's will, are bound in the administra¬
tion of civil government to seek the attainment of that end.
The state is as much bound to obey Christ as the Church.
There is no reason a priori which should render it probable
that, in the formation of a union between them, the State
should propose, or the Church should agree, to any arrangement
inconsistent with the spirituality of the latter, ana her entire
subjection to Jesue Christ* There need be no collision of in¬
terest between them. The great object of the Church - the sal¬
vation of souls - and the leading object of the State, - the
welfare of the community - , will be best promoted by preserv¬
ing the Church's spirituality, and leaving her in a condition
accordant with Sod's word.
Again he insists that it does not necessarily imply any
diminution of the s. ^.rituality of the Church, that civil rulers
should make official proclamation, by national law, that they
approve of the standards of which they find a Church already
in possession; that they feel it to be incumbent upon them to
give the Church full protection, countenance, and every facility
which they can render, and their recomendatlon to all tholr sub¬
jects to attend upon the ordinances of religion. Then,he
questions, "Yet, is this not an Establishment of the Church?
Does it not Imply a real connection between the Church and the
State? Is religion necessarily secularised, is the Church nec¬
essarily corrupted from her spirituality, or interfered with in
her eculiar functions, if the civil authority should prohibit
all manner of work on the lord's Day; should appoint chaplains
for the legislative assemblies, and for the army and the navy;
or should make provision for educating the community at the
national expense, and should invest the office-bearers of the
Church, with some superintendence over national education? And
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yet,, do not thes© thing© imply union, connection, or alliance,
between Church and State? Do they not Imply, that civil rulers,
as such, are doing something in regard to religion? Even if
the State should endow the Church, that is, devote a portion
of the national wealth to the erection of churches and the sup¬
port of ministers, although this is not an essential part of
the idea of Establishment or union, how is the spirituality
of the Church, or its peculiar character, as bound, in all things,
$3
to be obedient to ,7curs Chriot, necessarily affected by this?"
In carrying his argument farther, the writer sets forth
these points: First, the Stat® and the Church may, and do con¬
sist of the same persona. All those who, by the Constitution
of the country, are entitled to make national laws and dispose
of national wealth, may be members of the Church, and in point
of fact, the great majority of them are so. The one function
is quite consistent with the other, though each has its pecu¬
liar duties and obligations. A member or office-bearer of the
Church, on being invested with civil authority, does not cease
to be a member or office-bearer of the Church, and must carry
with him whefeever he goes, the obligations attaching to him
in that character. He must carry with him, in every situation,
a sense of obligation to promote the interests of Christ's King¬
dom, and the prosperity of his church. The diversity of char¬
acter between the Church and the State prevents any collision
between a man's duties as a member of the Church and as a mem¬
ber of the Legislature, Since, however, the ultimate end of
both Church and State is the glory of God and the good of men,
1, Cunningham, Wm, Lecture, 1834, p 21,22
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there Is a broad and solid foundation for'some union between
them. The vesting of civil authority in the hands of Christ-
lane and church members necessarily involves soma friendly
connection between Church and State, between religion and
civil authority.
Secondly, A friendly union, or- alliance, between Church
and State, is a necessary consequence of Christ's supremacy,
of his undoubted right to reign and ba obeyed, not merely as
King of faints, but also as King of Nations, The Church and
ore, as It were, two different' provinces of his king¬
dom. They belong to the same Master, they are subject to the
came great general principles of government, and they are in¬
tended and fitted to servo ultimately the same great ends.
There ought, therefore, to be an alliance, or friendly con¬
nection, between them. They should love and assist each other,
if not as brethren, at least as fellow-workers» Their common
subjection to Jesus Christ, and their joint'adaptation to ac-
compllsh one great end, the advancement of his purposes, should
be a firm bond of connection between them.
Next, in the Divine economy of the Jewish Establishment,
there was a very close and perfect union between Church and
Sfete, and a national endowment of religion. The Church and
State were not, indeed, thoroughly incorporated with each other.
They still remained distinct and independent, having different
laws, office-bearers, duties, and to a certain extent, different
members. Yet they were closely united, Intimately connected.
The priesthood was supported by a national endowment, and all
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this was appointed by Goa himself.
Finally, in almost every nation, whose history is known
from sacred or profane writings, there has been some connection
between religious and civil authority. The statement of this
•J.- ' ; i ' ' ' \\;. : y'; '• '
fact Is. substantially the same thing as saying, that the light
of nature, which has always been recognized, as a legitimate
1.
source of evidence, is decidedly in favor f the principle,
'?• '^V: ' : . I ' f'} ' •
., 1 any other writers wrote In the same vein. Their princi¬
pal arguments from scripture were from the Old Testament. This,
in genorol, Is that there is nothing in the New Test'ment which
■ ■' - J: j : ■
rescinds the connection of Church and State which existed in
the Old Testament. Since it has net been rescinded, it etill
has authority for present times. In other words, God expects
his people to operate under a theocracy, and to coordinate,as
far as possible, the functions of the church end of the state.
An obvious argument against this, which was neglected by both
'rrVhV''1 • £%"' -• 1 \ r ' lL'/
sides of the controversy, is that Christ, in setting up his
Church did not attempt to continue that which was already in
existence in his time—the Jewish temple ordinances, and the
Jewish priesthood.
Various passages have been quoted in support of National
Establishments. One sermon built Itself around Ezra 6, in the
commands of King Artaxarxes to the returned Jews. The point
is made that the king promised aid from the King's treasure
house for the restoration, and thus set a precedent for all
2.
time. Other passages are from the prophecy of Isaiah. Especlal-
1. Cunningham, Lecture, Nov 25,1834 P 28-38
2. M'Nelle, Hugh, Scripture Principle of a National Church
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Xy is xlix 23, "Singe shall be thy nursing fathers, and their
queens thy nursing mothsre," quoted in support of establishment.
Psalm ixxli, 10,11, "Sings shall.♦*fall down before him...bring
presents. ..offer gifts." Psalm il, 10,1.1,12, "Be wise, now,
therefore 0 ye kings, be learned, ye that are Judges of the
earth. Serve the Lord with fear, and rejoice with trembling.
Kiss the Son lest he be angry, and ye perish fro;;., the way, when
his wrath is kindled but a little." One writer states, "In the
Kety Testament there are no express directions., given to kings,
because at the time when the apostles wrote, thorp were no
Christian rulers« While, therefore, St. Paul exhorts Titus to
fihatla . -a /:h
put his flock 'in mind to be subject to principalities and
powers, and to obey magistrates , he, of course, gives jio dir¬
ections regarding any thing to be. said to these prlnclpolities,
and powers, and magistrates themselves: not becanma Christian
; f
kings have no peculiar duties, but because Iltus had no^ kings
among hie flock. 3ut though, for this reason, there may be
no direct address to rulers in any of the epistles, nor any
directions given about exhortations to be made to them, these
epistles are not altogether silent about the•nature of the
ruler's office or his obligations. Ke Is, on the contrary,
there distinctly represented as dod's vice-gsrsnt, ' a power
ordained of God,' Pom xili 1 -9'the minister 6f led for good'
to hie people, 4 - a power to whom 'they must needs be subject
far conscience cake', 5 - and 'for the Lord's sake', I Peter
ii 13. Gan this be held as implying t. at he,rulers of the
1.
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world are, aa auch, to keep themselves aloof from religion? -
that the vicegerent end •minister of God' la prohibited, In
that character, to promote God'o glory? - that a •minister for
good', in withheld from communicating to his people the supreme
good? Or in not, on the contrary, the very reverse of all this
distinctly implied?'-.. ♦ .Admitting, that temporal good ought to
be the bound and limit of the ruler's air, I 'trust you are al-
h-. : •• - -p; '
ready sufficiently satisfied that this temporal good, the peace,
order, and happiness, which all concur In representing it as
the' ruler's bounden duty to promote, is not ipse, closely con¬
nected -with the maintenance of religion, than' with the estab¬
lishment -of schools, watchmen, courts, -prisons,- "or scaffolds.
In": such 'circumstances, nothing can be ror-e. el-bar, then that
jfr/h ,, }-, . d.rv ~ V;i
•/'''■ 'r " V1"; •' ' • ' . •V.'J.?
an obligation to promote even temporal and political 'good'
neCpssarily involves an obligation to consult the religious
■ # J* -Bd".
welfare- of the people, :• ■' •
From this quotation, it will be ceen that one of the basic
prd'-supposltionr, of those who argued for estcbl1 ohmcnts was the
existence of the Christian State-. They assumed that- most, if
not all, of their rulere were Christian, and thus bound by the
rule of Christ. They also assumed thr-t most, if not all, of
the subjects were Chrl. tian, and that the State was thus obliged
to legislate in terms of Christian principles. Thus, the Bible
became the basic, of civil legislation, as well as the rule of
faith and practice for those who were members of the church. In
the following through of this argument, it was held that the
1. Wood, J."Observations on National Provisions for the
Maintenance of Religion" p 17,18
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Voluntary position, that the State has nothing to do with rel¬
igion, would keep the legislature fro® Protecting by law the
1,
Christian Sabbath.
A further assumption on the pert of those who believed
in national establishments, was that the nation could be treat¬
ed and regarded as a family. In one sense, this meant that
every person in the nation was regarded as at least a partial
member of the Church. He might not be in full communion; he
was however, to be regarded as of the church, and the respon¬
sibility, of the church. This, to a largo degree, underlies
the work of Dr. Chalmers, as he teaches the necessity of ter¬
ritorial arrangements, and of the location of ministers, so
they can go oiit as "centres of emanation", and make their im¬
press upon the people of the parish. The process of evangelism
becomes more a process of education, of tea chine- all men the
truths of the Christian faith.
It Is thus, that Dr. Chalmers favorably quotes William
Corbett as saying, "An Established Church, a church establish¬
ed upon Christian principles, is this - that it provides an
edifice sufficiently spacious for the assembling of the people
in every perish; that it provides a soot for the interment of
the dead; that it provi.es a priest, or teacher of religion
to officiate in the edifice, to go to the houses of the Inhab¬
itants, to administer comfort to the distressed, to counsel the
wayward, to teach the children their duty towards Tod, their
parents, and their country; to perform the duties of marrying,
baptizing, and burying, and particularly, to initiate children




In the first principles of religion and morality; and to cause
thero to communicate, th^t Is to say, by an outward act of theirs,
to become members of the spiritual church of Cbrlet; all which
things arc to be provided for by those who are the proprietors
of the houses and lands of the parish; and, when so providedr
are to be deemed the property or the uses belonging to the
1.
poorest man in the parish as well as the richest."
In support of the belief in national religion-, was the
conviction of the necessity of Covenanting, Or renewing the
vows which had been made in the National Covenant, and in the
Solemn league and Covenant. These vows were viewed as being
not only religious in character, but also incumbent on men as
citizens. The vows were declared to find their authority both
in the Bible, and in the light of nature. The chief subject
of the covenants, it was declared, was religion. However,
with it was mingled the objects of national liberty, safety,
loyalty, and law. As such, it was a blending of both the civil
and the religious. It held forth the highest in the interests
of the nation, and asked men to preserve or- secure them, through
2.
the1r covenant oath.
The signing of the covenants had been made a term of com-
Sg —. > ■
munion by the Secession Church early in its history, 1744. Its
;•. ; /
founders felt that the Covenants belonged to the statemente of
faith of the true Church of Scotland, and included them in the
articles of their belief. This act was to have its repercussions
3.
in the divisions which occurred in that church.
1. Chalmers, T, Works, Vol xvii, p 213
2. Willie, M. lecture on Church Establishments #3# 1835
3. Woodslde, Soul of a Scottish Church, p 54
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The National Covenant was first signed In 1580, at a
time when it seeded as though the Reformation was in danger
1.
of being overthrown by the Intrigues of the Royal favorites.
It/had been renewed strongly during the reign of Charles I,
in 3638, in resistance to the attempt to establish Episcopacy.
The Solemn league and Covenant did not originate in the same
spontaneous way, but was signed by the English Parliament, the
Scottish Convention of Estates, the General Assembly, and there¬
after by many peonl© in England, Ireland, and Scotland.
'The Covenant oath wee responsible to a large degree for
the schism which came In the Secession Church over the Burgess
oath. Thrt oath required the burgeesee of certain towns to
profess "The true religion Presently professed within this
realm, and authorised by the laws thereof." A group, headed
by Mam fib, held that this violated the Covenant Oath. Another
group held that it did not. This dispute led. to the formation
of the int.i--Burgher an*' Burgher Churches of the ©cession. It
also resulted in the ex-communicntion hv the Anti-Burghers of
the Burgher Synod, in August '1748, when the latter, rather
naturally, did not appear to answer the libel which had been
2.
drawn up against them.
Differences over the meaning of the Covenant oaths led
in later years to the division of each of the two groups of
Speeders. The Anti-Burghers, at the close of the eighteenth
century, began to have doubts as to the propriety of the cove¬
nant oath. As we have previously seen, the teachings of Has,
1. Brown, Church and State In Scotland, p 45,46
2. K'Harrow's "Secession Church", p 210-234
;
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Hutch!eon, and "raham were probably at work. The Burgher
Synod, about the ear® time, was struck with the same idea, but
managed to solve the difficulty first. '"r. John Fraser present¬
ed a petition complaining that to compel men to swear to the
covenants without qualification, and to accept the Confession
f f " A:A' ■■■■P". v ; ; ; : ' "'/■ A/App
of 'faith as It stood, was to identify the Church with a coropul-
sory element In religion, The Synod acted tc Mssoclate itself
with any co.-.pulaory element in the covenants. As a result, a
group of three ministers and three elders withdrew from the
1.
Synod, to form the Old light Burghs re. In similar fashion,
the action of the AntI-Burgher Synod in revising their testi¬
mony in: IS04 to declare that the covenant oaths related only
to the 'ecclesiastical realm, resulted in the formation of the
i An. •/', . - 9 A A«W *
Const!cutional Associate Presbytery, in 1806.
The 1-st of these controversies is of especial intorest
for the Voluntary Controversy. In it, the put r-vtending figure
wan the Per. Dr. Thomas P'Orle, who attained fame as the bio-
rraohor of John Knox, Mr. M*Crie was a member of the Antl-
.V: ' :■ ; A"'": ; ■ A AAAg; \ Agg
Bufgher■fynod, and at his 1(censure insisted on being released
by the Synod from believing in punishment on account of relig¬
ious beliefs. This was granted him, but a.few years later, he
switched his position, and became a firm advocate of the Cove¬
nants, and of the position which had been taken by the original
seeders. His son, writing as hie fother*'e biographer, declares
that the issues at stake In the revision of the Anti-Burgher
testimony wore the same as those in the Voluntary Controversy.
1. I!*Kerrow*s Secession Church, t> 582 f
2. ibid, p 434-451
It was this similarity of Issue?, which led to the popularity
of Dr. M'.Crios pamphlet on "The Statement of Difference" between
'
the Reformed Doctrine, and the new position of the General'"
Associate Synod (Anti-Burgher). It war quotes to show the
true position of the Church of Scotland, an" to illustrate the
true meaning of a belief In a national religion. The pamphlet
had been written by Pr. H'Orle to set forth not onIn his ner-
1.
eonr.l nosition, but that of the Constitutional Presbytery.
Els position,' ae outlined there, and in other works, was
that the principle at stake struck to the very roots of the
Reformation. He contended that without' the recognition of
religion by the magistrate, without, the* co-operation of the
secular arc, the* much of the Reformation would have been in
vain. 'He fudged the reformers to have been right in legaliz¬
ing religion, in passing laws in favor of it, In protecting
the sabbath, In repressing gross violations of.the first table
of the lev;. He contended that religion ought to be recognized
in the education of the young, in the administration of oaths,
and in admission to places of power and trust in the country*
•srg'E *
To hlra, any abandonment or modification of the covenants meant
leaving behind this recognition of religion* However, he
thought that existing establishments were faulty and defective.
He disapproved, particularly, of the Revol it ion Settlement (16?0)
v-
as having overlooked all of the attainments of the second Refor¬
mation. Thus, his declaration of adherence was to the Constitu¬
tion of the Church of Tootland, "As stated In her standards
2.
and acts of reformation."
1. M'Crie, T, "Life of Thomas M'Crie, D,D♦" p 87,132f
2. ibid, p 135
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It needs to be emphasised that this position of acceptance
with reservations was not that of Dr.. d'Crle and hie group alone.
It rather represented a strand of belief which went back to
earlier days of the Church of Scotland. It was a continuing
fact or, and fori eel an element,, during the Voluntary Controversy,
in the position of those who believed, in the Established Church.
This factor might be called a belief in the "true Church".
It claimed allegiance to the standards of the Church of Scot¬
land, including both the Westminister Confession of Ffeith, and
the Covenants, anc yet die-sented from the established church
of the time. This was done in all sincerity, with the expla¬
nation thai the present church was derelict in th. observation
of its beliefs, an 1 full of error. This belief with dissent
had led the Cameronlans at the Revolution settlement to refuse
to enter the re-con. tituted Church of Scotland. This they did
on the grounds that the settlement failed to recognize the
Covenants, for which they had fought so bitterly and died so
valiantly, and omitted an important provision of the Assembly
of 1147 concerning; the power of the Assembly to constitute its
1.
own me©tings. The founders of the Secession Church likewise
emptier: ized the importance of the Covenants, and the necessity
of recognising them* They thought, however, of patronage as
a major evil in the Church of Scotland of their day. Their
reasons for refusing to re-enter that church, pointed out the
necessity of freedom for ministers to testify against eccles¬
iastical actions, the nidifying of patronage, and the admission
1. Brown, "Church and State in Scotland", p 111-113
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of only qualified men to the ministry. Until some action had
bean tairen by the Church of Scotland to rectify these matters,
they felt that they were Justified in remaining outside of that
1..
church, and boa ring their own testimony. This testimony had
been carried on by both the Burgher and the Ant1-Burgher Synods.
Tator, when the testimony was modified at the beginning of the
nineteenth century, as we have seen, the New LI'ht "roups still
claimed outward allegiance to this testimony, though their stanm
dords wore- modified In regard to It, It was this which brought
the taunt from established Church/nan during the Voluntary Church-
Controver-'?, that the Voluntaries were faithless to their own
2.
standards. -ome mr.Libers of the Satabl.i°hmerit also hold that
the church in which they communed was in need of yet further
reformation. In this they joined with those who held to the
ideal of the "true church", and who stressed the need for re¬
formation to bring the existing church into conformity with
3.
the ideal.
~unnlnc through all of the claims which are made in behalf
of the establishment of true religion, 1? the assumption that
the presbyterian ayatem of government, and the standards of
the Presbyterian church, particularly the Westminister Confes¬
sion of Fhlth, constitute "true religion," One lecturer, ar-
gulng for the establishment of the Church of Scotland, makes
this statement: " All the arguments which have been employed
in behalf of a civil establishment of religion, have assumed
It as Incontestable, that the magistrate Is bound to support
1, 1*'Iterrow J ■% Secession Church, p 91,9?
2, Ibid, p 764
3, Report of Public Meeting, Glasgow, Jan 31, Feb 1,1833
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the true religion, and the true religion only. I do not con¬
sider it necessary to confute the specious argument of infi¬
dels, that religion Is matter of private Judgment, and that
If a man be sincere in his creed, that creed is to him true
!
religion. Any thing so monstrous, both In principle and in
practical application, no Christian Voluntary can for a moment
approve. Neither, Is It necessary to demonstrate to a believer
In Scrioture, that every man may discover there what the true
1.
religion is, in opposition to all false systems of worship."
Thus, the reading of the Scripture will discover the true reli¬
gion, which, they are sure, is that set forth in the standards
of the Church of Scotland.
The sureness and firmness of the belief that the civil pow¬
er must necessarily arrive at a right determination of doctrine
was rooted and founded in the experience of the Reformed faith.
Zwingli had furthered the reformation in Switzerland through
the media of debates, and had depended on the decisions of the
town council to establish reformed principles. Calvin, in a
like manner , had worked with the governing body of Cleneva in
his ti,.e of influence in that town. Above these, however, was
the manner of the giving of the Westminister Confession of
Faith, That confession was the work of a body of divines,
called together by Parliament, to work out a system of doctrine
and a statement of belief, which would remove the causes of
conflict between churches. The conflict of the High Church
party in the Church of England with the Puritans, and the at-




tempt of Charles I to enforce absolute conformity, had led to
the abrogation not only of religious but civil rights. When
Charles, pressed by the need of monetary resources, had at
last called Parliament, they determined to press for religious
reformation, as well as for a restoration of civil rights. It
was in these circumstances that the Westminister Assembly of
Divines was called, and convened on July 1, 1643* It was out
of the deliberations of this body,that the Confession of Faith
came. It was thus the result of the action of a parliament
wnich has summoned an advisory group to determine the truth
as it is set forth in the Bible. The advocates of the Establish¬
ed Church were sure that the same result would be obtained in all
circumstances, and that the Confession of F^ith would be upheld.
Along with the assurance that the Presbyterian standards
set forth the true religion, went the conviction of the power
of the Spirit to reveal that religion. The advocates of es¬
tablishment are sure that if a man but read the scriptures,
the "Word of God", he will be convinced by them, and will be
led to see the true religion and to support it. One lecturer
stated: "...We hold...that every man is responsible for the
opinions which he entertains - that the mind of God is record¬
ed in his word in point of fact - and that it is at our peril
if we take any other meaning out of it than what he designed
to convey. This principle every sound Christian must hold,
whether he be churchman or voluntary. And if we apply it to
the question, as to the duty which we contend to be binding
upon civil magistrates - the duty of countenancing and support-
Ing the true religion - it scatters at once to the winds the
charge, that we are laid, by our ovm principle, under the neces¬
sity of justifying the establishment of a false religion, if
it only chance to be the religion of the rulers of any given
state. It is their business to find out the truth. And if
our opponents mean to affirm, that rulers cannot so certainly
arrive at the truth of God, as to be entitled to say, "This
is the mind of the Spirit", and we shall therefore use our of¬
ficial influence to have it presented to the minds of the peo¬
ple, that they also may rejoice in its light, and participate
in its blessings? - then, I say, that such an affirmation, in¬
volves an Impious libel upon the wisdom of Him by whom the
truths of the Bible were revealed. If its meaning be so In¬
volved in ambiguity and uncertainty, that the rulers of a
nation can never be assured that they have rightly ascertain¬
ed what it is, then may every individual subject of these
rulers, with equal propriety and justice, plead the same ex¬
cuse, and, to avoid the danger of falling Into an erroneous
view of the Scriptures, refuse to entertain any of their doc¬
trines at all. And who does not know that this is just the
hackneyed argument of the Infidel, who pretends that, because
so many different opinions exist as to what the Bible really
teaches, there can be no precise or definite truth in it at
all; and therefore rejects the whole volume as unworthy of his
confidence? From such a sentiment every Christian recoils with
abhorrence. But If an individual private Christian may attain
to the knowledge of the truth, it is clear, that so also may
1.
the rulers of a nation." Here is the conviction of the power
of the Spirit in enlightening the eyes of the individual, and
of the civil magistrate to understand the Scriptures. This
conviction was widely manifested, and was stated as the method
for determining the true religion. Reliance wa3 on the help
of the Spirit, ir. leading to an understanding which would es¬
tablish the standards of the Church of Scotland.
Still another idea of importance in the conception of
the established church of Scotland, was the idea of Spiritual
Independence. At its very inception, bhe Church had declared
that it owned no head but Je3us Christ. Its battles with the
Stuarts had been over the issue of the Independence of the
Church. It refused to proclaim, a3 did the English Church,
the King as its head. Repeatedly, it asserted its independence
to call its assemblies, to transact it3 business, and co regu¬
late its affair3. The idea that there were two kings within
the realm, and that the secular king also owed obedience to
King Jesus, was a part of its heritage. It denied the doctrine
of Erastus that the Church and the State are not two distinct
and independent kingdoms, but only differment branches or depart¬
ments of the one great community of the nation; and consequent¬
ly that the church13 government and discipline belong to the
state, and depend on the will of the supreme civil power. It
did, however, define the function of the civil magistrate as
confined to civil affairs, and the function of the church as
ecclesiastical or spiritual affairs. It was stated, "The in¬
dependence of the church is uhat with respect to the state,
1. Buchanan, R."Lectures on Church Establishments,"1$35 #1
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which the independence of one state or nation is with respect
of another....The church within her own territory or spiritual
sohere, is subject to no earthly power; derive- her right of
government immediately from Christ; is responsible to him
alone while acting within her province, nor interfering with
the rights and duties proper to the state; is entitled to hold
her own assemblies, appoint her own office-bearers, enact her
own rules of order for carrying into effect the laws of her
King, apply and enforce these rules by means of spiritual cen¬
sures, and generally to manage her whole internal affairs,
1.
without any control from without." Christ was the king of the
church, and his kingdom wa3 quite capable of independence. The
Civil Magistrate, however, owed Christ obedience also, and the
conduct of the secular kingdom, while independent of the Church,
2.
was still under the jurisdiction of Chri3t.
Many of these conceptions the Voluntaries challenged.
As we have seen in previous chapters, the church, in their con¬
ception, did not include the whole nation, but only those who
had been gathered out of the world by the call of Christ. This
conception sets up an antithesis between the church and the
world. It is with a great deal of truth that one writer, on
the establishment side, said, "Voluntaries are in the habit
of speaking as if they identified the State, or civil authority,
with the world, the evil world, which is subject to Satan, and
3.
necessarily at enmity with God..." It is true that there was
1. Brown,C.J. Lectures on Church Establishments, 1$35,#4
2. ibid
3. Cunningham, ¥. Lecture Nov 24, 1^34, p 24
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a range of opinions among the Voluntaries as to the exact place
of the civil magistrate. Some would have said that th Civil
Magistrate did have something to do with religion, but fchat
that something was to be governed by the principles of the
Bible, On that basis, they claimed, Voluntaryism was the sys¬
tem which the Civil Magistrate would further. Others, like
Dr. Wardlaw, went further in their ideas, and said that the
civil magistrate had nothing to do with religion. This is
based on his idea of the nature of the kingdom of Christ.
The extreme position of the Voluntaries is best stated
by Dr. Wardlaw, one of the leaders in the controversy, in his
London lectures. It is also one of the best statements of the
Voluntary Fgsition as a whole, and for that reason, the follow¬
ing extensive quotation is given. There, Dr. Wardlaw said:
"I must now briefly notice some of the distin¬
guishing characteristics of the kingdom of Christ, as
it stands in contrast with the kingdom of this world;
from which may be made apparent its incapability, ac¬
cording to its primitive constitution, of any kind
of incorporation with them.
First of all, then, this kingdom was peculiar
in the manner of its introduction. - 'The kingdom of
Sod,' said Jesus, in answer to a question of the Phar¬
isees respecting the time of its coming. - 'The King¬
dom of Sod cometh not with observation. - that is,
according to the marginal rendering 'with outward
show.' It came not with the din and tumult of war,
or with the pomp and pageantry and imposing splen¬
dour of an earthly monarchy. Every thing of this
kind would have been out of all congruity with its
nature. It came, as our context intimates, with the
exhibition and attestation of 'truth'; with its mighty
but silent energy on the minds of men; with 'demonstra¬
tion of the Spirit and of power.' 'Behold!' added
the Saviour, - 'the kingdom of Sod is within you, 1
It is spiritual; it is internal; it is the dominion
of th© Sod of love, and peace, and purity, over
human hearts#
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It was peculiar, secondly, in regard to the char¬
acter and principles, as described by the King himself,
of those who should bear office in it, and conduct its
affairs. - When there had arisen an unseemly strife
among his disciples 'which of them should be the great¬
est', - 'The kings of the Gentiles,' said their Master,
'exercise Lordship over them; and they that exercise
authority upon them are called benefactors. But ye
shall not be so; but he that is greatest among you,
let him be as the younger; and he that is chief, as
he that doth serve. ?or whether is greater, he that
sitteth at meat, or he that serveth, is not he that
sitteth at meat? But I am among you as he that servetw.'
It is remarkable, indeed, how uniformly, and with
what vigilant jealousy, h© discountenances and puts
down every tendency that discovered Itself to an
ambitious and worldly spirit, as especially incom¬
patible with the nature of his kingdom, and with the
part which they were to act in It, as his vicegerents,
when he had himself sat down on his throne of media¬
torial dominion. All is anti-secular; all humble,
holy, heavenly; utterly dissociating the kingdom in
which they were to exercise their functions from all
the politics of this world.
It is peculiar, in the third place, in its grand
design. - What is that design? - what the leading ob¬
ject in view in the establishment of this kingdom?
It Is nothing at all earthly; nothing relative to
this world; nothing terminating on this side eternity.
'It is a means,1 says an able writer, ' of a purely
spiritual character, having reference to objects as
vastly transcending in Importance every thing with
which the speculations of politicians are conversant,
as eternity is longer than time. It has one simple
end, to which, as a means, it is perfectly and exclu¬
sively adapted; that end is the salvation of the soul.
Its perfection consists in Its simplicity and univer¬
sality, while its efficiency depends upon the promised
agency of the Spirit of 3od: - and, as these its pecu¬
liar characteristics were most striking,ly displayed
before it had any alliance with wealth or power, when
it was employed in defiance of their utmost efforts
of opposition, so it is incapable of being aided in
its divine achievements, it cannot but be injured,by
a combination with secular means of human invention.*
A fourth peculiarity consists in the character
of its subjects. - V/hst fits a man for being a subject
of this kingdom? Nothing local, nothing secular, no¬
thing connected with the temporalities of the present
world. The King of Zion himself has solemnly affirmed,-
'Except a man be born again, he cannot see the kingdom
of God.' Its only genuine subjects, then, are renewed
sinners. They are everywhere the same, - In every
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eountry under heaven, and amidst all diversities of
civil government; - one spiritual community, composed
of men 'of every kindred and tongue and people and
nation,' who whatever be their earthly distinctions,
are 'all on© in Christ Jesus;' as citizens of this
world, the subjects of various earthly monarchs, but
as citizens of the Jerusalem that is above, fellow-
subjects of Him alone who 'hath on his vesture and on
his thigh a name written, King of kings, and Lord of
lords«'
This may be connected with a fifth peculiarity -
the bonds of union by which the membere of this spirit¬
ual community are connected. - Those are no geograph¬
ical boundaries, nor common vernacular language, nor
civil institutions and observances. In our context,
they appear summed up in one word, - 'The Truth;*-
'Every one that is of the truth heareth ray voice.'
And the evangelist by whom these words arc recorded,
himslef says elsewhere; - 'Beloved, 1st us not love
in word, neither in tongue, but in deed and in truth;
and hereby we know that we are of the truth, and shall
assure our hearts before him:' and, speaking of one of
his friends, he says;-'whom I love in the truth; and
not I only, bu also all they that have known the
truth, for the truth's sake, which dwelleth in us, and
shall be with us for ever.' They are thus united by
ties of their own; by a common faith; by common spirit¬
ual interests; by common affections and desires cen¬
tering on the same spiritual objects; by common fears
and common hopes, In which other men have no partici¬
pation; and by all the mutual spiritual sympathies of
the divine life.
In the sixth place, the constitution of the prim¬
itive churches was peculiar, bearing: no analogy to the
kingdoms of this world. - They were societies of spirit¬
ual men, each with Its own office-bearers, minding its
own spiritual concerns, an' ha-ving no sort of connexion
with the secular governments of their respective coun¬
tries. This simplicity of constitution has many ex¬
cellencies. By its entire separation from the secu-
larities of earthly administrations, it was admirably
fitted for preserving the spirituality, which Is the
true glory, of the church. It was not less admirable
in its fitness for universality; there being no nation
under heaven for which the Gospel was not designed,
and no government under heaven with which the forma¬
tion of these spiritual societies could interfere. And
it was further worthy of admiration, in its being so
constructed as not to admit of incorporation; so that,
before it could take place, a complete alteration was
necessary in the whole frame and structure of the ori¬
ginal plan. The primitive constitution was thus model¬
led for the very purpose of keeping asunder what the
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Lord never meant to be united; ana It was necessarily
changed by men, to effect the union of what the Lord
designed to keep asunder.
A seventh distinguishing characteristic of this
kingdom, is to be found in the means of its support
and advancement. - These were not, as in earthly king¬
doms, human power or worldly influence, in any of thelx*
diverse forms. Those who, to defend or promote the in¬
terests of this kingdom, 'took the sword,' were warned
that they should 'perish with the sword". It was not
to prosper 'by might nor by power, but by the Spirit
of the living God;' that God who 'chocs the weak things
of the world to confound the things which were mighty.'
The word of God - the sword of the Spirit - was the
only weapon tolerated in the spiritual wars of the King
of Glon. This was the sword, which He himself 'girded
upon his thigh,' when, 'in meekness, and truth, and
righteousness, he rode forth to 'subdue the people
under him;' and. no other was ever used with his author¬
ity or approbation. His conquests are conquests of
hearts; and the instruments of effecting them spiritual
illumination and persuasion.
The same thing is true - and this is another
peculiarity - in regard to the internal overnment of
the church. - Thin is altogether in unison with the
means of advancing its extent. Cf all the discipline
in the kingdom of Christ, the ends are spiritual; and
for effecting these ends, it is not any civil oalns and
penalties that sro proscribed; it is affection te and
faithful dealing with the conscience of the offender;
repr Of, dictated by the spirit of klngness, and pro¬
portioned in severity to the nature and circumstances
of his offence; and, as the ultimate step, beyond which
no church can ~o, exclusion from the Christian society
of which he has proved himself an unworthy member. All
this interferes not, in any way whatever, with his
status, and. his privileges and rights, as a member of
civil society, and a subject of t © government of his
country; his relation to the Churc? and his relation
to the state being essentially an:, totally distinct.
The last of the peculiarities of this kingdom,
which I shall now mention, la, that it is 'not of this
world', in regard to its final distinctions. - Ita
gracious rewards, and its equitable punishments, are
beyond the present scene. They are reserved for the
closing, day of the Redeemer's mediatorial administra¬
tion; when all his professed subject-; shall be convened
before his tribunal for judgment; when, by the discrim¬
inative test of his own word, the genuine shall be
separated from the counterfeit, the precious from the
vile. The inquiry, in that day, will not be, to what
civil community they 'belonged on earth; what was their
birth-place; what their patronymic designation: but
whether they were really partakers of his converting
grace, and loyal subjects of his spiritual reign,
From the enumeration of the 'differential quali¬
ties' of the kingdom of Christ, you will be prepared
for the conclusion, that it is the systematic and un¬
avoidable tendency of national Establishments to cor¬
rupt the Church of 3od. - I am far from meaning to say,
that there was no corruption in the church till such
Establishments came to be Introduced, That would be
a very different proposition - a proposition at var¬
iance with the plainest Intimations both of early his¬
tory and the New Testament Itself. There was corrup¬
tion, and no inconsiderable portion of it, in soms)of
the apostolic churches themselves. But the corruption
was local and limited; and what is of more Importance,
it was not occasioned by the system. It was neither
inherent in its principles, nor a legitimate result
of its practical operation} it was contrary to both.
It arose principally from the arts of deceit, on the
part of Intruders, who, for their* own selfish and
secular ends, 'crept in unawares.' among the disciples
of Christ.. In the system, or- coxxstitution of the
Church itself, there was quite sufficient means, when
duly applied, If not Of its entire prevention, (which
would hove required a perpetual miracle,} yet of Its
immediate and effectual expurgation whenever it dis¬
covered Itself, In the case we are considering, cor¬
ruption, we fear, and that to a mournful amount, is
inseparable from the system. The very idea of national¬
ity in religion precludes the possibility of spiritual¬
ity and selection.
The writings of Dr. .Yardlaw, extreme voluntary though he
is, are not to be taken as indicating that he would forsake
all connection of religion with the state. Rather, he would
forsake all formal connection. He would strive, as would all
of the Voluntaries, for a state which was filled with religious
prlnci les, but which carried them into operation simply by
the Christianity of the individuals who composed the state.
The voluntary position was that they were not op osed to rel¬
igion In the state, but to compulsion in favor of religion.
1. arclaw, R, "Civil Establishments of Chrletlanlty"p28-34
There are In the controversy several real issues at
stake. One is that of national responsibility for religion.
Another touches on the nature of the kingdom of Ood. Still
another has to do with the use of means in the spreading of
the gospel. Another is the relation of the Old Testament to
the New. All of these issues were not brought out into the
open by the controversy. Some of them were implied in what
was said, and the positions taken,but all were quite real.
The largest issue was that of national responsibility for
religion. We have tried to show that the difference in state¬
ments of the two groups was due to a difference in concept as
to the nature of the church, along with other things. The
establishment followers contended for national religion, and
for a recognition by tne civil magistrate of the true religion.
X
Voluntaries contended that religion was a spiritual thing,
that the church consisted of those who had been called out of
the world, and that it could not be on a national basis. How¬
ever, on the point of national responsibility for religion,
the establishment seems to have the better of the argument.
Politics does not run in a vacuum, and has need of some sort
of philosophy. If it fails to recognize its religious respon¬
sibility, it can become completely secular,or anti-religious.
Implicit recognition , as contended for by the voluntaries, is
not enough. Succeeding generations forget the things that were
implied in the actions and deeds of their fathers, and require
a repeated statement of the basis by which they live and act.
In this, the Establishment was quite right in insisting that
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there should be recognition by the government of religion- so
that vows, education in schools, laws, and the restraint of
g'
evil should have a basis in Christian belief, rather than
standing solely on the light of nature.
The strongest attack, in all probability, which can be
made against a single establishment,is that which comes from
the concept of equity. The idea of freedom in Religion, and
of the equality of all men is in direct antithesis to the con¬
cept of one absolute church,which is the repository of abso-
1,
lute truth. The idea of liberty and of equality had been en©
couraged bv the French Revolution, by industrial changes, and
2.
the genera?, drift in politics towards democracy, This idea
of liberty and freedom is difficult to reconcile with the idea
that only one group, or one church, can be in possession cf
the truth.
The voluntaries made their attack on the Scottish Estab¬
lishment partly on thi3 ground. They questioned seriously
that the establishment was the repository of truth. They, too,
were presbyterian in their standards and in their government.
Though accused of "latitudinari&nism" - or of holding and em¬
bracing all shades of opinions without much regard for truth -
they felt that the truth was equally theirs. As pointed out
by Troeltscn, this Free Gnurch view is a part of the ideological
.
force wnich would replace the State Church with voluntary churches.
1. TroeltschySocial Teaching of the Christian Churches? p 656
2. Henderson, G.D."Claims of the Church of Scotland" p 151
3. Troeltseh, p 659
Along with the belief in the Magistrate's responsibility
to recognize religion, went the contention that he should also
provide support for the establishment. 8n the part of the be¬
lievers in establishment, this seemed a natural consequence of
the responsibility of rulers toward religion. Not only protec¬
tion, but an adequate maintenance should be supplied. Soma
means should be supplied for the building of churches, and
for the paying of an adequate stipend to the minister of the
parish. The endowments of the Church of Scotland were thus
regarded as a logical means of providing that support. It was
a means by which the poor could be offered the benefits of the
gospel without cost. Indeed, the Church of Scotland prided it¬
self on being "The poor man's church", arid on the fact that he
did not have to pay for the support of his minister, as did the
members of the dissenting churches.
While the Church of Scotland vas quite content to be the
recipient of teinds, it did not examine too closely the Biblical
teachings on church finance. There was no need to do so. The
situation as it was, v.as satisfactory to then. They had already
a source of secure income and were concerned only as they were
compelled to defend it agair»3t those who would havo deprived
then of a means of provision for their clergy.
Of necessity, the dissenting churches had had to develop
quito a different philosophy. With no endowments, and no legal
support, thay had been thrown for support on the generosity of
their people. It was this support by voluntary contributions
which gave their movement, and the controversy, its name. At
the same time, the advocates of voluntaryism were compelled to
-Ill
search their Bibles for support for their system. In that
scrutiny, they came to believe that the system of support to
which they had been driven by necessity, was the one found in
the New Testament. In controversy, they made use of this fact,
and proclaimed that they were simply returning, ano advocating
a return, to New Testament principles of support.
The text around which most of this reasoning was based,
is found in I Corinthians:9:14* It reads, "Bven so hath the
Lord ordained, that they who preach the gospel should live of
the gospel." The point is made that the levitical means of
support, the tithe, vanished with the ievitical orders. It is
contended that even as there is no attempt to carry forward the
orders of the Old Testament priesthood, into the Church, so there
should be no attempt to carry forward the old Testament means of
support. Rather, the means of support set forward in the New
Testament should be used by the Church. It is further stated,
that even though some case could be made for tithing, none can
be made for tithes as compulsory, legal obligations.
From this, the Voluntary means of support was deduced. It
was declared that the obligation for the support of the Christian
ministry lies on the Cnurch. In making this statement, they
were in direct opposition to Churchmen, who contended that the
obligation for the support of the gospel lay on the state, as
a part of its moral and spiritual responsibility.
Further, it is declared that the obligation to support the
ministry lies on those who enjoy the benefit of his labors. It
was this part of the Voluntary belief, which was attacked by
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Dr. Chalmers, In his analysis of Voluntaryism, as he talks of
1.
Voluntaryism "ab intra" and Voluntaryism "ab extra". In making
this distinction, he classes Dissenting Churches as those which
exist by Voluntaryism "ab intra"—that is from within themselves.
To this, he contrasts the voluntary giving of the Established
Church for the building of additional buildings, and calls this
Joint effort voluntaryism "ab extra", or the whole giving over
and above thingsnecessary, in order that the church may be
extended. However, his distinction rests on mis-understanding.
Dr. Chalmers has apparently become convinced that Voluntaryism
is simply free trade in religion, and has nothing to do with
the support of the weak by the strong. Prom his argument against
Voluntaryism, it would seem that he had read the opening works of
the Rev. Mr. Marshall, and little el3e on the subject of Volun¬
taryism. For the voluntaryism of his opponents is not his "Volun¬
taryism ab intra". It is rather his more magnificent "Voluntary¬
ism ab extra". It was a part of Voluntary belief that while there
was a special obligation on the people who received the benefit
of a minister's labors to support him, there was also an obliga¬
tion on strong churches to help the weak, and the rich to help
the poor.
The Voluntaries also contended that the obligation of sup¬
port was not a legal, but a Christian^obligation. Support was
not to be enforced by law, but was to be entirely voluntary.
Ihis throws the work of the church, and the ministry, on the
benevolence of the people of <3od, and It was the belief and the
2.
boast of the Voluntary that that support did not fall.
1. Chalmers', T. "Works", XVII, p 255




Another issue which was never quite explicit, was that
of the differing conceptions of the kingdom of God. A reading
of the selection given from Dr. Wardiaw will show that his con¬
ception of the kingdom of Christ, was something which would be
established only at she second coming of Christ. That kingdom
had nothing to do with this world, All tnat a believer could
do was to have faith, and to wait for tne coming of Christ to
establish his kingdom. This was the conception which was given
to the text "My kingdom is not of this world." By contrast,
the believers in establishment, looked for the consuMiiation
of Christ's work in this world. They looked forward to the
time when princes and kings should acknowledge iKim. Their be¬
lief quite definitely hao a this-worldly, as well as an other¬
worldly aspect.
From the idea of the spirituality of the kingdom, and the
inwardness of its nature,comes a reticence against the use of
any means other than spiritual in establishing or upholding it.
It is true that the majority of the Voluntaries were not will¬
ing to go to the lengths of James Haldane, who is quoted in a
following chapter to the effect that though he does not believe
in e3tablisnments, he would not lift a finger to destroy them,
if he could. Indeed, they were led into a contradiction of
action and belief. Part of their opposition to endowments and
taxes was due to the belief that a spiritual work must be sup¬
ported by a spiritual means. They considered that only in the
voluntary system did the spirit of God have full play. let,
though declaring that the spiritual nature of the church kept
It from using such a worldly means as the civil magistrate,
the Voluntaries made use of the "Scottish Central r-v rdH as
their political organ, They used all of the means u^der then*
control In the controversy. Yet, I am not at all .-ore that
their emphasis on the spirituality of Christ's kingdom, -id
not give them a slightly guilty feeling, that they we- step-
pin,? beyond the legitimate bounds, in their use of means to
combat the establishment.
It was from this idea of the spirituality of the kingdom,
too, that the charge of necessary corruption in an establish¬
ment came. W© have seen that the Church of Scotland had as¬
serted through the years its idea of Spiritual Independence.
It had claimed, that though It was a church connected with the
state, it was still free to do the commands of Christ. He, and
He alone, was head of the church. The Voluntari-o, however,
replied with the spirituality of the church and its membership,
pointed to tie corruptions of civil life, and stated that any
conaectlor must necessarily corrupt the church, they aoubted
the purity and Independence of any church which used political
means, and was supported from the public treasury.
Another basic difference between the Voluntaries and the
believers In establishment, lay in their approach to Scripture,
The writers of the Establishment generally adopt the principle
that both Old ana New lest menta are the word of Sod, and equal¬
ly applicable. They apply the rule that the positive commands
of the eld Testament are to be regarded as still in force, un¬
less there has been an equally positive rescinding of the ordi-
nances* This point of view led, to a large extent, to an in¬
terpretation of the Bible as a whole through the eyes of the
1.
Old Testament. By contrast, the emphasis of the Voluntaries
is on the Sew Testament. Br. W&rdlaw emphasises the i?ew Testa-
2,
ment as the standard of God's truth. He was followed In this
by a large number of Voluntaries, who seemed to tale the hew
Testament as the complete revelation of faith. This differ¬
ence in approach led to two different statements about the
Church, In the writings of the Establishment defenders, the
church has its beginnings in the days of the Patriarchs, It
is recognised and established by Jewish kings, had that es¬
tablishment is enough to make valid the establishment of reli¬
gion in the Christian dispensation. By contrast, the Volun¬
taries think of the Church as founded by Christ, and as hav¬
ing its first existence in the days of the apostles. The idea
establishing this primitive church, which is Christian as
CQffiparadi with Jewish, Is to them absurd, and the point of
corruption of the faith. To the Voluntaries, the Old Testament
must be interpreted in the light of the hew, and the Christian
dispensation.
These then, are the ideas and beliefs around which contro¬
versy formed. Starting from differing points of view, em¬
bracing different beliefs, it was natural that the controversy
should be heated and prolonged, rach -'roup was fighting for
cherished convictions, and belie.v . its t use to be the cause
of Christianity itself.
1. Smyth, Lecture on Church establishments,?^, 1835






The Influence of the Voluntary Controversy
In leading to the Actions of the 1834 General Assembly
In Scottish Church History, the General Assembly of 1834
is a key to the events of the years to follow. Any student of
the Non-Intrusion controversy, the conflict between Church and
State which resulted In the Disruption of 1843, and the forma-
„ 1^ it
tlon of the Free Church of Scotland, must be aware of the ao-
"7 V«>\ r • ' : I I
tions of this Assembly, and of the events that followed in
their train. It is our purpose In this chapter to show that
the Veto Act, and the Chapel Act, which wore ratified by this
f:S?7 7.77 7, 7. | j
Assembly and had such far-reaching consequences, were helped
■> %[y- ' .f-'©- :H ! |towards passage by the Voluntary Controversy, \
•V;'vf " " ' | J
In the minds of many ministers and members of the Church f
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They considered that patronage had been responsible for the
formation of the Secession and Relief Churches, and the ac-
2,
cession of many people to them, from the Church of Scotland.
Under the influence of the Voluntary Controversy, they moved
to Unit Patronage, and. to restore a vestrgfe of popular rights.
Patronage, in Scotland, was a heritage fro the days of
the Roman Catholic Church, and canon law. Under thjes system,
each parish had a Patron, who was responsible, when the pariah
had no minister, for presenting someone to the charge. The
minister selected had to be chosen from the ministers or 11 -
centlates of the Church of Scotland, but otherwise the choice
1, Report of the Formation of Glasgow Association for Pro¬
moting the Interests of the Church of Scotland





was in the hands of the Patron. During vacancies, the Patron
1.
was entitled to colioct the stipend of the parish.
Patronage had been followed in the Protestant Church,
in the period from the Reformation, with varying degrees of
stringency. In the period of William and Mary, patronage was
abolished. It was restored, however, in 1712, in the reign
of Queen Anns. Thus patronage had been the custom of the
church, and the law of the land, from the time before theR @-
formation, with the exception of the years between 1690 and
2.
1712.
The objection to patronage was based to a large degree
on the conception of the call in the Presbyterian Church. The
second book of Discipline, in 1576, asserted "none should be
intruded upon any congregation, either by the prince or any
inferior person, without lawful election, and the assent of
the people over whom the person is placed." In the period
between 1690 and 1712, the responsibility for the calling of
the minister was placed in the hands of the elders and the
heritors of the parish.
With the restoration of patronage, the call was retained
in the doctrine and order of the church. It did, however,
become less and less effective. The ascendant part of the
Church of Scotland for most of the eighteenth century was the
Moderate Party. Under their lead, objections to the presenta¬
tions of Patrons were overriden, and the call was reduced to
N
1. Sir Henry Moncreiff Wellwood, "A brief Account of the
Constitution of the Church of Scotland", p 25-37
2. ibid.
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a mere form. Indeed, Moderate expression went so far as to
claim that the call was merely an opportunity for the people
1.
to extend a welcome to their pastor.
Insistence on the right of congregations in the call of
ministers, over against absolute patronage, had been at least
a major cause in the foundation of the Secession and Relief
Churches. The immediate cause of the Secession in 1733, was the
passage of an Act of Assembly called the 'Jus Devolutum*. It
had been the habit of presbyteries, when patrons left pastorates
unfilled, to leave the election of the minister to the congrega¬
tion, or to a representative section of it. The Act would have
required that only heritors and elders should vote in the elec¬
tion of the minister. Against this limiting of the franchise,
Ebenezer Erskine protested in a sermon preached in 1732 as Mod¬
erator before the Synod of Perth and Stirling. For this, Erskine,
and three others were rebuked successively by the Synod, and
by the General Assembly, and suspended from the ministry.
These four met in December 1733 at Gairney Bridge, and consti¬
tuted themselves into the Secession Church. When a later
Assembly made overtures for their return, they presented six
points as a minimum basis for their return, the fourth of which
was: "That should the Patronage Act not be repealed, the ac¬
ceptance of presentations be declared contrary to the prin¬
ciples of this Church; that all preachers accepting of them
be deprived of their licence; and that all ministers guilty
of a similar transgression be suspended, or, should they per-
1, Report of the Debate on Calls, 23 May, 1833
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tlnaoioualy adhere, he deposed. Further, that It be enacted
that in all time coming no minister shall be settled in any
congregation without the call and consent of the majority of
1,
that congregation who are in full communion." These six points
were net accepted, and the four remained outside the Establish¬
ed Church, while consider.u themselves to be members of the
true, reformed church of Scotland,
The call was also the cause and occa pion of the actions
of the leneral Assembly against Ihoaas Gilli^spie, and the
formation of the Relief Church, After the passing of the Act
of 1712, by which Patronage was restored, divergent views were
held as to what the Patron was entitled to do. One group held
that it did not matter hew many people signed the call, but
that the Presbytery was bound to sustain it, If it found no
objections to the presentee's life and doctrine. Another group
held that the Presbytery was to consider each case on its
merits, and to consider If the settlement would be for the
peace and edlrlcatlon of the church. Between 1733 and 1752,
the party able to secure a majority In Presbytery, determined
which of these two views was carried through,
In these years, the Assembly held that the Presbytery
had no right to refuse to induct a Presentee, simply because
his call did. not contain a requisite number of signatures. In
instance after instance, the Presbytery was instructed to pro¬
ceed with the induction. In a good number of cases, the major¬
ity of the Presbytery refused to acquiesce. In these cases, the
1.Woodside,"Soul of a Scottish Church",pp8-15
Assembly had recourse to a committee which was empowered to
make the settlement, and which was called in popular language
a "riding committee", Their settlements were sometimes the
scenes of near mob-action and rioting,.
In 1751, Mr, Robertson of Gladsmulr, later Principal
Robertson, theologian, orator, litterateur, and ecclesiastical
statesman, made Ms maiden effort In seconding the motion in
the meeting of the Assembly's Commission to suspend the Pres¬
bytery of Linlithgow for not carrying through a settlement.
In the next year, ho led the movement which deliberately rais-
;Rk O ;kk;' : ' Y ,P phi lor
ed a quorum from three to five, and commanded the Presbytery
of Dunfermline to make a settlement at Inverkeithing, where
the people objected to the presentee of the patron.
The refusal of the majority of the Presbytery to act
according to Assembly action, was taken up at the meeting of
the general Assembly in 1752, when the minority of the Presby¬
tery reported they had been able to secure an attendance of
only three for the induction. The whole of the Presbytery
was called to the bar of the Assembly, to give reasons for fail¬
ing to carry out the direction of the Assembly. The majority
/
protested that the Assembly on previous occasions, specifi¬
cally In 1736, had declared that ministers should not be in¬
truded against the will of the congregation, and that they
could not in conscience have a part in doing just that. The
Assembly, by a vote of 93 to 65, decided to depose one of the
members of Presbytery. Votes were taken against the various
members, and Thomas lllllespie, as having the largest number,
was deposed.
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For ten years, G-illtesplo continued alone, A part of
' - ! X. . ■ ii ' • ..
his congregation and soselon had remained with him, and he
organised them into a, congregation. He proclaimed that he
was ready to hold communion with all who loved the Lord Jesus
Christ. After ten years, he was joined by Boston of Jedburgh,
and by Thomas Collier, of Colinsburgh, to form tho Proobytory
of Relief, in October 1761. They proclaimed that they held
themselves bound by the authority of Christ to fulfil their
ministry In i criptural fashion, and to act for the relief of
1.
oppressed Christian congregations,
! 7-Vf . ' '■ ' ' ' - • ' / • '. •
These two churches grew rapidly in the soil in which they
»•*
were planted. The Secession church divided In 1747 till 1820,
and then reunited. At the time of its union with the Relief
Church, which was to come a few years after the close of the
period under discussion in this paper, it numbered 453 congre-
2 *
gatlons. The Relief numbered 136.
In the years that followed, the Gall was whittled down
in importance by repeated decisions of the Assembly. In 1782,
there was a movement to abolish the Call altogether. There
were overtures before the General Assembly to discard from the
established proceedings the formality of moderation in a call.
The Assembly, however, declared, "the moderation in a call,
In the settlement of ministers, is agreeable to the immemorial
and constitutional practice of this Church, and ought to be
continued.M However, it was thought that little or no value
was attached to the signatures upon a call, and a call might
1. Woo&side, "Soul of a .cottieh Church," ppl4-27
2. ibid, p 27
1.
be moderated if only there were some signatures on It.
In the early years of the Voluntary Controversy, the
balance of power in the General Assembly shifted from the
''oderate party to the Evangelical, or Popular party. Dr.
Andrew Thomson, of the Edinburgh Christian Instructor, was
partly responsible for this shift. Partly responsible, too,
was the warmth with which Dr. Chalmers embraced and taught
the evangelical faith. The Moderate magazine, the "Church
Pevlew", also blamed their own inertia in 'seeking new minis¬
ters for their own party as a reason for the shift in power.
In any event, the Assembly of 1632 saw en increase in Evangel¬
ical strength, the Assembly of I.S33 saw them almost at a par,
and the 1834 Assembly saw the passing of the Veto Act, and
the Chapel Act, in an effort to revive the home mission en¬
terprise of the Church.
The Assembly of 1832 was oonscious of the challenge of
the Voluntaries, an" of the strength of public opinion for
die-establishment. The Dev. William Clugston, of Forfar,
opened the debate as he supported the overture of his own
Presbytery (one of eight Preabyterlal, and. three synodical
overtures}. In his speech, he denied that he was demanding
the overthrow of Patronage, and. Insisted that the right of
the call was culte separate from the right of "rc: anting the
minister. In his argument for- its restoration, he took notice
of the contemporary situation saying, "Cur church is, I am
persuaded, still dear to the affections of the great body of
1. V'att,"Chalmers and the Disruption" p 117,118
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our population; and well may Scotland's church he endeared to
Scotland's sons, for her standards are scriptural, and her
forms of worshlo are simple and impressive - and many are the
excellencies for which her constitution is distinguished.
There are, too, among her ministers, men eminent for their
talent and acquirements, and faithfulness, and piety, and
zeal, dpd there are among her members multitudes who, In
their family and in the closet, are breathing forth their as-
*-.'■■■■
pirations for her prosperity and her peace; and who, in the
intercourse of the world, are exemp)lfylng those graces of
p|gd" ■ ■' : • 7 , . •.■ | ■"
character which the qospel alone can produce. But It is not
h ' ' ' pipSSB. SI
inconsistent with the conviction which I have expressed, to
acknowledge that our church has defects which ought to be im¬
mediately remedied, and that- she has enemies both numerous anu
virulent, with whom she may ere long have to maintain a contest
vi'''iV"s' '• ' • r' • f I. •- ' .. v
frr her independence and her stability. The irreligious are
her enemies, and their desire is to overthrow all religious
establishment whatever. Some good men are conscientiously
opoo~ed to the orlnclple of an establishment; and it Is to be
lamented that among the aesailants of our church we find not
a few of whom other and better things might have been expected,
whose predecessors withdrew from the establishment, lifting up
their testimony against what thsy believed to be the corrupt¬
ions of our church, but who never dreamed of sweeping away an
established church from our land, - who, on the contrary, were
as strongly convinced as we are, that the religious and moral
improvement of a people is most directly and successfully to
be attained by providing for every parish a pastor who shall
reside in it, and dsvote himself wholly and exclusively to the
work of the ministry. Since, then, against all religious es¬
tablishments a cry so loud is raisedj sine© around our church
her assailants are gathering} - it is imperative on her friends
to 'walk about our Zion, and to mark wall her bulwarks!' to
strengthen every position where weakness is discovered^ and to
remove every defect and every abuse which would render her vul¬
nerable, and expose her to peril. Thus shall we be prepared
for the struggle that is perhaps awaiting us - thus shall our
church, strong in the grace of Him who is its supreme and spir¬
itual head, and strong in the purity of its doctrines, and
strong in the faithfulness of its ministers, and strong in the
affection of the people of Scotland, repel every assault, be
victorious in every conflict, and be handed down, the glory
of our country, to be the heritage of our children, and of
1.
cur children's children."
The next speaker was the Reverend Alexander Cameron, of
Sddertoun, whose speech was in much the same vein. He spoke
of the importance of the call to the welfare of the church, its
place in the law of the churoh, and of the "deplorable conse¬
quences (which) have arisen from the neglect of this law, as
loudly to call for an immediate return to our original and con-
2,
stitutional practice," He said, in the course of his address,
"I cannot, however, shut my eyes to what is passing around roe.
There is a spirit stirring abroad, a spirit of inquiry into
1,Report of Debates, May 22,1832, p 5,6
2,ibid, p 6
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the uses and abuses of things, which It would be vain as it
would be undesirable in us to attempt to repress* ihere is a
light- sprung no, even a light of knowledge and information,
which we ou'ht not to contribute to extinguish, but which, as
ministers of Rim who is the light of the world, we should en¬
deavour to draw over to the aide of religion, rather than tn-
list again t us, 1 tide has set in, which, if we seise the
favourable opportunity, we may regulate and direct; but which,
if we attempt to stem it, may sweep us away by its resistless
and overwhelming pressure. If it be necessary for a church
establishment in ordinary times to be based in the affections
of its people, much more in such times as these. I cannot
conceal from myself that the signs of the times indicate that
a day of trial is at hand - a day of trial from God - a day
of trial from men.
"It appears to me that the head of the church has a con¬
troversy with us; that he says to us as to the church of
Ephesus, 'I have somewhet against thee, because thou hast left
thy first love.1 'Remember therefore from whence thou art
fallen, and repent and do the first works, or else I will
come unto thee quickly, and remove thy candlestick out of his
place, except thou repent 5 * and I believe that restoring to
the people their constitutional voice in the settlement of
their pastors would remove one great ground of the divine
controversy,
"A trial from men awaits us. The axe is about to be laid
at the root of every tree; and every tree, however venerable
soever for Its age or antiquity, shall be cut down, if it be
found not to answer the end for wh.toh It hps been Implanted.
The clouds are gathering, a storm Is approaching, and I would
have you act the part of skilful mariners, who, foreseeing
the danger approaching, make every possible preparation for
it, by oeating overboard any thing that would' endanger their
"safety in the hour of peril. So I would have you to cast out
this Jonah, on whose account the storm is sent forth; and as
nothing has eo much alienated" the affections of the people
from the church of Scotland as intruding on them ministers
contrary to their will, so nothing will tend more effectually
under lod to restore the affections and confidence of the peo¬
ple, than renouncing the unconstitutional practice of which
1.
they 'o Justly complain,"
The Reverend Duncan HacFarl&ne, of aicley Presbytery,
next gave a review of the state of the law on calls, arguing
that the act restoring patronage, aid not rescind the call,
and arguing that to restore the call to its place was no in¬
novation, but simply to return to the true practice of the
church, He, too, noticed the Voluntary Controversy, as he
said, "it has been said that discussions of this kind will
give greater influence to those who desire to see ur estab¬
lishment pulled down. It Is a matter of regret, that so many,
separated from our church, should, instead of calling for great
er purity In her discipline and worship, take up the language
of ddom, saying '"ase it, rase it, even to the foundation there
of.' But it were unjust and unwise to allege that all are so
1. Rebate on Calls, hay 22, 1832, p7,3
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minded, We rejoice to know not a few, who, while they protest
against what they call our backsliding, desire to see our
church's prosperity, and. who are wistfully looking on, while
attempts are made to restore to its purity that which may have
fallen into decay; and we doubt not, that many who are at pre¬
sent separated from us, would rejoice to share in rebuilding
the broken walls of Jerusalem And at all events, our strength
will be found in the full and faithful execution of the laws
1.
of our church,"'
The Moderate opposition to this spirit, was that an inno¬
vation was requested In the church, Ihat powers would be
placed in the hands of the people which were not then there,
and which should not be there. They further contended, that
It would be destroying the rights of patrons, and contrary to
the settled law of the land. Patronage, they insisted, was
expedient, In that it had proved itself efficient in the set¬
tlement of ministers in parishes, and because it seemed to
have been acceptable to the people. It was claimed that no
great objection to patronage, and to the lack of popular call
was held, simply because if there had been objection, more
overtures would have been upon the table of the Assembly. This
type of argument, and the strength of the Moderate party In
2.
that Assembly, carried the day for that meeting of the Assembly.
Cn January 31, and February 1, 1833, a public meeting
was held in Tlasgow, at which the "dlasgow Association for
1. Debate on Call* May 22, 1832, P 19,20
2. ibid.
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promoting the interests of the Church of Scotland" was formed.
The major motions of the society were: "II*That the Associa¬
tion shall consist of persons who profess their adherence to
the doctrines of Holy Scriptures, as explained in the Standards
of the Church of Scotland; and who, in particular, hold it to
be a duty which our civil rulers owe to Sod, and to the nation,
to provide for the Instruction of the peo le in the true rel¬
igion, as contained in the word"of God. III. That from a con¬
viction that the Church of Scotland, in her original Constitu¬
tion an Polity, is in accordance with the word of Cod, and
grateful for the blessings which through her have come upon
the nation, - the general objects of this Association shall be
'To support her against all who attempt to undermine her exis¬
tence and primitive Constitution; and, by all due and Consti¬
tutional means, to obtain the reformation of such abuses as,
in the lapse of time, may have crept into her Administration.
IV. That, in particular, this Association shall aim at a
thorough remedy of the grievous evil of Patronage. V, That
this Association, convinced that the deficiency of Church
Accommodation within the Establishment, has been highly pre¬
judicial to its interests; and that owing to this, many who
were the legitimate objects of its care have bean left wholly
unprovided, shall make every exertion to remedy this great
practical evil. VI. That the Association shall endeavour to
diffuse the knowledge of its principles, and to extend its
influence, by publications and other means; and to open up,
if possible, communications with such Churches as have seceded
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from the Church of Scotland, but who still hold sacred the
1.
principle of a Religious Establishment." The various motions
were moved and seconded by: Rev. hr« Burns, of iillsyth, Rev,
Matthew hurray| Rev, Dr. ruir, Rev, C,<3 .Browne, Rev, Dr. Pat¬
rick ; ' Earlan> Rev. J.J.Lorlmer, Rev. Jr. Stewart of Erskine,
'
:evJames llbson and Hegsrs Hugh Cogan, James. Smith, Henry
Paul, John - oberteon, Andrew M'Jeorge. ;.r, John Wright, Jr,
we o in the chair.
The Voluntary Controversy was foremost in the minds of
these men, as they organised themselves for the interests of
the Church of lootland. Almost every speech had some reference
in It to the Controversy, and of the necessity of taking posi¬
tive action to meet the challenge of the Dissenting Ghurches,
The opening speech, byjjt". John Wright, Esq, Included among
its reasons for the formation of the Association, the follow¬
ing statement;
"Another reason which renders it the duty of
the members of the Church of Scotland to come forward
in her defence, is, the unprovoked hostility that has
of late been excited against her. We live in unusual
times, when party politics are forced, by an ill-timed
Intrusion, even into things that ere holy an1* consecra¬
ted, and havd disturbed, and threaten to destroy, that
Christian harmony which had be^-un to c3neolid.ste,in
kindly influence,Churchmen and Dissenters. Had there
been, on the pert of the Establishment, a desire to
ctush the Secession, there would have been a reason
for Dissenters standing ir -a7 against up. But no
such disposition has been .1 Rested; on the contrary,
at no period since there was n Accession fror the
Establishment, has there been a greater amalgamation
betwixt the two classes, than during the last twenty
years. But this union lias of 3 .3 been most wantonly
violated. And who arc the aggressors? Is it the
worthless, the sceptic, and the infidel? No; it is
1. Speeches at ubllc Meeting, etc, Jan. Jl, Feb.1,1833
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those who profess to be the ministers of that wisdom
which is from above, arid which is pure, gentle, and
easy to be entreated. It is those whose forefathers
were nourished in the bosom of the Church of Scotland,
and whose offspring., forgetful that all which they
enjoy of Christian liberty and enlightened theology,
has, under the blessing of !od, been transmitted to
them through that Church, whose devoted members count¬
ed not their lives dear to them, and who have handed
down to us an inheritance purchased at the expense of
their blood, these opponents have embodied themselves
under the firm, as we say in mercantile language of
'the Voluntary Church Association;' and a most anoma¬
lous combination it Is? for in its ranks we see those
who acknowledge the Confession of faith, and those
who deridlngly have termed it a confusion of faith;
we see the united Secession, the helief, the Indepen¬
dent, and the Baptist of every gradation, all sudden¬
ly struck with a simultaneous electrifying influence,
and as a combined body, (and combined only in this, )
pressing forward for the demolition of our Church
Establishment.,.. " «
In the rest of his speech, he goes on to call not simply
for a defensive attitude, against the attacks which have come,
but also an attitude of reformation. He acknowledges that
some abuses have crept into the Church of Scotland — though
claimln it to be the most useful church on earth, of which
he knows. He states the principal grievances of the church,
which, need reformation, as the continuation of patronage,
2.
and the lack of sufficient church Accommodation.
The next speaker, moved the formation of the association,
and said, in that speech, "...I will throw aside the forms of
circumlocution usual In public speaking, and name at once the
"voluntary Church Associations as the principal cause of the
formation of this Association. We desire, however, to have it
understood, that it is one of defence, and not of retaliation.
1. Speeches at Public Eeefcinj?., etc, Jan. 31, "cb. 1, 1833, p3
2. ibid, p 2-7
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We entertain no hostile feeling towards our opponents, or the
churches to which they belong - churches founded on principles
diametrically the reverse of the Association, and which, it
would be unjust to deny, have conferred Inestimable blessings
on the country - churches agreeing entirely in ioctrine, and
1,
almost entirely in form, with our own.,.."
Ihio feeling of urgency was abroad in the church. In
the meeting of the General Assembly, a large number of over¬
tures were presented on the subject of patronage. In the
meantime, the Evangelical party had taken counsel on the
course which they were to follow in that meeting of the As¬
sembly. Dr. Chalmers was included, and it was ultimately
/-*
ci •
lie who submitted the agreed motion of his party.
Awareness of the- Voluntary Controversy. is present in
the opening speech on the overtures on Calls which had come
up to this Assembly of 1833. The Rev. ¥.A.Thomson, of Perth,
declared that 45 overtures were before the Assembly, on the
subject of the call, and of patronage. He speaks of the con¬
flict then in progress, and states that the passage of legis¬
lation! removing, the abuses in the church would do much to
abate it. His words are: "Certain of their ministers have
recently taken up a new position towards the Established
Church, and avowed a determined resolution to attempt its
overthrow. At the present moment they are in pursuance of
that, resolution, adopting, and carrying into effect measures
1. Speeches at a Sub lie Meeting, etc., Jan 31, Feb 1, 1833 P7,8
2, watt, Hugh,"Thomas Chalmers and the Aisru hion" p 123
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whieh I cannot reconcile with those professions of devotecine uu
to the spirituality of their functions, to which they lay'
claim with no small measure of confidence, bir, I cannot,
knowing what I do know of their transactions - I cannot give
thee, at least a great body of them, credit for purity of
principle, and purity of motive in what thsy are doing. They,
know well - for they are cunning in their generation, and fore¬
seeing too - they know well the effect which ouch a measure,
as what is projected by the authors of those overtures, will
have on the . re hoytartan population of dcotlartd - that it will
endear to them their Mother Church - that it will bring back
many of those who, upon principle, have become bscedars. They
know t'n fc, and. they know also the effect which must be pro-
$
ducec on their pecuniary resources, which I believe in many
quarters are already in a state of considerable decay. And
nothing I am certain, therefore, in this day's transactions
of the feneral Assembly, will disappoint them more than the
adoption of a measure to prevent effectually the Intrusion of
ministers into parishes; and just because nothing which we can
do will more effectually prevent that disaffection of the peo¬
ple which they do not fail to improve. It is by means of
violent settlements that they can expect to increase their
funds and their influence. Let us then adopt the measure
which will effectually prevent all such settlements, and their
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One additional quotation will help show the way In which
the awareness of the Church question was present In the debate
on calls in 1833. This occurs in the speech of the Rev, Dr.
Hugh Laird, of the Presbytery of Kirkcaldy. He there says, as
he speaks in favor of the motion on calls which had been offer¬
ed by Dr. Chalmers, "It is also to be borne in mind that these
are perilous tines. By arbitrary measures of the Church a host
of enemies have been raised up against her - an', if you re¬
move not the abusea which your obsequiousness to 'Patronage has
Introduced, she must fall. The people have now been taught to
muster their nursbrical strength. If you will not listen to
y lV: ■/.' /A : 1 VL;: V'. . V... ;■ .
reason, and sweep away thorn: excrescences that afford them
such a powerful handle, they , i:" bear it. ."own. It will be
well if they would content themselves with lopping off useless
branches and leave the tree in its vigour; but an exasperated
multitude seldom distinguishes between the abuses end the
thing with which they are connected. Of this, th :! rtion
of a neighbouring country is a convincing proof. The church
would not rectify Itself, and, of course, it fell a victim to
its own imprudence.
"Do not suppose that these views are derived from th#
agitated state of the country. They are the same which I have
bald every' since I knew any thing of Church affairs. Though
my political connexions have always been with those who are
at present in the minority, yet I have uniformly entertained
the same opinions of ecclesiastical policy, and conceive that
the time is now come when you must either give efficiency to
the Gall of the people, or see the Church rooted up; and it
can hardly be denied that doing so, Is leaving the right of
1.
Patronage as the law has placed It*51
The motion of Dr. Chalmers which was the next year to
i
become the Veto Act, or the Act Aneni Galls, was lost in the
1833 Assembly after a long, debate, by 149 to 137 votes. This
act read,"...the General Assembly, having maturely weighed,'
and. considered the various Overtures now before thera, Do find
and declare that it is, and has bean every since the Reforma¬
tion, a fixed principle in the law of this Church, that no
minister shs.ll be intruded into any pastoral charge contrary
to the will of the congregation; and considering that doubts
end mis-apprehenslons have existed on this important subject,
whereby the just and salutary operation of the said principle
has been impeded, and in many cases defeated, the General
Assembly farther declare it to be their opinion, that the dis¬
sent of a majority of the male heads of families resident- with¬
in the parish, being, members of the congregation, and in com¬
munion with the church, at least two year© previous to the day
of moderation, whether such dissent shall be expressed with
or without the assignment of reasons, ought to be of conclu¬
sive effect In setting aside the Presentee (under the Patron's
nomination), save and except where it is clearly established
by the Patron, presentee, or any of the minority, that the
said dissent is founded in corrupt and malicious combination,
or not truly founded on any objection personal to the presentee,
1, Report of Debate, my 25,1833» P 50,51
In regard to hie ministerial gifts or qualifications, either
In general, or with reference to that particular parishj and
in order that this declaration may be carried into full ef¬
fect, that a committee shall be appointed to prepare the best
measure for carrying it into effect, accordingly, and to re-
i»
port to the next General Assembly."
This Act was the result of the meeting of the evangeli¬
cal party, to which we have previously referred. In that
meet! g, it was or. Chalmers * suggestion that the Church
should not resort to direct legislation, but should rather
use its ju< leal authority in reversing the trend of decisions
over the previous sixty years.. He believe., that the Presby¬
teries should be advised to follow the principle of ncn-lntru-
sion, end should then, by a succession of right decisions by
the Assembly restore the lost practices of the Church. His
suggestion, however, was not accepted because, says his bio¬
grapher, anna, "Its adoption, It was conceived, would pro¬
tract indefinitely a satisfactory settlement of the question,
and leave the Church meanwhile exposed to all the dangers to
which the Voluntary agitation on the one hand and the Antl-
A
*
patronage agitation on the other were exposing her." There
was fear that the decisions as to what constituted a right
call might vary, home parishes might be exposed to protracted
litigation. Then, even after precedent had been established,
it might be felt to rest on orecarious ground. The second
suggestion of Dr. Chalmers thai eOi.ua; * u..uc o* the dovern-
1. Report of Debate, lay 3* 1833» P 33
£. Harms., "Memoirs of Dr. Chalmers," Vol 111, p 352
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nt1o sanction should be sought foi the Assembly's act of
legislation,, was mad© after the decision to seek some act of
legislation, controlling the proceedings of the lower courts,
end establishing one uniform practice for the (Stemml Assembly.
This suggestion was also rejected, and the overture which was
1.
presented to the Assembly was framed.
In setting forth the Veto Act, there was no desire to
abolish -patronage, They rath ; desired to see patronage restrain¬
ed and limited bo that the consciences of Christian congrega¬
tions might not be offended. They conceived that legally
two possibilities were before them. They could either insist
that a majority, or a specified number, of the congregation
sign the call. Or they could afford a possibility of dissent,
Insisting that for it to foe valid the majority of the congrega¬
tion must join in it. This second path was the one chosen, and
It was chosen with the advice of Lord Moncreiff, an eminent
lawyer, and a friend of the Church of Scotland, "ome members,
who desired the total abolition of patronage, were brought to
2.
the support of the bill only with difficulty.
In the year that followed, the demands for reform grew
stronger, and the support for the Veto law grew also. A major¬
ity of the overtures to the Assembly on the subject of patron¬
age and calls, Incorporated the substance of the evangelical
motion of the year before in one form or another, ffeny of its
adherents felt that it would solve the difficulties attached
to patronage, without giving free raj^n to universal suffrage.
/
1. Han;:a,"i<3emoire of dr. Chalmers," pps 351-353 vol ill
2, ibid, vol ill, p 353, 354
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The motion as it was finally moved in Assembly by Lord
Koncrleff read, "That the lensre1 Assembly, having maturely
considered the overtures, do declare that it is a fundamental
law of this Church that no pastor shall be intruded on any
congregation contrary to the will of the people; and that,
in order to carry this principle into full effect, the Presby-
•Vd " f -t.V V.' • •'f
tarias of the Church shall be instructed, that if at the modern-
,'v'.;.g ;• -'f.
ting in a call to a vacant pastoral charge, the major port of
the male heads of families, members of the vacant congregation,
and.in full communion with the Church, shall disapprove of the
person In whose favour the call is propose:.: to be moderated in,
such disapproval shall be deemed sufficient ground for the
Presbytery rejecting such person, and that he shall be rejected
accordingly, and due notice thereof forthwith lven to all con¬
cerned; but that, if the major part of the said heads of fami¬
lies shall not disapprove of such person to be their pastor,
the -reabytery shall proceed with the settlement according to
the rules of the Church; and further declare that no person
shall be held to be entitled to disapprove, as aforesaid, who
shall refuse, if required soleamly, to declare in presence of
the Presbytery, that he is actuated by no factious or malicious
motive, but solely by a conscientious regard to the spiritual
interests of himself or- the congregation; and resolve, that a
Committee be appointed to report to a future diet of the Assem¬
bly In what manner-, and by what particular measures, this de¬
claration and instruction may bo best carried into full opera-
1.
tion."
1, Watt, Hugh,"Chalmers and the Disruption", p 130,131
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1Mb motion, after considerable debate t was carried by
a vote of 184 to 1381 and the Veto Act bece ;m a law of the
Churc . i'wo weeks later, the Committee of Assembly, appointed
for the purpose, submitted e report cone, let ing of twenty-throe
regulations for directing the procedure of :.'reabytery. Against
the argument of the tofierates, who held that the action must
be cant ".own to the Presbyteries for final action, the Evan¬
gelicals insisted that the Act involved no constitutional
change. As a compromise, however, It was iK.de an Interim act,
and cent down to the Presbyteries under the requirements of the
1,
Barrier . ct.
Along with the Veto net, and Its attempt to ran.-.ve the
stigma attached to patronage, the Church of Scotland also moved
to correct other abuses. ,ne of these had to ho. with those
ministers who served in churches other than .euich churches,
rhe.'.e y;ere two groups of those, the ministers of arlianentary
Churches, and the ministers of Chapele-at-rA.se. del ther had
had, f,;r long years, the right of participating in church courts.
Though they might have been educated in the some Institutions,
licensor! by the same Presbytery, called to a c ^rogation,of
conaldcrable numbers, and regularly ordained, they ware not
granted the full privileges of the ministry. The inferior
status of such a minister was shown not only by the fact that
he was excluded from the church courts, but also by the fact
that Ills church often possessed no mirk session of its own.
Indeed, while the ministers of . arllaiaentary Churches did have
1. Watt, Hugh, "Thomas Chalmers and the .Diaru tion," ppsl29-
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sessions with which to work, Chapel~of~2&8© ministers had
none.
The Parliamentary churches were the result of a season
of generosity by .Parliament. At that time, they granted the
funds for the building of forty churches In the Highlands of
Scotland. Those churches went to areas which were sparsely
inhabited, and which otherwise would have been destitute of
rail lour instructions. Along with the construction funds,
they were granted a small yearly endowment, for the stipend
of the minister#
In the Assembly of 1833, Br, Cook, loader of the Moderate
party, moved that the ministers of the Parliamentary churches
| :
be -ranted the right of becoming members of the church courts.
■With one dissent, this was dona by a declaratory act of the
v.
Assembly, which declared that the districts served by the
Parliamentary Churches were disjoined from the o- riches of
which they formed a part, and erected into quoad sacra parishes.
It also declared that their ministers were qualified to repre¬
sent their Presbyteries in the General Assembly, and to be
constituent members of tooth Presbytery and Synod.
In the Assembly of 1834, the chapel-of-ease ministers
pleaded for the same sort of recognition as had been afforded
to the ministers of the Parliamentary Churches, these Ghapela-
cf-Ease wore chapels which were erected, largely in the indus¬
trial areas, to supply the deficiency of religious instruction
within the bounds of various parishes. Usually, they were
erected by soma-nan, or men, of wealth, and were without en-
-l4o-
dowment. Their ministers had no session, as we have seen, and
no seats in the church courts. Theirs was a very anomalous
situation, end one which was the source of taunting on the
part of their Dissenting brother ministers. It was against
the initial opposition of Dr. Chalmers, who thought that it
might interfere with a later application for endowment* that
the pleas of the Ih-v. Andrew Gray, of coourlde Chapel, Aberdeen,
and. the Rev. C.J.Brown, Anderston Chapel, flacgow, were finally
grantee. The vote to em their exclusion, arc to consider them
full members of the church courts, and to -establish quoad sacra
parishes, and to set up kirk sessions for then, was 153 to 103.
The coapel-of-ease predicament had been create! largely
because of the law on the establishment of ne./ parishes. Until
the Union of Scotland and England, and the removal of the legis¬
lature to London, the creation of new a:riches had been compar¬
atively simple. The arrangement had then been that the legis¬
lature was responsible for the creation of new parishes. With
Its removal, this passed to the Court of Session, and the act
authorizing it specified that a new parish could only be erect¬
ed with the consent of those- owning three-fourths of the heri¬
table property In the parish. This latter clause effectively
. stopper growth in industrial areas, where the heritors lived
in "read of a raid on the unexhausted teinds'which they held.
Thus only sixty chapels-of-ease were erected in the hundred
and twenty six years of the operation of the act, as against
some five hundred churches built by the Dissenters.
At the seme time, the 1834 Assembly moved to do yet more
about the expansion of the Church. Tr the committee on Church
extension, the convener was retiring, do that poet, Dr.
1.
Chalmers was elected. He came to it with the conception of
the necessity of a territorial organisation* and a conviction
that in the expansion of the church lay its best hope against
those who would destroy it. Thus an asserobly moved by an
awareness of the Voluntary Controversy, acted to rectify abuses,
and took a stem which was to etren -then the Church of Scotland,
and to Intensify the controversy.
1. att, Hugh,"Thomas Chalmers and the Disru tlon"pl34-140
Chapter V
Church Accommodation and Endowment
The Chapel Act of the 1834 Assembly, and the revival of
the Church Accommodation committee, with Dr. Chalmers as con¬
vener, became the source of bitter controversy* After years of
inactivity in Church Extension, the Church of Scotland began to
move to supply what it believed to be necessary Church Accommoda¬
tion for the population of Scotland, In order to supply the
necessary churches, it relied on p. elan of voluntary contribu¬
tions for the building of the churches, and sot out to obtain
a grant from the Government to supply the endowment of the new
churches. This effort was bitterly opposed by the Voluntary
Churches, who regarded it as an attack on their very existence,
and as an attempt to overwhelm, by the U3e of public money,
their arguments for disestablishment of the Church of Scotland,.
The method of Increasing church accommodation came from
1.
Mr* William Collins of Glasgow, friend and -oublisher of Dr.
2,
Chalmers, and member of the board of the Glasgow Society for
3.
Promoting the Interests of the Church of Scotland. Early in
1834, Mr. Collins issued a proposal to build twenty new paroch¬
ial churches in the city and suburbs of Glasgow. Come years
previously, Dr. Chalmers had made the same suggestion, but it
had been then smiled at as visionary. Since then, his students
had gone out to positions of leadership in the Church of Scot-
4.
land, and his idea had been assimilated by the ministers and
1. Watt, Hugh, "Thomas Chalmers and the Dlsruptlon"nl43
2. Hanna,"Memoirs of Dr. Chalmers," Vol III, p447
3. Speeches Delivered at Meeting in St.George's Church etc
4. Taylor, J.W. " emolr- of D.Daitland i akgill Crighton"p87
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and laymen of Glasgow who had met In 1833 "to promote the in¬
terests of the Church of Scotland." the Act of Assembly of
i. i
1834, admitted all Chapel ministers to the full status of par¬
ochial clergy, and opened the same door of full status to the
ministers of any new churches which should be built. A bill
apensorod by Mr. Colquhoun ( a member and vice-president of the
Glasgow Church Building Society), passed Parliament in 1834, and
relieved all newly created parishes from the claim to the patron¬
age which had been vested previously in the patron of the ori¬
ginal parish. With the ground thus cleared for creating fully
recognized and authorise:} churches, the Church Building Soc¬
iety of Glasgow was organized, and set out to raise the sum of
20,000 pounds as a starting amount. This was raised before the
1,
month of October, The activities of this group were carried on,
till, in 1841, the twentieth church was completed.
The Assembly of 1834 revived the Church Accommodation
Committee, which had first been appointed in 1828. That com¬
mittee had endeavored to attain its object by repeated requests
and applications to the Government, and had announced In their
reports year after year that nothing had been done. In 1834,
this committee was furnished with new powers, and given new
instructions. Or. Chalmers was appointed the convener of the
committee, and promptly wrote Its large number of members,
"You are aware, gentlemen, that our Committee have been in ex¬
istence since 1828, and that its efforts hitherto have bean
directed to the object of obtaining the aid of our Government
in support of its great design, which is to provide a more
1. Hanna,"Memoirs of Dr. Chalmers", Vol III, p 447-449
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a more adequate church accommodation for the people, who have
vastly outrrovm the means of Christian Instruction that already
exist within the Establishment. These efforts have as yet been
wholly unsuccessful; and though we do not abandon all hopes of
assistance, even from that quarter, yet, in terms of the excel¬
lent Report given a few days ago to the Assembly, and by them
•unanimously approved of, it Is our opinion that no further
delay should be incurred, but that we should throw ourselves
and our cause, with all its recommendations, instantly on the
liberality of the Christian public, and more especially on the
friends of the Establishment throughout Scotland. I confess
that I am sanguine of the result, and shall feel it a sacred
duty to do my uttermost for speeding and prospering It forward.
The General Assembly has placed us in a most advantageous posi¬
tion, having conferred on ua powers co-ordinate with those ex¬
ercised by the Committee for Propagating the Gospel in Foreign
Parts and for Education at Home; and having further enjoined all
the ministers of the Church to take measures for collecting at
the church doors, and furthering subscriptions, in order to
carry the wishes of the Assembly into effect. In appointing
me convener of the Assembly's Committee for such a high object
of Christian patriotism, I can truly affirm, that had I been
left to make a choice among the countless diversities of well¬
doing, this is the one office that I should have selected as
most congenial to my taste, and the most fitted, by the high
sense which I have of its importance, for commanding the devotion
of all my powers to lt.,.«
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"I have only to add, gentlemen, that I truct the Committee
will not relax in its exertions, and not relinquish them, even
though it should require the perseverance of a whole generation*
till we have made it a sufficiently thick-set Establishment, and
brought It into a state of full equipment — till churches have
been so multiplied, and parochial charges so subdivided, that
there will not ono poor family be found in our land who might
not, if they will, have entry and accommodation in a place of
worship and religious instruction, with such a share in the per¬
sonal attentions of the clergyman as to claim him for an acquain-
1.
tance and a friend.tf
The committee began to act at once. En the 6th of June,
Er. Chalmers submitted a draft of a circular for distribution
to the ministers of the church, and which, modified, would also
circulate among the laity. It was approved, and before the
first month of the committee was past, the summons had gone
out to the Church to call it to a tremendous exertion in en¬
larging its bounds. With the circular, Dr. Chalmers sent in¬
numerable private letters, addressed to influential layman
2.
and clergy.
In July, a deputation went to London to procure an en¬
dowment for each of the chapels-of-ease which had been recently
added to the roll of the churches of the Establishment, and for
any new churches which might be built. Dr. Chalmers insisted
in a letter to one of the members of the delegation, that the
purpose of the grant must be a cheap Christian education for
the common people, by making lower seat-rents available for
1. Hanna, ileiEOirs of Dr. Chalmers, Vol III, p 451,452
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plebeian families, and giving preference to residents of each
1.
particular parish In the letting of seats. The deputation
presented a memorial to Lord Melbourne, and he shortly after¬
wards stated in the House of Lords that "...he hoped that the
. 2.
representation made,..would be seriously attended to." The
session of Parliament, however, was too far advanced, and the
question was adjourned. In November, the government of Lord
Melbourne gave place to that of Sir Robert Peel, which, through
the Lord Advocate Sir William Rae, at once announced its friend¬
ly intentions to Dr. Chalmers. At the opening of the new Par¬
liament In February 1835, the King's speech carried a naragraph
3.
favorable to endowments to the Church of Scotland.
In preparation for the request of endowment from Parlia¬
ment a circular letter, subscribed by the Moderator of the
General Assembly (Dr. Patrick MacParlane), was sent to the
different parishes. This circular set forth the hopes of the
committee on Church Accommodation, and urged the necessity of
petitions from the various parishes, urging the need of the
parishes and people for additional accommodation upon Parlia¬
ment. No fewer than five forms of petition accompanied the
letter, so that each parish might adopt the one most suited to
4.
its own circumstances.
In connection with the circular, a table of statistics
was Included, which became a focal point of the Voluntary
Controversy. In drawing up the table, only the number of seats
available in the Established churches had been shown, In relation
1. Kanna, "Memoirs of Dr. Chalmers", Vol III, p458,459
2. ibid, Vol III, P 461
3. ibid, Vol III, p 462-463
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to the total population of the locality. No attempt was made
to show the total amount of church accommodation, including;
1.
that in Dissenting Churches.
There is little doubt, I believe, that Dr. Chalmers here
made a mistake which added fuel to the fires of the Voluntary
Controversy. He was concerned with the immediate extension of
the church, partly because he saw in it the possibility of ex¬
hibiting in full force the value of an established church. In
the first meeting of the sub-committee on Church Accommodation,
June 6, 1834-, he had said, "This i3 an age of hostility to en¬
dowment,^ by the State, and our great dependence, under Heaven,
for the fuller equipment of our Church, is on the endowments
of Christian charity. The spoliators of our Establishment
are on the wing, and their unhallowed hands are already lifted
up to mutilate and to destroy. But if supported as we ought,
the benefactors of our Establishment will greatly outnumber
and overmatch them. In that mighty host of aliens from the
lessons and ordinances of the Gospel, who are still unreached
and unreclaimed, we behold full demonstration of the impotency
of what is commonly termed the Voluntary system. It is now for
the Church to bestir herself, and put forth her own peculiar
energies and resources in the work of calling in these helpless
outcasts; and in proportion to our success shall we earn for
the cause of religious establishments the friendship of the
wise and the good, the support of every honest and enlightened
patriot.
"In advocating, this cause we need be at no loss for the
materials of a most pathetic appeal to the sympathies of the
1. F'Kerrow's "Secession Church", p p ?45
truly religious. For we can tell them of the spiritual desti¬
tution of many thousands of the families of Scotland: we can
tell of their week-day profligacy and Sabbath profanation,
von to the mere politician and worldly philanthropist, we can
address the argument that a depraved commonality lo the teem¬
ing source of all moral and political disorder, and the fearful
presage, if not speedily averted by an efficient system of
Christian instruction, of a sweeping anarchy and great national
overthrow. But it Is when pleading for the claims end the in¬
terests of so many Imperishable ("spirits that wo are on our best,
our firmest vantage-ground; and when ftannlliirur the consciences
of the pious and the rood, by the affecting representation of
a multitude in our own land, whom no man has yet numbered, who
are strangers even to the message cf the New Testament - of that
still greater multitude who, with an eternity wholly unprovided
1.
for, live in irreligion and die in apathy or despair."
In connection with the first, circulars which were sent out
by the committee, announcing their scheme of extension, Br,
Chalmers wrote a number of letters, among which Is this one to
the Duke of Buccleuch, setting forth, his conviction of the urgent
need of an enlarged establishment, and of its responsibility in
relation to the work of the Dissenting Churches, He wrote,
"By Lord Duke, - I should not have adventured to obtrude the
accompanying representation on the notice of your Trace, had
it not been for my urgent sense of the Importance of Its object*
"The Church of Scotland has no** resolved to make a vigorous
effort for the extension of herself, so as, if possible, to over¬
take the religious wants of our- vastly increased population.
1. Banna, "lestolrs of Dr. Chalmers", Vol III p 452,453
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"It la but a very small fraction of the unprovided surplus
that has been met by the dissenters, not from the want of zeal
in their ministers, and not in general from any substantial dlf-
ference or defect In their Theology; but from their want of a
parochial system, and the heavy expense to which the families
of the working-class are exposed, when out of their own means
they have both to erect a place for worship and to maintain a
clergyman,
"The object of the Assembly*a Church Accommodation Schem©
"p1. /■ - - ;V'h ' *
is to subdivide the overpeopled parishes, and erect within each
of the new localities which shall thus be formed, an economical
church, whose sittings may be held forth at such a low rent as
might admit of a general attendance from those of the humblest
classes of society, and thus afford a cheap Christian education
to that immense number of our people who are now living in a
state of exile from all the decencies and observances of a
Christian land.
"Our main confidence for a prosperous result is, under
the blessing of Heaven, in the conscientious and devoted assld-
uitles of those who may be appointed to the charge of the new¬
ly formed parishes, each maintaining a moral guardianship over
the families of his own territory, and plying them with such
attention both of common and Christian kindness, as all exper¬
ience attests to be the most effectual for humanizing a now
outlandish, because now and of necessity a sadly neglected
population.
"Let me state as an additional ground of encouragement,
that never, perhaps, in the history of our Church was there a
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greater promise of success from the number of talented and
well-disponed licentiates, alive to the great moral necessi¬
ties of our land, and resolved to enter with the full consecra¬
tion of their powers and opportunities on that high walk of
philanthropy, whose object is to reclaim those degenerate out¬
casts who have so multiplied in thousands and tens of thousands
beyond the means of Christian instruction, means which have re¬
mained stationary during two centuries of rapid progression
both in wealth and numbers, or which rather have been abridged
on the whole during that period by the annexation and suppres¬
sion of parishes.
"It may be proper to state, that by a recent Act of Parlia¬
ment the heritors of Scotland are fully protected from any legal
obligations that might otherwise have been consequent on the
erection of new parish churches; and that this precious interest
has altogether devolved on the liberality of the patriotic and
good in all classes of Society.
"I feel the more emboldened to address your Grace upon this
subject, from the conviction that a generous sacrifice on the
part of the affluent, not for the temporal necessities, but £>r
the moral culture and moral wellbeing of the poor, beside yield¬
ing a substantial repayment in the arrest that would thus be
laid both on pauperism and crime, would serve more effectually
than any other expedient, in these days of distemper and menace,
to re-unite the various orders of the State into a harmonious
and pacific understanding with each other,
"Among all the schemes which are now afloat for the amelior¬
ation of society, it should never be forgotten that there is no
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spacific so powerful against all moral and political disorders
as the Christian instruction of the people, and that a well-
nrinelnled oommonalty is the soundest foundation on which to
1,
rear the strength and prosperity of the kingdom,.."
With the puhlicatlon of the Church accommodation Qtntio-
tics, the I issenters, who had had an uneasy auoplcion that the
activity of the Church of Scotland was directed at them, became
convinced that nothing less than their exter:, 1cat Ion was aimed
I 2*Bt.. They saw the lack of recognition of their work In the
st.cisties presented to Parliament. They interpreted the words
of Or, Chalmers, "A sufficiently thick-set establishment" to
mean that a parish church would be placed in competition with
dissenting churches, no matter how sparse the population of the
3,
district. Believing that their very life as churches was
I
threatened, they re-acted with vigor,
"The Scottish Central Board" had been formed, as we have
seen, in Edinburgh, on 17th of December 1834, "for extending
the orinciple of voluntary churches, and. vindicating the rights
of dissenters," When this board saw the statistics of the
Church Accommodation Committee, and knew of their proposed re¬
quest to Parliament, they iramediately began counter-action.
From those areas in which a deficiency of church accommodation
was alleged to exist, new statistics were gathered, and new
tables were published, including the Dissenting Churches in
their reckoning. These statistics claimed to show that there
was no want of accommodation, and that in some districts there
1, Hanna, "ftenrd rs of Dr. Chalmers", Vol III,Pps453#4,5
"h 1st Deport f "Scottish Central Board ect"
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was an actual surplus * These statistics were circulated widely,
and were sent to the various members of the new Parliament,
These two sets of statistics proceeded on different prin¬
ciples. Dr. Chalmers war striving to establish - or re-estab¬
lish - the parish system for the whole of the population. He
was not content with the presence cf a church, though it be but
partly filled, in a town, if there was anoth r large area of
population adjacent, which had no church in their midst. His
f1 • ures on Church Accommodation were designed to emphasize this
need, and to insist that the way to reach the unreached masses,
was to plant a church and a working minister In their midst.
The Voluntary statistics proceeded from the be sis of the whole
of the population, and from the whole of the church accommoda¬
tion available. They were able to show that quit© frequently
the number of vacant seats in Established and D1scenting Church©e
combined was -ore than enough to care for the legally specified
•
• v--J • * • i , 'o ''' h. :'0 Dhh
ouota for the population. Driven by the conviction that the
Establishment was wrong, and th* t It was seeking to destroy
them, they insisted vehemently on the validity of their own
1.
statistics.
In Aor11, 1835, a rosolutl n was pa sed by the United Assoc!
ate Synod, at their regular meeting» protecting to Parliament
against, any endowments to the national church. It was further
resolved to present a memorial to the ministers of the lovern-
ment, and"to send a deputation to London- to present the memorial,
and to watch over its progress. The Bgverend David young, of
"Perth, and James Harper, of I.elt-h, and Kr. Will laic Ellis, an
1. Harina, "Eemolrs of Dr. Chalmers", Vol III p 465
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elder, were appointed as the deputation to Lord Melbourne13
government, as ir Robert Peel had been defeated on the Irish
Church question, and had been forced to resign shortly after
cosiing into office,
•The deputation went to London, and secured an interview
with the reader, and with the leading members of the fovernment.
They also saw members connected with both sides of the House of
Commons, and presented to them their views on the whole of the
Voluntary Controversy, Having to leave London before action
had. been taken, they drew rip a letter, which they distributed
as widely as possible among members of Parliament, in which
they set forth the convictions of the United Secession, and of
the voluntaries in relation to Church Accommodation and Sndow-
2,
meat. Entitled, "Case for the dissenters of cotland, respect¬
fully submitted by the deputation from the United Associate
Synod a pointed to communicate with his Majesty's ministers,etc,"
it says,
"So far as circumstances would permit, we have waited on
members, and have found them in general favourable to our views;
but as we cannot remain in town to aomplete this service, we
avail ourselves of this mode of communication, in the hope that
it may draw attention to the merits of our case. The synod
which we represent, aa is stated in our memorial, consists of
three hundred and fifty congregations. The grounds on which we
oppose the claim in question, and on which we confidently hope
that parliament will sustain our opposition to it, are the
following, namely ;
1. M'Kerrow's Secession Church, p 746
2. ibid
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"That although the measure to which we object is often
represented as compassionately intended to provide for the poor,
yet, as petitions for it show, it ia in fact intended for the
endowment of churches and chapels already existing, or to bo
erected for the rich and poor a lire-; that to represent such a
measure as needed for the poor of Scotland, Is egregioucly to
mislead the legislature# for the Instances in whicrt they are
excluded from places of worship# by want of foot , or by inabil¬
ity to pay for sittings, are so rare, that to mare them a matter
of Parliamentary consideration, is absolutely ri.iculous; that
what is claimed for the Church of .-Scotland in not a right, secur¬
ed by existing statute, but a favour, for which the law, as It
stands, mates no provision; that since, by the Act of Toleration
for ngland, and by securities for Scotland, equally valid, the
right of dissenters to avow an propagate their religious belief,
is not only recognised, but established, an. incorporated with
the laws of the country, the legislature is bound to protect
dissenters from injury or aggression; that the proposed measure
is glaringly unjust, and deeply injurious, inasmuch as it would
convey a new favour on one religious party, which is rich and
endowed already, at the expense of another which is poor, unen¬
dowed, and contentedly supporting its own religious institutions;
that thl3 injustice is aggravated by the consideration, that
dissenters in cotland are not the few whoa© interest in a
measure for the many it might be immaterial or Impossible to
consult, but in fact a numerous body, consisting of about 800
congregations, while the congregations of the Established Church
do not greatly exceed 1,000; that although there were no injustice
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in the principle of the measure, yet the account given, by its
promoters, of the present state of church accommodation in
Scotland, is (as has been proven by the fStatement * of the
Dissenters* Board In Edinburgh, copies of which have been sent '
to timbers of parliament) so grossly erroneous, that no leglo-
laMve teasure can In fairness be founded on it; that the mea-
sure involves a principle which, if extended to England and
Ireland (and why sanction it at all, if it is not to be so ex¬
tended?) would bring on the country an intolerable burden, to
the injury of its peace and religious well-being; that the
smallness of the sum which the Church of Scotland may submit *
to ash at present, is no mitigation of the measure, for al¬
though the sum may be small, the principle is _:raat, and if
the sum be small, so much the more shameful it is to force any
portion of it, by legal compulsion, out of the pockets of dis-
santars, who not only support their own institutions, without
asking any thing from the state but are active in diffusing the
gospel at home and abroad; that although dissenters in Scotland
are united in opposing the measure, they are not alone in doing
so, for many enlightened and respectable church-men have seen
it their duty to oppose it along with them; that to grant the
boon required, instead of doing good, would do much evil, by
putting an arrest upon their' benevolent exertions, by which
alone, as we believe, the spiritual wants of Scotland can be
suitably supplied; that we have no dislike to the Established
Church in Scotland, viewed slmqly as a Christian community, and
would rejoice to see her the instrument of reclaiming all that
is unreclaimed; but we appeal to all that is reason and decency,
whether compelling ua to give of our substance, and thereby to
cripple the resources of our own religious beneficence, for the
extension of a church to which we do not belong, can promote
the prosperity of that church; wo believe that it never can,
and therefore we ask the Church of Scotland, as she values her
own prosperity, and is willing to do as she would be done by,
to abstain from a deed of such flagrant injustice,
"Such are some of the grounds on which we rest a strong
conviction, that the legislature will not grant the money prayed
for, and ought not to do so, Y/e ask no favour; the sum of our
orayer is, let us alone, or give us that protection, as British
1.
dissenters, which common justice ac obviously assigns to us,"
In addition to the memorial, the dissenters had been as
active as the parishes of the Church of Scotland in seeding
si natures for their petition against endowment. In a few
weeks, they claimed to have secured some 79,000 signatures.
By contrast, only 382 of the 554 oarishes of the Established
2.
Church submitted petitions for endowment, the Lord Advocate
had been among those who had been visited by the deputation,
and his impressions of their visit can be seen in the speech
which he made before the House of Commons, In opposing the
motion of Sir William R&e moving that endowments be given to
the Cuurch of Scotland, Selections of that speech will reveal
that he was at least temporarily under the influence of volun¬
tary thinking and protest,
1. d'Kerrow*s Secession Church, p 747,748
2. Report of the Proceedings of the House of Commons on the
Petition for ndowment to the Church of Scotland
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In that speech, the Lord Advocate denied that he was
questioning the respectability of the petition which had been
presented to the House of Commons in favor of the grant to the
Church of Scotland, He expressed surprise that in spite of
the gre t eloquence which had been urged in its favor by some
of the most able and distinguished members of the Church, there
were not petitions from every parish in Scotland, In fact,
there were only three hundred eighty-two petitions instead of
five hundred fifty-four. Yet, he Baid, he was far from deny-
ing the respectability of these petitions. Indeed, if there
* |
had been no petitions on the other side, if It could be shewn
/.V f f\ ■ - V-' ;V-if .
that all of Scotland was unanimous In favor of the grant to
the Church of Scotland, their petition would rest on much strong¬
er ground. However, there were seventy-nine thousand persons
who had signed a petition opposing the grant. These people
vrere of the same religious belief as the Church of Scotland.
They had, in the most part, the same creed. Their dissent was
on points of church-government. These people asked the House
not to grant the endowment which had been solicited from them.
Their grounds were that It would be at once unjust to them,
injurious to their feelings, a burden to the people generally,
and would, indeed, have an adverse effect on the Church of
Scotland itself, with this division in Scotland itself, he
contended that it would be impossible for a Committee of the
House to decide the real facts, and to determine whether or
not there was a want of Church Accommodation.
Two other points were mentioned as demanding the appoint-
-ipO-
j t
raent of a Commission for Investigation, rather than a Committee
•I' ' f
which could merely take evidence In London. One of those was
the law of Scotland by which the heritors were bound to keep
the parish churches in repair. That law had effectively re¬
duced the building of new churches, as it prohibited it as long
as the church building, however small and inadequate for the
population, was kept in repair, A second point was the differ¬
ence of opinion as to the adequacy of Church Accommodation. The
mi' ■ , ' * ' ' ' «• . V\
Churchmen claimed it to be necessary and urgent that a grant
be given to them. But must not the Dissenters' position be
considered? Was it right, after their exertions in building
yv . : ' • ,f,r
their own Churches, to take money from them for the building
or endowment of the State Church? Surely that demanded inves¬
tigation, said the Lord Advocate, and he moved that a Commission
f 'r
be appointed to investigate these and related matters. This,
in fact, was an amendment to the motion that a Committee be
1.
appointed.
The result of this amendment to Sir William Hae's motion
was that a lively debate followed, and was then adjourned. On
July 1st, a resolution was proposed by Lord John Russell, and
unanimously adopted, that a Royal Commission be appointed "to
Inquire into the opportunities of religious worship, and means
of religious instruction, and pastoral superintendence afforded
to the people of Scotland, and how far these avail for the moral
1, Report of the Proceedings of the House of Commons on the
Petition for Endowment to tile Church of Scotland
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and religious Improvement of the poor and working classes; and
with this view, to obtain information respecting their stated
attendance at places of worship, and their actual connexion
with any religious denomination; to inquire what funds are now,
or may hereafter be made available for the purpose of the
Established Church of Scotland, and to report, from time to
time, in order that such remedies may be applied to any exlst-
%4
ing evils..*."
The appointment of the Royal Commission satisfied neither
the advocates of Church extension In the Establishment, nor the
Dissenters who had protested against the endowment grant. Both
objected that the commission was wrong on principle, though the
principles to which they appealed were opposed to each other.
They also obj:cted to the personnel of the commission, but
2.
again on ooposite grounds.
Dr. Cook, the leader of the Moderate party in the Establish¬
ment, stated his objection to the action of the government In
forming a Commission in these words, "If they are to act on the
principle contended for by their enemies, It would just come to
that, that it was a matter of no moment whether there was an
Establishment at all. If the government was told that there was
enough of religious accommodation, it was no matter what kind,
it would give the enemies of the church an opportunity to alien¬
ate the affections of the people from her; and, if it came to
this, it would soon follow as an argument, that there was no need
3.
for Establishment at all." He thus saw the issue as one of prin-




clple for the existence of the Establishment,
In a letter to Lord Melbourne, dated August 28th, 1835*
Dr, Chalmers expressed his feeling against the Commission, and
■ -y\- ■■ ■■■■%&#
stated his objections both practical and on principle. After j
commenting on the charges which had been brought in his Lord¬
ship's speech, and insisting that the purpose of additional
endowments was for the furtherance of the gospel, and its bene¬
fits are not the result of the "extravagance of our respective
1.
opinions," he says,
"I shall state, then, what I know has given the utmost dis¬
satisfaction ; first, in the appointment of the Commission, and
secondly, in the terms of it.,.,
"It is not necessary to Impeach the moral character and
honesty of these Commissioners, (as far as is known to me unim¬
peachable,) in order to establish the unfairness of their ap¬
pointment. Your Lordship must be too well aware of the pervert¬
ing and blinding influence of partisanship, particularly after
It has been openly avowed, and men by their own acts stand pub¬
licly committed to It, not to perceive that the presence, and
above all, the active and Influential operation of these men in
the recently appointed Commission, are fitted to have an Injur¬
ious effect on the interests of the Church of Scotland, And let
me add, for the sake of placing the matter In all of its fulness
before you, that they are not only men of no adequate stake In
the country, but men of little or no personal or professional
eminence, and therefore not fitted to give that weight and dig¬
nity to the Commission wherewithal such an apparatus of a great
1. Hanna, Memoirs of Dr. Chalmers, Vol III, p 472
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natton&l object ought to have been Invested,,,.*0n the whole I
will venture to affirm, that never In the whole public history
of this country was there a national commission heard of for
the prosecution of a grave and great national object made up of
such unfit and such unseemly materials as Government on the
present occassion have thought proper to introduce into this
Commission of Inquiry as to the means of the People's Christian
education; and never has any csuae of high patriotism been so
demeaned and so despoiled of its due reverence, as this highest
and holiest of causes by these Incongruous ministrations. .
"....It is vain to tell us of the respectability of our
Honorary Commissi oners, or indeed of all the Commissi oners put,
fe in- . ■' ' 7-V:v;5 *
together, for - as if to remove every check or barrier against
the mischief which might be done by any number of Commissioners,
however small, who might be disaffected to our cause - by a
clause in the Commission, any one of them is empowered to call
for the production of all manner of evidence, (which may be as
■
much or as little as he likes,) In other words, any one of them
may direct this inquiry; and any three of then; may report on
the results of it. At this rate, it Is in the power of three
active enemies to expatiate over the whole country, ana to ex¬
amine and to report on as many places in Scotland as they can
possibly overtake; and it needs but a careless and superficial
style of inquiry to pass any number of parishes through their
hands. Against their representations, so long as this clause
is suffered to remain, the efforts even of a well-affected major¬
ity, though we had such a majority, would be of no avail,,,.
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"Dut there is another- obnoxious foe.tare in the Commiosion,
which leads me still more to regret, that in the framing of that
document there was so rigid and resolute an exclusion of all per¬
sons Intimately acquainted with the genius or constitution of
the Church of Scotland. Those who drew it up were either igno¬
rant of the fundamental principle of our Presbyterian Establish¬
ment, or meant to offer it a violence. In the hands of friendly
and intelligent commissioners we should not fear any transgres¬
sion being mad© on the line of demarcation between the civil and
the ecclesiastical; but the case is widely different with those
hostile administrators who have bean actually set ovar us, and
who, in virtue of the loose and unguarded terms in which the
Commission has been framed, might offer the most painful annoy¬
ance to what w© cherish and esteem as amongst the most aacred
of our principles. We do not acknowledge the Icing to be the
heal of the Church; and this Independence of tho ooolcoiastioal
upon the civil was conceded to us at the Revolution, after we
had sustained many and grievous persecutions in defence of it,
and since guaranteed at the period of union between the two king¬
doms. We do not admit the subordinate n of the Church to the
State in thing3 which are strictly and properly oooloslustioalj
or that we are responsible to any tribunal on earth for the
discharge and exercise of our spiritual functions. The first
attempt which the Commissioners of the Crown shall make ( I speak
as a true son of Presbytery) on this the dearest and most hallow¬
ed of our principles, will not only be the signal for calling
together the ministers of the Church, but, in spite of the
miserable calculations of your Lordship's advisers, it will be
found of the great mass and majority of the population still
attached to the tabernacles of their fathers, that many are
the thousands among them who no one man will resent any outrage
on those great truths ana principles which the martyred found¬
ers of our Church have bequeathed to us* A commission could
have been drawn up In which the duties to be fulfilled might
have been so defined and guarded as to have provided for all
the needful and legitimate objects of Inquiry, and at the same
tine saved the hazard of all interference between, the civil and
the ecclesiastical authorities; instead of which there is every
reason to apprehend that this faulty Commission will be follow¬
ed up by as faulty an execution of it; and I therefore regret
the more when a task of some delicacy had to be fulfilled, that
the framing of a document of so much importance should have
y
been committed to the rude and unpractised hands which have
1.
been employed to prepare it."
At the ordinary meeting of the Commission of Assembl , in
August,IB35» a motion of Dr. Patrick Jfc.c Far lane was passed,
condemning the Royal Commission and its constitution. It was
hoped that this motion would influence Lord Melbourne to make
some change in the personnel of the Commission, then, however,
It was announced that there would be no change, a special meet¬
ing of the Commission of Assembly was held in Edinburgh on
September 30, 1835. The Dean of Faculty, John Hope, had pre¬
viously addressed a letter to Dr. Chalmers, dated August 18th,
In Which he recommended the active opposition of the presbyteries
to the Royal Commission, and a petition to the House of Lords to
i
1. Henna, Memoirs of Dr. Chalmers, Vol III, pps 474-479
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protect the Church from its workings. Dr. Chalmers, however,
opposed this action, and after making a protest, the Commission
recommended the cooperation of its ministers and members, This
motion, which was Dr. Cook's, woe; "The Commission having mature¬
ly deliberated upon the Instructions to the Royal Cornels- loners
for Inquiring into the means of religious instruction and pas¬
toral superintendence afforded to the people of Scotland, express
their deep regret that His Majesty's ministers have not been
pleased, in consequence of the Judgement of the last meeting of
the commission of the Teneral Assembly, to male any change in
the composition of the said Royal ramiasion; and whereas the
the commission from its authorising the commissioners to Inquire
generally into the opportunities of religious worship, the means
of religious instruction, and the pastoral superintendence af¬
forded to the people of Scotland, may be, and has been, inter¬
preted as at variance with the principles and polity of the
Established Church, and as calculated to weaken or overthrow
it, particularly in so far as it seems to involve In it a prin¬
ciple subversive of this, and all other ecclesiastical establish¬
ments, viz; that whenever religious Instruction and pastoral
superintendence are found, to a certain extent, afforded by any
sect of denomination whatsoever, that the services of a national
church are not required, and may be dispensed with. The com¬
mission of the general Assembly publicly and solemnly protest
against whatever has such a tendency, and declare that they con¬
sider it to be the sacred duty of the legislature to support and
to protect the national church, and to secure accommodation and
religious instruction to the people of Scotland, so that they
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may attend regularly upon divine ordinances, and ray profit by
the pastoral exertions and superintendence of its ministers..
With a'View to these most Important obloots, and under the pro¬
testation herein contained, they approve o" such members of the
church, as cry be required to do so by the commissioners nomina¬
ted by Kio Jfejesty, furnishing accurate information as to all
statistical matters; and also approve of ail church courts al¬
lowing Inspection of, or giving extracts from, their records,
of all entries relating to the same matters; it being clesrly
understood that the commission of the Assembly hold, that it is
not competent to the commissioners to out to individual members
any questions relating to the doctrine* worship, government, or
1.
discipline of the church."
The reaction of the United Secession S noc was somewhat
different. They found reason for Joy in the fact that the en¬
dowments had not been granted, and that their nrotests had had
some effect. They contended, however, that they should have
been rejected outright, rather than simply investigated by a
Royal Commission. They, like the Church of Scotland, objected
to the composition of the Commission, but on the ground that
only one of its eleven members was a dissenter. After having
thanked the members of their deputation, they passed this reso¬
lution:
"That the synod learned, with much satisfaction, that the
government had not acceded to the application of the Est tollshad
Church of Scotland, 'for an immediate grant of money to all the
chapels-of-ease and new churches which have been built, or ar^e
1. Harrow1a Secession Church, p 752
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now in progress of building, throughout the Gauntry.1
"That although decidedly of opinion, that a demand for an
endowment ought to have been rejected absolutely and uncondition¬
ally, they regard the appointment of a r yal commission, to in-
HUlre into the eccleaiaetiool statistics of Jcotland, as mattei-
of high satisfaction, bein fully persuaded thai no accux&te
and sufficient information on this i 'portent subject is at pre-
. t-Uy • ' e d ■ f . • \\b" - ' . ■
sent possessed by the legislature or the government; and farther,
V - f :.'d V ' : : ' ' v
they are of opinion, that the amount of church accommodation,
$§wfdd'd- v r, .■■■■.-f: y. "m
and of religious instruction, and of pastor-. 1 superintendence,
furnished by the several religious, denominations in Scotland,
as well as the amount of ecclesiastical funds, not at present
employed for ecclesiastical purposes are, In the present clr-
curns-t inces of the country, legitimate subjects of the proposed
in uiry.
"That although, in the composition of the commission, it
Is obvious that no just or adequate proportion has been afforded
to dissenters, there being of the eleven commissioners only one
dissenter for a population in which, at a moderate computation,
dissenters are to churchmen,as two to three, they are desirous
to afford every aid and facility to such an inquiry.
"That they have learned, with much surprise and disappoint¬
ment, that it is in contemplation to confine the inquiry to
those places where, according to the statements of the Estab¬
lished Church, a deficiency of church accommodation, and of
religious instruction, is sail to exist, and would respectfully
but earnestly remonstrate against this limitation, because it
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v-rill occasion just dissatisfaction to the dissenters through¬
out the country, and can only lead to partial and defectIt©
conclusions, Instead of securing that ample end correct Infor¬
mation, on the subject of inouiry, which constitutes the only
safe and reasonable basis of wise and Impartial legislation
with regard to them; and to obtain which, was understood to
1,
be the object of the appointment of the commission."
J memorial embodying these resolutions was prepared and
sent to lord John Eussell, His Majesty's principal Secretory
of State for the Home Department. He answered in a letter In
which he stated that, he did not see the justice of their argu¬
ments, In all respects, particularly relating to the scope of
the Investigation* In the meeting of the Synod in "Til, 1835,
this reply was considered., and. a committee of ministers and
elders in Edinburgh and Leith was appointed "to watch over the
steps which may be taken to Increase the number of places oh
worship, and of endowments, in connexion wit" the Established
Church." All presbyteries, and individual church members were
injoined to remain vigilant, and to give such information as
2.
they could to the members of the committee for their action.
All of this was done, on the dissenter^ . old©, with the
conviction which finds expression in the names of M'-'arrow's
History of the Secession Church. Having asked the question of
why the Church of Scotland had moved to meet the problem of
church accommodation, he answers it thusproceed to notice
a remarkable discovery which has been mo.de by the leaders of
1. M'Kerrow's Secession Church-, p 752
2. ibid, p 754
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tho church-extension movement. This discovery related to the
rapid and extraordinary increase of dissenters. For a long
period, it was generally admitted, both by those within and
those without the pale of the Establishment, that the increase
of dlssenter-a, in this northern portion of the island, wao ow-
ing to the existence of the law of patronage, to the suffer-'
ance of error In the national church, to the suplncnesa and
occasional Immorality of her ministers, and to the course of
mal-adudnistrati on pursued by her ecclesiastical judicatories.
To these causes were usually attributed the existence and in-
crease of the Secession, the Relief, and of other diesenting
societies, 3ut since the commencement of the voluntary church
controversy, it has been discovered, that the reason why dissent¬
ers have increased In such an extraordinary manner, is the want
of accommodation in the parish-churches. Because the government
has been so very lax, ever since the time of John Knox, as not
to build churches in every square and land of the cities, and
in every little straggling village of the country, what could
the neglected heathen of this island do, but become dissenters,
and build churches for themselves. This is the melancholy dis¬
covery that has been made. If there had only been a sufficient
number of churches, In which to accommodate the people, these
dismal effects would have been prevented* The advocates of the
voluntary church system have indeed attempted to show, that the
want of churches cannot bo the cause of the increase of dissent¬
ers, nor of the prevalance of heathenism at home; because a
large proportion of the churches in the country are not nearly
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filled, and there are thousands of unlet and unoccupied seats
1.
in the churches of many large towns."
In carrying through the scheme of Church Extension, many
meetings were held, in the various parts of Scotland. Some of
these were on Presbytery level, but many of them were on the
Parish level, or were intended to embrace several parishes.
Every one was planned to arouse enthusiasm for Church Extension,
and to help in the solicitation of funds for the building of
the churches. In many cases, the mere announcement of these
meetings was enough to arouse the open opposition of the dis¬
senting and voluntary groups. Indeed, some of them became the
scenes of near riots as the Voluntaries tried, sometimes suc¬
ceeding, to capture the meeting and turn it to their own ends.
The following account relates a typical experience and
indicates the furore and excitement which attended the Church
Accommodation movement.
"On the last Sabbath of October intimation was
made from the pulpit of the Strathmiglo parish church,
that a meeting of the friends of church and school ex¬
tension, would be held in that place, on Thursday even¬
ing following, at seven o'clock, to hear a deputation
from the Fife and Kinross Church Extension Society, in
behalf of the General Assembly's church extension scheme.
In consequence of this intimation, the church was crowd¬
ed to excess. At the time appointed,the minister of
the parish (Mr. Middleton) , the Rev. Mr. Murray of
Dunbog, Charles Christie, Esq.of Durie, and David
Maitland MacGill, Esq. of Rankeillor - made their appear¬
ance. Mr. Middleton at once entered the pulpit and
opened the meeting with prayer. When he had concluded,
he was about to address the audience,when the Rev.
Mr. Mylne of Edenshead, rose and remarked, that the first
business of a public meeting was to choose a president,
and he therefore begged to move, that Mr. Thorn of Cattoch-
hill, one of the heritors of the parish, and a justice of
1. McKerrow's Secession Church, p 743
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peace, be called to the chair. This motion was seconded
by Mr. Thomas Ireland of Nether-Urquhart, and carried
by acclamation. Mr. Thorn then ascended the steps which
lead to the precentor's desk, but Mr. Murray, who had
already taken possession of this place, refused him ad¬
mittance. He therefore, seated himself beside the
deputies, who were upon a form within the range which
encloses the pulpit and desk. Here ^e was attacked by
the whole four gentlemen beside him. with a number of
the most abusive epithets, such as ruffian &c, but r.
Thorn kept his composure and his seat. Mr. Middleton
again attempted to address the meeting, when a cry
was raised from all parts of the house, "address the
chair." He replied, that he was in the chair. He was
then asked, who elected him? But he could give no re¬
ply. After much tumult Mr. Christie rose and insisted
that as Mr,. Middleton had been allowed to pray, he was
to be considered as chairman. He was told that that
did not follow. He then insisted that as Mr. Middleton
was minister of that parish, he was chairman of right.
That however was denied, and he was answered that that
wa3 toryism with a vengeance He then moved that Mr.
Middleton should be elected chairman; and a number of
hands were immediately held up in support of the motion,
but the voters were reminded, that as yet, no one had
seconded the motion; but to afford fair play, Mr Thorn
was again proposed, seconded, and his election carried
by an overwhelming majority. Mr. Middleton, who still
kept possession of the pulpit, declared that he would
allow no man to be acknowledged chairman of that meet¬
ing but himself; and commenced abusinr a dissenting
minister who was present, for taking part in the prcced-
ings, saying, that the person who could do ao, was
capable of picking pockets, and that though he had no
character, he (Mr. Middleton) had one to lose. Several
voices cried, "the gentleman has as good a character
as your o\m." The groans and hisses at this stage of
the proceedings became most fearful, and several ladies
who were present retired. Mr. Christie again rose to
speak, but it was immediately demanded of him that he
should address Mr. Thorn as chairman. This he refused
to do, and the hootings and groans began again on all
sides. Mr. Thorn rose, and having obtained silence, as¬
sured the deputies that he would secure for them a re¬
spectful hearing, provided they would listen to a reply.
Here he was ordered down by the whole junto, but never—
the less kept his seat. Mr. Christie said that Mr. Thom
and his supporters were acting Illegally, that they
would yet account for it, and that he had the author!*
of his friend Mr. Macgill, \fho was a lawyer, for sayi.x
so, Mr. C. then turned to a seat where several dissent¬
ing ministers were sitting, and demanded their names,
as he held them responsible for the conduct of the
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meeting. Having been told that the gentleman nearest
him, was the Rev. Mr. M'Kelvle of Balgedie, he wrote
down his name, and was proceeding in his Interrogatories,
when the Rev, Mr. Johnston of Leslie rose an demanded
his name - he answered with great pomp, Charles Christie
of Durie. He then demanded his Interrogator's name,
which being given, he was proceeding to ask those of the
other ministers present, when he was reminded that time
about was fair play, and that therefore it was his
neighbour should give his name. Do you ask my name?
demanded his neighbour. It is David Maltland Mao1111
of Rankeillour, I'm one of the de~. Ihe rest was lost
in .groans, like the last sounds of the pilots speaking-
trump t in the storm. This farce of exchanging names
went no further, and silence ensued,while the deputation
consulted with their two reverend fidends what was to
be done. Luring this silence, a person in the gallery
rose and proposed three cheers for a separation of church
and state, which was responded to in a manner that in¬
timated heart and soul were In the cheers. r. Christie
said, sneeringly, "'That's argument." The gentleman that
seconded the nomination of Mr. Thorn to the chair, rose
to 3peak, when Mr. Mlddleton attacked him with great
fury from the pulpit; told him he had no business there;
and that as a man in unfortunate circumstances, he ought
to go home and mind his own affairs; (cries of shame,
shame). Some one cried out "he Is an heritor of the
parish, and has a right to be here," The gentleman him¬
self rose again and demanded what the Rev. lentleman
meant, by saying he x-ras in unfortunate circumstances?
Did he owe him any thing? And till he retracted that
expression as publicly as he had made it, he would hold
him a slanderer, and t eat him accordingly. Mr. iddle-
ton attempted to explain, by saying that he meant only,
that the gentleman was unfortunate in being there at
that time. A laugh and a yell from all parts of the
house intimated the derision with which the explanation
was received. Mr. Christie rose to say, that if the
meeting would acknowledge Mr. Middleton as chairman,
and allow the business to go on, the deputation itfouid
overlook what had been done; he was answered, that Mr.
Thorn was the regularly elected chairman, and the meet¬
ing would acknowledge no other; that the persons compos¬
ing the meeting knew business and order as well as the
deputies; and that they had proceeded orderly in their
business, while the deputation had not. Two hours and
a quarter had now been spent In this sort of bandying,
when, after a short consultation between the deputation
and their Pev. friend, Mr. MacGlll announced that the
deputation had been driven from the church by an assault,
and that certain gentlemen present must abide the conse¬
quences. He and his three friends then withdrew. The
Rev. Dr. Taylor rose and suggested that the gentlemen
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be allowed to retire quietly without molestation, which
advice was duly respected. The Rev. Mr. Mylne then moved
that this meeting declare it inexpedient that a petition
for further endowments to the Church of Scotland should
go from the parish of Strathmiglo which wa3 seconded and
carried by acclamation. Mr. Johnson proposed that a
counter vote should be taken, and that those who were
for petitioning in favour of endowments should hold up
their hand. The chairman put the counter motion also;
but no hands appeared. It was then intimated that another
ant1-endowment meeting would be held in the town as soon
as convenient, of which due Intimation would be given;
and the deputation which had just left them would be
specially invited to attend. Thanks being voted to Mr;
Thorn for his noble conduct in the chair, the meeting
quietly dispersed; and we hardly think another of the
kind will be attempted in Strathmiglo for some time to
come, or that the minister of the parish will speedily
reoover from the pernicious effects to himself of the
one he has already been instrumental in bringing about;"1*
To this type of local encounter, was added the continual
barrage of pamphlets, and of periodical literature. Every move
of the opposing party was recorded, and every defeat of either
Churchmen 01 Voluntaries proclaimed. The dissenters protested
to the Royal e . ..isslon against being requested to disclose the
amount of debt on their churches, and this request was granted.
During the period of investigation, however, feeling ran high,
and every means was used to discredit opponents.
Cn the part of the Church of Scotland, the voluntary giv¬
ing of the churches yielded over the entire period 216 churches.
On the part of the Dissenters, their protests were effective in
keeping the Church of Scotland from drawing endowments from the
Government, and led to even graver issues.
1. Voluntary Magazine, December, I838, p 549
Chapter VI
Tithes ana 1axes
Differing conceptions of the correct principle for church
support, were a major source of the voluntary controversy. The
dissenting, churches were voluntary churches, and insisted that
the ministry of a church must be supported by its own peo¬
ple. The conception of the ministers and people of the Estab¬
lished Church was that It was the duty of the State to see to
the religious instruction of the people, by setting up an Es¬
tablished church, and by providing for its support. The Vol¬
untaries bolioved that the church was a functioning community;
the Churchmen believed that the national community had respon¬
sibilities in the support of religion.
In IS38, this issue over the proper means of the support
of the os.vol was highlighted by the controversy over the pay¬
ment of the Annuity-tax, and by the controversy over Bishop6*
teinds. Neither controversy was new, but both were parts of the
controversy which ha":' been developing for a number of years.
The Voluntary position, and their conceotion of the posi¬
tion of the Established Church, is noen in the pamphlet, "Tekel
Again," by Robert Mori son. There, ae says^'... .it will be neces¬
sary to state and keep in mine, the things that are indispen¬
sably roqulnito in a civil Establishment of religion, and what
is the true character and comprehensive spirit of the Voluntary
principle Throwing aside, therefore, all mere accessories
and adventitious circumstances, there are two things without
which it is impossible a civil Establishment of religion can
-173-
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exist,- a l^xlslatlv or civil sanction to a creed or formulary,
1.
and a maintenance to the clergy exigible by civil law,.«."
On the other hand, the Voluntary Tlnoi la disclaims all
such State sanctions to a creed, and all such legislative powers
to raise the pecuniary resources of the church, and relies solely
upon the religious and moral principles of the people. Yet it
does .not suppose that rulers and nations have nothing to do
with religion, but allows them, as we will see, a wide scope
of Christian operation, provide'* they abstain fror 1 egialation
in the matter. And it does not suppose that the solemn duty of
the people to support the gospel is extinguished by being volun¬
tary; but they are bound to afford this support by the laws of
God, of reason, of conscience, and of common sense and common
honesty. Ac the Voluntary principle makes provision for the
vindication cf all these laws, it. allows a church or a congre¬
gation to make any equitable Internal regulations among them¬
selves that may seem meet, for raising ^unds, and to enforce
them by all except unrighteous or legislative means; and hovr-
ever diversified, in different localities, these may be,- how¬
ever wise or unwise, efficient or inefficient, they are perfect¬
ly voluntary, if they are only not such as can bo enforced by
the distraint of civil law. Nay, whatever moral and ecclesias¬
tical means were employed to bring up people to the performance
of all parts of Christian duty; even though that were to be
done, which. I suppose never has been and never will be done, that
a member for neglect of dutiful liberality were to be admonished,
1. Horisen, "Tekel Again", p 1
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or rebuked, or suspended, or excommunicated, ♦* still there would
not be the slightest Infringement of the Voluntary principle,
provided he cannot be legally attached in his person or pro¬
perty, - in hie liberty or his substance, -for default of pay¬
ment. It would not even make the smallest difference in the
case, whether these moral means were put in operation against
him by kings or priests, - by civil rulers or gospel ministers,-
provided there was no law of distraint to be executed unOn him
1.
if he continued contumacious."
This conviction that establishment, of the church means the
use- of Civil power in the support of its ordinances, end a pro¬
test against that as contrary to the Scriptural teaching, is
common to Voluntaries, Thus the P©v, James Spence, of Aberdeen,
after arguing, that the tithes of the Old Testament were volun¬
tary contributions, and that the New Testament knows only vot-
untaxy support, quotes FMlippians iv. 10-18 and sayst "Here we
are taught by this aged Voluntary, who wrote under divine In¬
spiration, that the Ministers of Christ should not only rejoice,
but should rejoice in the Lord greatly, when a car® to provide
for them flourishes among the Christian people, in obedience to
the ordinance of Christ. But the advocates of compulsion teach
for doctrine the reverse of this; namely, that we ought to re¬
joice in the Lord greatly, when the civil magistrate makes void
the ordinance of Christ, respecting the sup-ort of Pastors, by
the Christian people,- compels support at public expense, for
the ministers of the favoured sects; and thus prevents the peo¬
ple, from doing what Christ enjoins them, and from exercising
1. Morison, "tekel /ig&in", p 4
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any care whatever about the support of their spiritual instruo-
tore! Here we are taught, that the Ministeps of Christ ought
to rejoice In the Lord greatly, when they receive voluntary
support; and that they ought to accept of such support, as a
fruit of the faith of the Christian people, and. a proof of the
sincerity of their love. But the advocates of compulsion
teach, that' the voluntary scheme of support is moan, ii effic¬
ient, and Ins cure; and that we ought to rejoice In the Lord
greatly, when the civil magistrate leaves no room for. its oper¬
ation, but secures, by the strong arm of law, a comfortable
support for the ministers of the favoured sects, and does not
suffer them to depend on the scanty an;: precarious free-will-
offerings of the Christian people! Hero we are taught that the
Liijaisters of Christ ought to rejoice in the Lord greatly, when
the- Christian people ;lve of their substance liberally and
cheerfully, to supply their wants; not because they desire a
gift, but de: ire fruit that may abound to their account; not
that such fruit merits anything at the hand of God, but because
he has graciously promised, that while he who soweth sparingly
shall reap also sparingly, he that soweth bountifully shall
reap also bountifully, But the advocates of compulsion teach,
that ws ought to lejoico In the Lore, greatly, when the civil
magistrate puts it out of the power of the Christian people to
support, by Voluntary contributions, the . inistore of the fav¬
oured sects, - suffers not the people to "bring forth such desir¬
able fruit, and deprives and robs them of the gracious reward!
Here haul, and, in Old Testament tiros, David, and the princes
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and people of Israel rejoiced in the Lord greatly, that they
had a religion which coat them something, and that they did not
offer to God that which coot thee nothing, But the advocates
of comgulrion teach, that the Christian peo Xg la .-cotland
ought to rejoice in the Lore greatly, bccau.no they havo by
birthright a religion which costs then nothing?, - a church
which haa endowments of her own, and costs not the nation on©
farthing! lad here we are taught that the voluntary support
of the ministers of Christ.by the Christian people, X: Ah GBCUK
o? 4 sir? r smell, a .AcriFic:: accspiabls, . h.l :.l vgi... ' ic sad.
But the advocates of compulsion teach, that the compulsory
support of the ministers of the favoured sects, is a duty in¬
cur -bent on the civil magistrate, and is an odour of a sweet
smell, a sacrifice acceptable, well-plea sing to them. Thus,
that W ich i: highly esteemed by cor.pulsiowlets is abomination
in the sight of lad; and that which is highly esteemed by Cod
is abomination in the sight of coutputsioniets; for it is upon
this very thing, namely, the voluntary sup ort of the ministers
of Christ, which la an odour of so sweat a smell, - a sacrifice
so acceptable and so wall-pleasing to God, that do much contemp¬
tuous, abusive, and scurrilous language has of late been poured
hy the advocates of compulsion. If the system, for which vol¬
untaries contend > is of man, - a mere human Invention, it deserves
all the contempt, merits all the scorn, and is worthy of all the
reproaches which its bitterest enemies nave cast on it: but if
of Bod, and the only and the expressly ordained mods which the
King Eternal has appointed for supporting an.; spreading his
religion, how can the kings of the earth, and such of their
subjects as oppose Christ in this matter, stand before him in
the day of wrath, and answer for their conduct? On the con¬
trary, if the compulsory system be of God, the voluntaries are
guilty of the most fearful rebellion against the Most High, and
how can they stand before him? On this point I have solemnly
thought, and entertain the most assured persuasion, that, in
contending against that system, I am In the company of prophets
and apostles, and of Christ himself; and that I am labouring to
establish a principle not only expressly recognized in many
parts of the Scriptures; but also supported by the whole bear¬
ing and soirlt of the word of Sod, I am confident, that it Is
impossible to establish the compulsory system from that word.
What! are we to believe that the Scriptures onjoin poinding*!
distraints! incarcerations! and exactions of money by the pains
of lav?, from Infidels! Socinlans! Papists! Quakers! and Dissent¬
ers! for the support andpropagation of Christianity! and that
this method of providing the gospel for the favoured sects is
an odour of a sweet smell! a sacrifice acceptable! and well-
pleasing to God!!! Horrible belief! and directly opposed to
the divine word. The system of compulsion, therefore, will fall;
for " very plant which God hath not planted shall be rooted up,"
and "the nation and kingdom that will not serve Christ shall
perish; yea, those nations shall be utterly wasted." Let the
advocates of compulsion, therefor®, consider well what they are
doing, when contending for their own, in opposition to the vol¬
untary system; for although this latter, if it "be of men" will
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coise to noughtj If It be of Clod, they cannot overthrow It, lest
haply they be found to fight" not for, but "against" the method
which Christ has ordained for supporting and oropagatlng the
1.
gospel, IN HIS NEW TESTAMENT ESTABLISHED CHURCH»H
The accusation of "compulsory" carried with it the more
weight because of the system of support in vogue in the city of
Edinburgh, at least. There, the eighteen city churches and
their ministers were supported by an Annuity-tax, which was
levied on the whole of the population. This tax was an annual
impost of six per cent on the rental, of all the "dwelling houses^
chambers, booths, cellars, and all other houses, high and low,"
within the city. The occupier, and not the owner was respon¬
sible for the payment of this tax. Somehow, all members of the
College of Justice were exempted. This included almost, if not
2.
all, the members of the legal profession.
The Annuity-tax owed its origin to King Charles I, who soon
after his accession to the throne moved to settle church affairs
in accordance with his father's plan. Accordingly, he submitted
eight articles to the town council of Edinburgh for their im¬
mediate consideration and acceptance. The first of these ar¬
ticles, required that several congregations be formed. The
second required a division of the town into four parishes. Ar¬
ticle three read: "These ministers must be provided of houses
to reside In, within their several parishes, which shall be
known to be the houses of the Church; and with maintenance suf¬
ficient, which in that town can be ho less thsh 111 pounds, 2
1» Spence, "The Voluntary and Compulsory Systems Examined"
pps 81-83
2. Hanna, "Memoirs of Dr. Chalmers," Vol III, p 424,425
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shillings, 2 pence to every minister, and ought to he paid in
all reason, by the people that live under their cure. This
may be done either by imposing a certain annuity upon every
house and tenement within the parish, as is done here at London,
and in well-ordered cltioo, or by socio othor convenient means
that may be devised; and till this talc© Effect, the town must
1.
bear the whole of the charge."
The Town Council of 1625, to which these articles were ad¬
dressed, answered them all, but hesitated to put all of the ar¬
ticles into action, Thoy pointed out that their ministers were
each provided with a house, and with a salary of 66 pounds, 13
shillings, and that they hesitated to impose a tax, since the
common burden was all that the people could bear.
In April, 1633, the Town Council appointed a commioGlonor
to tils Majesty for the purpose of getting the purposed arrange-
2.
ment about the Annuity tax carried into effect, A year later,
(larch 1634), after the establishment of the bishopric of Edin¬
burgh, the Annuity tax was for the first time authorized by the
3.
Act of the Privy Council, In 1648, the Town Council and in¬
habitants resolved to Increase the number of ministers, and
applied to Parliament for leave to increase the amount of An-
4,
nulty from 12,000 to 19,000 merks, This was authorized by
annuity at the rate of five percent, for the stipends of six
ministers. The next year, the rate was increased to six per
5.
cent, and the deacons were required to make the collection.
1. MacLaren, Duncan - "History of the Annuity Tax",pl4
2. ibid, p 16
3. ibid, p 18
4. ibid, p 22
5. Ibid, pp24,25
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In 1655, since the revenue was not all that was expected, the
ministers entered into a temporary agreement with the Town
Council, by which the Town received the income of the tax, and
1.
guaranteed the minimum of the Ministers1 stipend. During the
interregnum, the act was abolished, but was restored on June6,
1661, after the restoration of Charlea II. Ihls act, which
was primarily for the benefit of the Episcopal clergy, then
established, did not restrict the sum to be raised to 19,000
merks, Magistrates and the Council war# either to employ
2.
deacons to collect the tax, or to appoint other collectors.
In 1809, the act was extended to newer parts of Edinburgh,
and a section was added, which enabled the ministers of Edin¬
burgh to draw the whole of the tax, rather than to the limit
3.
of their stipend.
The records w mid indicate that there was some resistance
to the payment of the tax from its inception. From the time of
the Presbyterian Establishment from 1639 to 1661, there was re¬
sistance on the part of those who were not members of the Sstab-
4.
llshment. When Episcopacy became the Established church, the
Presbyterians resisted the tax, as they considered It "persecu¬
tion for conscience*sake", to be compelled to support any church
5.
other than their own. After the restoration of the Presbyterian
Establishment, resistance is still recorded to the tax, and in
1692, there is record of Mr. Simon Gyles, French Minister, who
1. MacLaren, Duncan,"History of the Annuity Tax," p 28
2. ibid, p 32
3. ibid, p 69,70
4. ibid, p 40
5. ibid, p 44
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had hie goofls returned to hi®, after he had refused to pay the
1.
tax. Later, in some Instances, the poor who could not pay hav-
i
in? been removed from the lists, the oo4b of non-payln? iritaabi-
2,
tants were sold at public roup.
This tax, with its exemptions of the legal profession, be¬
came an object of attack by the Voluntaries. It seemed to them
to b© the very ocecnce of that which was objectionable in Estab¬
lishments. Lord Advocate Jeffrey in June, 1833, offered a bill
in Parliament whose design was to transmute the payment of the
I
. \
clergy into a fixed sum, and to do away with the exemption
claimed by members of the legal profession. This was rejected
by the Dissenters on the ground, that It legalized and made per¬
manent the title of the city clergy to raise their stipends by
3.
an assessment on public money.
Under the Influence of the Voluntary Controversy, with its
convictions against compulsory support, more and more people be¬
gan to refuse to pay this tax. Banna, in his Memoirs of Dr.
Chalmers, sides with the Established Clergy, and stresses their
leniency. He says, "In the exaction of this tax, they had al¬
ways acted with the utmost leniency. They had urged, indeed
its extension, but it was not that their individual incomes
might be increased, but that additional ministers for the city
might be provided. While the law directed that six percent
should be charged upon the full rental; with their consent it
was only upon four-fifths of the rental that it was charged.
Though all dwellings were made liable to this burden, all tene¬
ments paying, 5 pounds and under were exempted* Whenever actual
1. MacDaren, Duneah,"History -f the Annuity Tax-" p51
2. ibid, p 54
3. Hanna, Memoirs of Dr. Chalmers, Vol III, p425
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inability from poverty or mis-fortune was pleaded, the clergy
had been always willing to grant the certificate which freed
from payment. But when hundreds who had no such plea to urge
refused to pay, and by that refusal threatened to cut off or
reduce the maintenance of the ministry, the odium of having
recourse to legal exaction too evidently fall not on those who
enforced the payment, but on those who rendered that enforce-
1.
ment necessary." Other sources, however, say that In 1833
alone, no fewer than 846 citizens were prosecuted for refusing.
to pay, and that altogether warranto were issued against 1,961
2*
recusants in Edinburgh, "laclaren, in his "History of the Resis¬
tance to the Annuity Tax," credits the Edinburgh ministers of
1809 with inserting a secret clause in the act extending the
annuity tax, which changed its character, and made the whole of
the tax, even beyond the promised stipend, fall to the ministers
3.
of the city.
This was the situation which led the Rev. John Brown, min¬
ister of Broughton Place Church, Edinburgh, and a member of the
United Associate Synod, to declare by public letter in the
"Scotsman" of January 2, 1836 that while he had paid hi3 1835
tax under protest, that he would no longer consider himself
liable to pay the tax. Bis letter said, "The subscriber, min¬
ister of the United Associate Congregation, Broughton Place,
having paid the sum of 3 pounds, 0 shillings, six pence, with
which he was charged by the Chamberlain of the city, under the
name of Annuity, for the payment of the stipends of the Estab-
1, Hanna, "Memoirs of Dr. Chalmers", Vol III, P 426
2, Barr, "Scottish Church Question" p 72
3, liacLaren, p 84 f.
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lishec. Clergy, to prevent misconception and to exonerate him¬
self, thinks it necessary to make the following statement
Holding that on the principles of general equity, as well as
of Christian law, it is the duty of subjects to pay without
grudging the taxes imposed by their government for general
purposes, even although the expenditure of the public revenues
may net, in every case, be wisely and righteously administered-
he equally holds that, on the principle, 'be ought to obey Cod
rather than men,' when a tax is imposed for a specific purpose,
which in the estimation of him from whom it is demanded, is un¬
just, it becomes bio duty, not lndood to resist the Government,
but to take such measures as shall make it evident to all, that if
his property be employed in promoting such a purpose, it is so,
only in consequence of his having been 'spoiled of his goods.'
Without reference to the subscriber's objections to that parti¬
cular Ecclesiastical Establishment which prevails in this coun¬
try, it is his conscientious belief, that a compulsory support
of religious institutions is inconsistent with the rights of men,
the nature of religion, the spirit of the gospel, and the express
law of Jesus Christ, For him, a Voluntary, to commit any act
virtually denying or compromising this principle, would be a
violation of his convictions of duty; and could this have been
avoided in any other vmy, he would have considered it imperative
on him to submit to the distraint of his property, or the impris¬
onment of hia person:- should those who are unfortunately in¬
terested in the execution of what he accounts an unjust law,
have thought fit, in his case as in other, to carry matters to
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ouch extremes. Convinced, however, that, all the desirable ends
of such a passive resistance, may be answered by a public pro¬
tect, he takes this method of declaring that he had not volun¬
tarily paid the tax, which ho considers a most unwise and op¬
pressive? moans of gaining an unauthorised and. unrighteous end;
and that he regards the exaction of it from himself, as a wrest¬
ing from him his property, to serve an unjust purpose?-a pun¬
ishment inflicted for the factitious crime of *issent - a fine
extorted for holding certain religious principles; and to make
the injustice and insist more intolerable, appropriated to the
support of a system - that of the compulsory maintenance of
religious institutions - which he conscientiously Condemns -
in one word, "Persecution for Conscience sake.11
In April, 1836, Thomas Bus&ell and Mr. Chapman were 1m—
prisoned in Calton Jail, Edinburgh, for their refusal to pay
the Annuity Tax. The i imprisonment was made the occasion for
a visit of upwards of two hundred members of the £<U iturgh
Young den's Voluntary Church Association. They there delivered
an address, in which they said, among other things, "They deep¬
ly lamented that any individual should be deprived of his per¬
sonal liberty, and constrained to become the inmate of a Jail,
at the suit of a body professing to be the ministers of the
gospel, whose demands were not only founded on injustice, but
were opposed to the sacred rights of conscience - a violation
of which was the only alternative of enjoying freedom from their
oppression. On the other hand, however, they rejoiced that from
1. Edinburgh Voluntary Churchman, April, 1836
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the influence of religious and moral courage, you had bean able
to act in the matter as became men, who wore deeply impressed
with the importance of the principle upon which you refused
compliance with the claims of your inoarceratorsJ and that, too,
in the full knowledge of the highly disagreeable conns-nonces
1.
which would inevitably result from such a refusal."
At his release, Councillor Russell published a letter to
th members of the Church of Scotland, in which he set forth
\
the reasons for his action in refusing to pay the tax. There,
he states that he has objected to the tax for the previous nine
years, since he discovered that the whole of the tax went for
the support of the clergy. Once, he says, he suffered distraint
(s.isure of roods), and now imprisonment. In' spite of this his
beliefs have become stronger and "the/ convince ma more strongly
than ever of the great contrariety that exists between a state
religion and the religion of the Bible, and that it is impera¬
tive uoon me to refuse compliance with the demands of "Caesar"
2.
in this matter."
In October, 1837, Dr. Brown announced, at a public meeting
in the Pose Street Church, that he had not paid the Annuity tax,
and that he would never pay it again. This was conceived to be
an attack on civil power by Robert and James Hal Tans, founders
of the Independent and Baptist Churches of Scotland, and they
attacked Br. Brown in public letters. r>obert Haldan©, in a
letter to the * Edinburgh Advertiser,1 declared that the resolu¬
tion not to pay the tax was contrary to Scripture. He said,
1. Edinburgh Voluntary Churchman, Hay 1336
2. Russell, Thomas,"A letter to members of the Church of
Scotland"
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"X am shoe Iced with your determination of going to prison, rather
than pay a tax of which you disapprove.,*. To resist a tax im¬
posed by the Government under which you live, is to rebel
against Christ, and in the end may kindle the flame of civil
1.
war,"
The position of the Halclan.es was set forth by dames in a
pamphlet in which he said: "I have from the beginning consider¬
ed the Voluntary question to be political, and not religious.
The present is a. season of great excitement, and it is not sur¬
prising that many Christians should partake of that general feel'
in~. That great changes are impending, in highly probable, and
that they shall all promote the glory of Tod, and the prosperity
of CIon, is most certain. But who can estimate the amount, of
misery which any great convulsion in this country must produce?
Christians may be forward in the work of agitation; Instead of
living as strangers and pilgrims upon earth, they may be en¬
grossed with political questions; they may impose upon them¬
selves, by imagining that their zeal on such subjects springs
from their regard to religion, and that their sole aim is the
enlargement of the redeemer's kingdom. But the heart is deceit¬
ful above all things, and believers, in such circumstances, are
in danger of becoming as worldly-minded as the man who rises
early, sits up late, and eats the bread of carefulness, hasting
to be rich, under the plausible pretext of providing for his
family..,.
"I disapprove, therefore, of the proceedings 5f the Volun-
1. Barr, "Scottish Church Question", p 72
2. Haldane, J.A., Voluntary Question, Political not Relig¬
ious, r,p 6,7 "
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tarles precisely upon the same principle which leads me to con¬
demn * National Church. Both employ carnal weapons, which are
'equally foreign to the nature of that kingdom which Is right¬
eousness* and peace, and joy, In the Holy ihost.
"The sentiment which many years ago I expressed to a friend,
Is still unchanged, - that If I could subvert the National
Church by holding up my finger, I would not do it,. .1 "mow ray
duty, as an Individual, to be separate from It; but the res¬
ponsibility of producing, the change which' Is. Implied in its
overthrow is too great. I am neither vise enough to force#,
:i; v. • .i' • ' : d'. /h'.'- • ■
.nor rash enough to risk, the consequences,
"The question of a National Church wears a double aspect.
■ V lug ' ■■'<;. ' ■ ' ' Vl:-''' ly'f. '
It * ay be viewed either as a religious or political question.
ilhbla ' / ■ f&.h ':/■■''1;
If considered, in a religious point of view, It ir easily set¬
tled. - it is not sanctioned by the apostles; they separated
the. disciples not only from the grossly immoral, but from the
most respectable who knew not Tod. A National Church prevents
thin separation, and those who regard the Apostolic authority,
ought to give no countenance to this 'new and strange doctrine'
If we view the question under Its political aspect, a wide field
of controversy le opened, and In this, as in other- political
1.
questions, men will conscientiously take different sides,"
The Voluntaries regarded Dr. Brown's step as a needed im¬
pulse to the Cause of Christian liberty, A letter from Dr.
Hough, written to Br', Brown, shows this sentiment. Dated Dec¬
ember 21,1837, it says: "My very Dear friend,- Shall I congra¬
tulate you, or condole with you? 'A little of both',' I think
1, J.A, Hallane,"Voluntary Question etc."- p 9,10
you would say* I say congratulate. Circumstances which you
did not arrange for yourself, but which Divine Providence has
arranged for you, have placed you in your present position.
In itself, the position is not desirable. To be assailed by
the arrows of the tongue, to be every-where spoken against,
to have good men against us, as well as the chief priests and
Fharlsees, is not very enviable. But a crisis has come, and
you have been honoured to meet it. The cause of Christian
liberty required an impulse again; it required to be awakened,
and you have awakened it. I believe you have taken precisely
the ground marked out for you by Christ and his apostles; He
will be with you while you continue to occupy it; and who,
1.
then can be against you? I congratulate you."
Dr. Brown justifies his position in the expositions of
his "Law of Christ respecting Civil Obedience", lhere, he
devotes a good number of pages in the appendix to the annuity
tax, and to his position in relation to it. He contends that
the annuity tax, along with tithes and teinds, are religious
taxes, as distinct from civil taxes. The latter, he claims
were taxes on the land for the support of a particular section
of the Christian Church. The Annuity Tax, he states, was en¬
acted to support a portion of the Presbyterian Establishment
In Edinburgh, and was shown to be a religious tax by the pre¬
amble of the statute enacting it. Ihere, the enaction was
grounded on the religious principle, "that nothing is more
consonant to equitle and reason, that all such persons that
1. Maollll, "Life of Hugh Heugh", p 307
daille enjoy in plenty that blessing of the word of Sod, and
heares the same preached, and does participat the benefit of
the clergy, should contribute to the maintenance of the minis-
trie In these places where they take the foresaid benefit."
He objects to the Annuity lax, on the grounds that all
*1 1/
such religious taxes are ultra vires of the civil magistrate,
It Is not the function of the civil magistrate to impose such
taxes, and is In reality beyond his true powers. Further, the
tax Is objectionable In Its injustice to Dissenters. The tax
purports to be ->n those persons who participate in the benefit
of the clergy. The Dissenters do not so participate, and so
should not be compelled to contribute to the maintenance of
the clergy who are supported by the tax. Still more, it is
objectionable where Dissenters disapprove of the tax in that
they consider It to rest on an unjust law, and yet ere compel¬
led to pay the tax. This, he considers, is establishing inlqul
ty by decree, and then requiring Dissenters to uphold that law.
Besides these general objections, he considers that the
Annuity-Tax has faults In itself. The first of these Is that
it Is an unequal tax. This would be true, even were all people
members of the Established Church. This tax bases itself on
the rent of houses, and thus had a very Incorrect method of
ascertaining the wealth of those who occupy the houses. It
taxes shops, and forces the merchants to pay more than their
fair share for the supoort of the clergy. In addition, the
entire exemption of one class, which composes one of the wealth
lest bodies in the community, most of whom are members of the
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Established Church, la a gross Insult to everything like fair¬
ness, Further, from circumstances connected with the obtaining
of the act, It had been since 180$, an illegal tax.
The considerations that the tax is for a purpose for
which no civil magistrate can have a right to Impose a tax
or levy; that it is unjust to Dissenters; that It Is unequal,
and that it is Illegal, are enough to require those who are
subjected to the tax to use every legal and constitutional
■ fv'i -: .
means to get rid of it. These do not, however, ma.ce it ob¬
ligatory on them not to pay the tax. If however, they con¬
ceive of the Establishment as being inconsistent with the
Will of God, he does not see how they can, in good conscience,
pay the tax. One cannot, he says, actively support that which
one knows to be sinful and evil. It Is on this, that he bases
his opposition, and rays that there Is no sin in suffering for
declining his active concurrence with what he believes to be
1.
sinful.
The ministers of the Established Church considered all of
this as a revolt against Civil Authority. Believing, as they
did, in the duty of the state to support and further religion,
they could do nothing other than remonstrate against the, to
them, unseemly actions of Dissenters. Their attitude vras elo¬
quently expressed by i.r . Chalmers, when the matter was broached
in a meeting of Edinburgh Presbytery, Of non-payment of the
tax, he said, "It Is a topic which one scarcely knows how to
approach, for capable though it Is of being looked at in differ¬
ent ways or from different points of view, they all of them are
1. John Brown,"Law of Christ respecting Civil Obedience,
p xlvli
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excessively painful; and no one, I am persuaded, whose heart is
in its right place, but must feel it to be precisely that topic
which it is both most distressful to think of and most difficult
to speak of aa one ought, the general desire for a change or
rectification of the system by moans of a new law - that I can
understand; but anything like a general refusal of the old law,
and that by a simple and spontaneous cessation of the wonted
payment, with no other account of the matter than that they so
choose it, and no other authority than the bidding of their own
will - this is what I do not understand,,».
"But let me not bo ..istaken, X aa not calling hard names
or applying severe epithets to any class of men, 1 am charac¬
terising acts and not persons; for I will not believe, after
the real nature and character of such acts come to be fully un¬
derstood, I will not believe it possible that, to any great ex¬
tent, they can be persisted in. In whatever way the new score
between .dlhburgh and her clergy is to be entered on, it were
en Indelible stigma on your city were the old scores not most
fully and honourably cleared off. I do not say that the stigma
has yet been contracted; ir if it have in any gr decree, I
do net feel as if I betrayed too sanguine a temperament, when
I express my confidence that it will be speedily wiped off, it
Is impossible to tliinh otherwise. Let the thing be but exposed
and fairly laid open, and every generous, every honest feeling
in the place must be revolted by it. It has only to be stated,
it has only to bo seen in its own native and proper light, to
bring "dinburgh to herself again. In every view you can take
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of It, the enormity Is such, that the disgrace of It would be
felt intolerable; and that, whether we look to the character of
the injustice in itself, or, let roe add, to the character of
those who are the objects of it; some of the superlative talent,
and, who, in any other profession, could have earned a revenue
in comparison with which the whole even of their fair and full
allowance Is but a pittance end a bagatelle; some whom attracted
by the eminence they had won in their country parishes, you have
lured from their comfortable homos, and whom the present tenden¬
cy of things would land In destitution; some, and these are not
a few, who, besides being signalized by the superior and sur¬
passing vigour of their pulpit ministrations, are positively
wearing themselves out in the service of your Institutions, or
In the still higher though unseen services which they are daily,
almost hourly, called upon to perform in the bosom of families;
and, lastly, I will not say some or many, but all of untarnish¬
ed name and high respectability, who have done nothing to for¬
feit the courtesies of life or the good-will of their fellow-
citizens; and what have they done, I would ask, that, in the
face of your virtual engagements, and with the violation of
all integrity and good faith, they should be made to forfeit
the subsistence of their families? Why, there is not an hon¬
ourable man, who, if once made to view the matter in this light,
which I take to be the true one, would not spurn from him the
burning infamy of such a transaction, and refuse all share in
it, That in a season of great public excl^kent, a season often
of frenzy and forgetfulness, many should be denaturalized into
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such a proceeding* this ray happen In any town or in any country}
but that many should withstand a remonstrance, lifted up In the
name or the country*s yet unrepealed law, and grounded on the
clear-set oriaciples of fair dealing, - this Is not Scotland,
1.
it Is not !3;tnburshiw
The same attitude ic present In the negotiations between
the .first reformed Town-council, which cane into office at the
clop; of 1833# and the presbytery*- In the early part, of 1834,
t i3 Council suggested sev:r 1 changes Ir the relationship of
the town to the town churches, which are quite evidently influ¬
enced by voluntary opinions*. They recommended th-t the number
cf town churches be reduced froic eighteen to thirteen, and that
the lnnu.ity tax should be abolished. They proposed that stipends
shoul be gale from pew-rents, and that any deficiency should, be
made up by a tax on Irritable property, one half to he levied
on the landlord, and one half on the tenant. There were frequent
consultations between tho committees of Presbytery, and the Town
Council, which finally resulted in the formal rejection by Pres¬
bytery of the offer of the Town Council. The Presbytery decided
that it would not accept a fixed stipend out of the ordinary
revenue,:; of the town, In lieu rf the annuity tax* They wanted
to be assured that another source equally as productive was se¬
cure!, before they renounced their right, and. were not content
that the ordinary revenue of the town was such a source. They
declared that the income from seat-rents would be obnoxious to
thea. as this would mean a raising of the seat.-rents, which were
1, Hanna, "Memoirs of Dr. Chalmers% Vol TIT, ? 427,428
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already too high, and even tb -n wore kerning the roor free the
churches. Of the motion to reduce the number of clergy from
eighteen to thirteen, Dr, Che "'.mors said, "The Presbytery co-
not ~lve their consent to any arrangement which shall here the
effect, either 1:-mediately er in future, of reducing the number
of clergymen, On this subject the Tresbytery would, Is the
first piece, appeal to those days in the past history of Fdin-
•
burets, when,as in 1688, there wore twelve ministers, with a
population, it In: undorctoo*, of less than 20,000, or in 1722,
when there wore sixteen ministers, with a population of about
25,200. The numbers at orerent are eighteen ministers to a
copulation of upwards rr~,CnC; and the "resbytery never can con-
rent to arpraveto still farther the disproportion between the
former and present ecclesiastical provision for the city, by' a
reduction in the number of city .ministers. They are the rare
strcnous in this resistance, that the evil has been fearfully
increased by sn inundation of hearers in the city churches from
the suburbs and surroundin;• neighbourhood of Edinburgh, in vir¬
tue of which it will bo found that any thousands within the
city itself, now wandering like sheen without a shepherd, have
boon denuded of that rightful property which they once had in
the fabbath ministratio1";a and week-day services of their respec¬
tive clergymen. The Presbytery nfevcr will consent to a reduc¬
tion in their number, so Ion- as the peculiar service of rc-
clairing these outcasts remains un-accos$plished - a service of
the utmost importance to the moral and Christian interests of





tln^ and of general congregations, is utterly impracticable,"
Our cause, despite of the obloquy which has been
heaped upon it, is emphatically the cause of the unprovided -
it is the cause of the poor against the rich - of the many who
should reap the benefits of the Establishment in the lessons
of Christian instruction, against the comparatively few who
would refuse to pay the endowments, or who would retain what
i:: not theirs, and who for their own private usee would appro¬
priate that which ouaht to be expended on the- best and highest
2,
objects of patriotism,"
After quoting a passage In favor of Establishments, Br.
Chalmers said In his conclusion, "....the dearest object of my
earthly existence Is the elevation of the common osorle - human¬
ised by Christianity, and raised by the strength of their moral
habits to a higher platform of human nature, and by which they
may attain and enjoy the rank and consideration due to enlight¬
ened and companionable men. I trust the day Is coming when the
people will find out who are their best friends, and when the
mock patriotism of the present day shall be unmasked by an act
of robbery and spoliation on the part of those who would deprive
the poor of their best and highest patrimony. The imperishable
soul of the poor man is of as much price in the sight of heaven
as the eoul of the rich; and I will resist to the uttermost - I
will resist even to the death - that alienation which goes but
to swell the luxury of the higher ranks at the expense of the
3.
Christianity of the lower orders."
1. Hanna, "hemoirs of Br. Chalmers", Vol III, p 431>432
2. ibid, p 432
3. ibid, p 433
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b. Tithes
The different conceptions of the nature of the church, and
the valid means of supporting it, are also seen in the dispute
which raged over the granting of tithes, particularly the
Bishops' Teinds to the Church of Scotland, as endowment for
their new churches. There again, we see the Churchman's assump¬
tion that it is the duty of the State to provide for the means
of Christian instruction, and the Dissenters' protefst against
this assumption. The latter contended that endowments were in
effect a tax, and that it was vrong to tax one portion of the
community for the benefit of another. Again, they insisted on
the necessity of Christian ministers being supported by those
to whom they ministered.
1.
In the last month of 1&37, the Royal Commission made its
second and third reports. The second report dealt with the city
of Glasgow and it3 3ubur|a[3, and snowed that sittings were provictod
in the churches for only 39h percent of the population, and
that a large number of the population were not in the habit of
attending worship. The third report dealt with teinds, and
with their possible availability as a source of income for the
2.
Church of Scotland.
It was shortly after this report had been issued that the
Rev. Hugh Heugh,of Glasgow, wrote to a friend saying, "What
a state of excitement we have again got to I Certain information
has been obtained that Government intend to recommend a grant of
the Bishops' Teinds to the Church of Scotland for additional
1. See Chapter V




endowments. These yield about 19., 000 or 20, COO pounds per an¬
num, and the whole Dissenting and Libera,! interest 1b in arms.
The Voluntary Church Society met last Tuesday, and we never had
a mere effective meeting. Memorial noon memorial in going up
to Melbourne. An extraordinary meeting of the Central Board
has been summoned for the 4th of January, to which delegates
from all parte of the country are Invited; pro re rvata meetings,
hot'-, of our Synod and of the Belief, have been called, and hun¬
dreds of petitions win go up from congregations &c. In the
aean time, Edinburgh is on fire. Br. Brown ho- doelsrod his
determination to suffer rather than sin'by paying the Annuity
Tax. He has bean arraigned by the clergy and Bobert Hel-a.ro as
a 'rebel against Christ- and againet his country', for his re¬
fusal. He has replied with decisive power I have been ap¬
pointed a delegate from llasgow to the Ministry, but have not
1.
got consented."
In the elections that had taken place in the rummer of 1837,
for a new Parliament, after the accession of fueon Victoria, to
the throne, the question of the granting of endowments to the
Church of Scotland had been one of the issues put to candida¬
tes. A large proportion of the Scottish members had. been de¬
cided on that, ground, and many of them were returned by a com¬
bination of churchmen and dissenters who were opposed to the
granting of endowments. M'Terrcw estimates that the majority
of the liberal members of Parliament had stated their opposi¬
tion to endowments, and had been sent to Parliament largely on
_ " \
2.
that ground. In any event, there is a strong presumption of
1. Ino1111, life of Hugh Heugh, p 30?
2, M*Harrow's Secession Church, p 756
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political influence in the letter which Dr. Wardl&w, as presi¬
dent of the Glasgow Voluntary Church Society wrote to Lord
William Bentiek, one of the representatives from Glasgow, He
said, writing on December 12, 1837s
"T y Lord - I write to your lordship of.icially,ae presi¬
dent of the Glasgow Voluntary Church Society. At a late meet¬
ing of the committee of that society, a resolution was passed
which was afterwards communicated to me, that I should write in
their name to the Members of Parliament for the city, reouest-
ing of them that at their earliest convenience they would wait
on His ..ajesty's ministers on the subject of their reported
determination to grant additional endowments to the Church of
Scotland. They request your Lordship and your Lordship's col¬
league in the representation of Glasgow to represent to them in
strong terms - they can hardly be too strong - the deep regret
experienced, not by themselves alone but by the great majority
of your constitutents, on hearing the rumour of this determina¬
tion, and the large amount of confidence and support which in
Glasgow, and in Scotland generally, must Inevitably be with¬
drawn from their administration, should this rumour prove well
founded. I will not presume to dictate to your Lordship the
terms in which to convey their sentiments, but shall only say,
that they regard the support of the Church of Christ by the
State as in itself a departure from His institutions for her
government and maintenance; that they regard every appropria¬
tion of funds from the national property to the exclusive sup¬
port of any one dominant section of the church as an act of un¬
due partiality and public unrighteousness: and that they there-
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fore cannot but regard the proposal to increase such appropri¬
ation as being» to the extent of that increase, an aggravation
of the partiality and unri ;hteouBneev, and,what Is still worse,
7h3 being in the principle of it a renewed aggression on the
conscientious scruples, as well as encroachment on the civil
rights of a very large and growing portion - if I must not say
a majority of the community. They will naturally regard it
too as no very gracious return for the steady countenance shewn
■7
by that portion of the community to the Melbourne administration,
: bydvyyiyy.'' bib t • afipby dyijly: y
and as by no seans warranted by what transpired of the result
77(';,;7 % :' j
of the inquiries of Hi-, late hejesty' Commission on the state
• 7d— d;;b,d::"d :: .* t j ly.-:dd.7.77p,7.y
of religious instruction in "cotland,"
' dl;:;fd7(7y7 b7::'- 7f y 7 V ' <7. TTyby!bv\bb b ■
teinds, or tithes., were the heritage of the Protestant
from the Toman Church. These tithes had been used in support
of the ministrations of the Church of dome, before the 2eforma¬
tion, It the reformation, a part of the income from tithes was
directed to the support of the clergy, and the drown made var¬
ious grant: of the remainder to laymen, who were celled Lords
of erection, Titulars, etc. 'These tithes were paid, in kind,
from the produce of the land. Those to whom grants were made
from the tithes vie re bound to support the officiating minister,
to the extent, that the Legislature declared e. sufficient sti¬
pend. In ln29, the mode of paying tithes in kind was commuted.
All parties who claimed a right to the tithes, or teinds, en¬
tered int. submission to the king. Those who did so were the
Lords of Treetlon arid Titulars, the Bishops and Clergy, the
Taxmen of Xeinds, and the Royal Burghs, to which grants of
1, Alexander,"Vardlaw's Life and Correspondence, p 368
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Telnds had been made for the endowment of ministers, colleges,
and nioue uses. Out of the Income of the telude, the proprie¬
tor© were liable to supply a. reasonable stirend for the minis-
tor, %:eer> the church In reoeir, and to build additional churches,
and to auorly the endowment for the new narlsh from the unex-
1«
haunted telnde. The unexhausted teiride were the amount of the
telnds over the amount which was naId In stipend. This last
mint was a rrolnt of dispute, as the law after the Union of
Scotland ar.'' England, had made the consent of heritors possess-
.p,
ing three-fourthsof the value of the land of a parish necessary
before It could be divided by the court of Session, acting as
a telnd court. At this point, however, the comments of the
"Scotsman*news™.per for February 21, 1838, on the third Report
of the loyal Cormls-ior srs give the best outline of the sub-
i-
■ A • ; : V. i ;V . . " ' . ,
^eot a? it stood at that time. It said:
"Regarding the ordinary telnde belonging to private heri¬
tors, the report s^yn, 'That the annual value of the toss par¬
sonage or greater telndc belonging to other persons than the
Crown is 211,384 pounds; that the value of these at present
appropriated, to payment of ministers* stipend is 146,942 pounds;
and that the value of the '"•roes unanprorria.ted. tcindr- belonging
to other person© than the Crown in 138,186 pounds.' The dis¬
crepancy between the additions of there suirr is explained to
have arisen chiefly from certain documents having been lost;
./A
and the Commissioner© express an oninion that, on the whole,
the ~ro- amount Is understated rather than overstated. But
thin discrepancy is very unimportant compered with the fact
1. "'laren, "Speech on Bishops' Telnd©♦"
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here announced, that the unappropriated, or unexhausted telnda
belonging to the lairds, chiefly tori©?.... amount to the enor¬
mous sum of 138,185 pounds annually, ana that the whole of this
fund is liable for church-extension purposes before any claim,
either in law or eculty, can be mace upon the bishops1 teinds.'
On thie subject th Commissioners shall be allowed, to speak
for themselves.
"'The order in which teinds of a parish are liable for
payment of existing stipends, and also for future augmentations,
is as follows:-
w*1st, Teind© which' have never been a elected by any grant
in favour of a layman. pec
"' 2nd, lelnds in the hands of titulars, that is, teinds
which are levied by the titulars out of the land-, of others,
. i
including the tack-dutlejB or rents drawn by the titulars for
teinds lot on leas*, ahef the feu-duties payable by parties hav¬
ing .right to their own tjpiace: and holding them under the tit¬
ular- as superior. I |
"'3r , Teinds held in lease
'''4th, lei lids to which heritable rights have been granted
by the titular, and the teinds of the titular's own. lands.
"'5th, Bishops' teind , with this exception, that teinds
acquired by bishops after the Reformation, are not classed as
such, but are localled on In the order in which they would have
been liable, If still in the hands of those to whom they pre¬
viously belonged. This accounts for the facts, appearing in
some parts of the annexed table, that, in certain cases, blishopi*
teiiv..s in the hands of the Crown, are allocated upon, earlier
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than they appear In this statement of the general rule.
"'6th, Telnds belonging to colleges or universities, or
appropriated to pious uses. In this class are included the
telnds which formerly belonged to the Chapel-Royal*1
"It is evident from the above quotation, that, with the
exception of the teinds appropriated to colleges and clous
use, which are of very small amount, the bishop^' teinds be¬
longing to the crown are the last on which any claim can be
made; and hence, if new endowments are required, which we do
not admit, that all the telnds in the hands of the heritors,
amounting, as before stated to the annual sum of 138,186 pounds,
must be exhausted before the bishoos' teinds could be justly
chargeable with a single shilling for church-extension purposes,
"It may perhaps be objected, that the above order of allo¬
cating the claims of the church applies only to existing sti¬
pends, an: that stipends for ministers of newly erected parishes
are not chargeable on these telnds, or not chargeable in the
same order as the stipends of the present parochial ministers.
But all such objections are utterly groundless. The report
shows that the present heritors purchased their teinds from
the original successors of the Romish church - the titulars,
lords of erection, 4c - at a few years' valuation, on the ex¬
press condition that they were always to be chargeable with
the stipends of any number of ministers that might afterwards
bo appointed at the discretion of Parliamentary commissioners,
who had cower to divide parishes as they should think fit, with¬
out consulting the heritors. And whenever a parish was divided
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by the commission, the new stipend became payable out of the
unexhausted tein&e as a matter of right, in the same manner,
and according to the same order of allocation, as the stipend
of the minister of the original parish before it was divided.
The same oower of dividing parishes still exists, and is sub¬
ject to the same conditions regarding the payment of stipend
and the allocation of teinds, The law of the present day is,
that whenever a oarish is divided by authority of the court of
teinds, and a new church erected, the stipend of the ne\* min¬
ister becomes payable from the teinds of those lands which have
been formed into the new parish; but all the teinds belonging
to heritors must be completely exhausted before any cart of
the stipend becomes chargeable on the bishops' teinds, belong¬
ing to the crown. No man who knows any thing about the matter,
doubts or can doubt that this is the law at oresent. All that
is required to out the law in force, is a formal admission by
the heritors of three-fourths in value of the lands of a par¬
ish that an additional church Is required; and with this ad¬
mission communicated to the court of teinds, the law takes
effect without the exercise of any discretionary power on the
part of the court. The minister of the newly-erected church
and his successors in pernetuity, thereafter become entitled
to all the rights, privileges, and powers of the other paro-
i.
chial ministers."
The same article goes on to point out that one person
might own three-fourths in value of the lands of a parish, and
In many instances the consent of this one person alone would
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b© enough to aesure a new church, and an endowed stipend for
its minister. Selecting various local parishes, it gave the
amount of the unexhausted telnd in each, It then saysj
"In the above forty parishes which we have selected, and
in which fifty-six of the new churches with quoad sacra parishes
have been erected, the unexhausted teinds belonging to heritors
amount to the enormous sum of 36,094 pounds per annum!!! If
we had room, we could produce a very long list of other par¬
ishes in which new churches have been erected, having large
» »
sums of unexhausted teinds, Ihe general result regarding the
whole of -/cotland is, that there are 402 parishes in which the
teinds have been completely exhausted, and 470 in which there
are. unexhausted teinds, Of the former class of parishes, the
teinds of nearly one-half do not afford the minimum stipend....
the deficiency being annually made up from the Exchequer*
"It is worthy of remark, that since the passing of the
Act of 1707, giving the heritors a veto on the disjunction of
parishes and endowment of additional churches, they have put
a complete extinguisher on church-extension, in order that
they might pocket the surplus teinds. On this subject the
commissioners observe, 'there are very few instances of such
disjunctions having been made since the date of this .\0t, al¬
though previous to it they had frequently occurred.' It is
evident from this that, if there be a destitution of church
accommodation and pastoral superintendence, the heritors are
the parties who have occasioned this destitution by using the
power conferred on them in trust for the promotion of public
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interests, bj the Act of 1707, as the means of promoting their
own pecuniary interests. Ihe heritors have improperly realiz¬
ed millions from the teinda since 1707J an:, they now come for¬
ward affecting to bewail the alleged restitution, and, with
KK.tch.lesc effrontery, doman.-; ing endowment:.- from the- public
funds I
While the *dooIs j»n *was objecting on the grounds of the
necessity of the grant, the Dissenting churches were gathering
their forces, to male their objections heard in Parliament. As
Dr. Hough's letter stated, the United secession and the Relief
held, extraordinary meetings, to consider tho matter of endow¬
ments. The Congregational Union also met to consider the sub¬
ject. Various deputations wore appointed, with the Rev. Dr.
Beat-tic-, and the "qv. .-©cars Harper and .in,., from the United
Associate synod, the Rev. ,rs. Heugh and .arclaw (along with
the dev. dr. Harper), from the Scottish Central Hoard for vin¬
dicating the rights of Dissenters, and the dev. .r. rench,
from the Relief Charon. Iheae deputies proceeded to London,
and worming la concert, saw many of the leading personages in
1.
(government, both of the party in power, and of the opposition.
,.,f the duties of the delegation, r. Heugh wrote on March
17, "Here you see I still am, well ana stout; and 1" would need
to be so, for our duties here are no sinecure. »e have had
Ionj interviews with all the principal people, ..roujham,Durham
<£c, among the outs; .'elbourne, Russell, fllice, Stewart, Minto
2.
&c among the ins...."
1. M'Serrow's ^©cession Church, p 756
2. -ad-lill, "Life of .Hugh Heugh", p 315
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At the same time, a deputation from the Church Extension
Committee was in London, seeking a farther in■ of the cause of
endowments. Dr. Chalmers was prevented from gotno with them
by a. private Intimation that the government con«id.erad him to
be its enemy (cold the strong remonstrance to Melbourne, at
the failure of the first "Endowment attorn-1, have been partly
cr Wholly the cause?). The deputation Old its work as best it
could, however. This, in spite of the fact that just as they
arrived, the government, announced its decision. The outline
of that decision was: 1. That the R1 shops * t el ndr- dold be
applied in providing for the religious destitution oxi sting
in certain Highland and rural parishes, having no unexhausted
teihdsj 2, That an alteration should be made in the Act of 1707,
respecting the division of parishes in Scotland, so as to af¬
ford increased facilities for the application of unexhausted
teirrdr which were irt the hands of oriv te proprietors, to re¬
lieve the destitution of such rural parishes an had unexhausted
telude belonging to them; 3, That nothing should be done for
the towns; that no grant should bo mads from any source to pro¬
vide additional means of religious Instruction for them*
The delegation tried to secure some changes of these terms,
protesting that the first would yield but limited, revenue, that
the second was contrary to the best legal opinion of Scotland,
and that the third was opposed to their principles. The govern*
Riont was also accused of abandoning the principle of an estab¬
lishment, if this plan were carried through. To this,Lord
Melbourne replied, "That, gentlemen, is your inference. You
I, . ?fe bAgef v.
may not b© the better for our plan, but - bang it - you cannot
1*
surely be worse."
So ended the attempt to secure Government endowment for
the churches. The dissenting opinions prevailed, though th©
government gave its nominal allegiance to the principle of an
establishment. As a result of the controversy, the Church of
Scotland turned to its own people for its support.
1. Hanna,"Memoirs of Dr. Chalmers," Vol IV,p 22,23
Chapter VII
"The Great Question" - Relation of Church and State
"The real question which now divides the country, and
which truly divides the House of Commons, is Church or no
Church. People talk of the war in Spain and the Canada ques¬
tion, but all that is of little moment. The real question is
Church or no Church; and the majority of the House of Commons -
a small majority it is true,but still a majority, are prac¬
tically against it." Thus the Duke of Wellington, in 1$3&
summed up the question of the relationship of Church and
1.
State. It was a major question of the day, and was to become
even more acute in the years immediately following.
In 1&43, one of the major issues of the Voluntary Contro¬
versy reached its climax, and resulted in the Disruption of
the Free Church from the Scottish Establishment. That issue
was the spiritual independence of the church, and the Voluntary
Controversy played no small part in the firming of opinions of
Churchmen. It was the Voluntary statement of their lack of in¬
dependence ,which led Churchmen to assert so vehemently their
belief ±n their freedom from otate control. It was the strength
and surene3s of these opinions, in the face of court decisions
to the contrary, which led to the Claim of Right, and to the
stirring scenes of the Disruption.
In the Voluntary Controversy, bhat issue of the indepen¬
dence of the Church was discussed under the terms of the power
of the Civil Magistrate, in relation to the Church, From the
1. Hanna, Memoirs of Dr. Chalmers, Vol iv, p 35
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"beginning statement that Establishments had a "tendency to
secularize" the Church, the conviction grew on the Voluntaries,
that a State Church must be tinder the control of the State, and
Ik
must subordinate things spiritual to the civil power.
In the sermon in which he fired the opening shot of the
Controversy, the Rev. Andrew Marshall contended that a reli¬
gious establishment tends to secularise tho church of Christ.
He said that the church is a spiritual society, a kingdom not
of this world. It is a society composed of spiritual persons,
men who believe the truth as it is in Jesus; who have been
born again of the water and the Spirit; who have 'come out'
and 'separated' themselves in obedience to Jesus' call. It
is a eoclety united for spiritual purposes, that the members
of it may be helpers of each other's Job; that they may strive
together for the faith of the gospel, and hold forth the word
of life; that they may make all men see what is the fellowship
of the mystery which from the beginning, of the world has been
hid in God; that they may show forth the praises of him who
called them out of darkness into light; and that they may all
come into the unity of the faith, and the knowledge of the Son
of God, to a perfect man, to the measure of the stature of the
fulness of Christ. And above all, it is a society placed under
a spiritual government, and regulated by spiritual laws, which
Jesus alone can administer, since they affect not only the ex¬
ternal conduct, but also the conscience and the heart, and must
be observed willing,ly, if observed at all.
1. Brown, "Church and State In Scotland", p 144,145
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Civil authority cannot either erect or maintain such a
society as this, nor can it add one member to It whom Christ
has not added, nor bestow one benefit on it which Christ has
not bestowed. Any alliance between euch a society and the
state can be productive only of Injury to the former. It can
only tend to debase its character, to hurt Its spirituality,
to taint its purity, and to defeat, more or less, the great
objects which the church contemplates* A brief examination of
any religious" establishment will reveal this. Take that which
is found in Scotland, perhaps the humblest and purest of all,
.'A V'I ;V.vV -y.'' ' V", • \ • ' . *>S
and see If there is not discovered there more of an earthly
than of a spiritual society - more of the kingdoms of this
world than of the kingdom of God - more of .a scheme for unit-
in^ mon of oil classes and descriptions, re lift lotto and lrroll-
010'/''y. -v! V ]y
gious, converted and unconverted, in one outward profession,
than, a scheme for 'turning sinners from the errors of their
way '». or; for ' perfecting the saints-'', or for 'edifying the
t O /I .
body of Christ'* Cf what sort la a johurch which is commen¬
surate in ita extent with the natural boundaries of the country
where it happens to exist - which teaches pastors and people
to distinguish the flock by the landmarks of a parish - or
which takes tho whole population, great and small, godly or
profane, residing within certain territorial 'I alta, and com¬
mits their soula to some ecclesiastical functionary as his
spiritual cure? that kind of a church must that be, which
though it names the name of Jesus, and professes to bov? to
the authority of Jssus, yet employs another authority to stamp
its doctrines and institutions, and another name to sanction
its proceedings - whose revenues are all derived from the
state - and whose ministers are either appointed by the state,
or by some species of patronage, which the state,for the most
1.
part, manages to control.
The claim of the dependence of the Church on the State
for her doctrines and institutions, revenues, and selection
of ministers, is carried yet a step farther- in the Rev. Kr.
Marshall's reply to the review by Dr. Andrew Thomson in the
"Christian Instructor." There he asserts that the Establish¬
ed Church is compelled by Acts of Parliament, defining the
parish limits, to admit to its ordinances those who may not
be Christian, provided they are not grossly immoral.
There, he says that the impurity which adheres to the
established churches is fundamental and incurable. It is in¬
volved in the very principle on which they are erected. It is
a disease which has infected the entire fabric frota top to
bottom,stones, timber, and mortar, and which can only be erad¬
icated by the whole being taken down. Does not everyone having
a fixed residence in the parish, provided he is free from
scandal, have the right to claim the privileges of a Christian?
Ray he not demand that baptism be administered 'to his children,
or that he himself receive the Lord's Supper? And were he to
do so, neither ministers nor elders, whatever objections they
might have to him otherwise, could refuse his claim, unless
they considered him grossly ignorant or immoral. This means
1. Marshall, A. "Ecclesiastical Establishments Considered"
p 32-34 ( see Chapter I ,pages 19-21)
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that the established churches are not voluntary societies;
that the office-bearers of such churches, in conducting; their
affairs, even though they be conscientious men, are not; at
liberty to consult their1 consciences; that the distinction
4
s.y. _ -4 " V ? •
between the world and the church Id totally destroyed - that
the limits of the church are exactly commensur: te with the
limits of the parish, and that the Act of Parliament, 'tfcat
I * i
defines the one, likewise defines the other.
This view was picked up, and carrier] to an even further
position by Andrew Cove try Pick, '.'ho undertook to prdrvfe that
an beclesicstical Establishment "must be Amore] or less AAjpastian;
that id that a Church which ie endowed: and established £cust
{ r
give un '-.art at least of its native freedom and bo subjected
2- : rv ': m I I
t~ the. '"tate." This position was soiled upen by manyior the
Ab" 'bb {
voluntary lecturers and it became one bf the rallying cries
Wb j | g
of opposition to the establishment.
An example of the approach of the; Voluntary Lectures is
to be seen in that given by the Rev. William Auld in the
Relief Church in Greenock. There, his first point is that
"Liberty of conscience is the unalienable birthright of every
man, which he cannot transfer to another - which no man has a
right to rake from him - no man can exercise for him; but whiohr? 1
he ie bound to exercise for himself, as he shall answer for hi in-
self to GodJ that the Civil Magistrate in prescribing a nat¬
ional creed, and form of worship, and appointing a national
clergy - enforcing all by civil pains on the one hand,or by
1. r-rshall, "Letter to Bev. A. Thomson, D.b.f,p 73,74
2. Report of Meeting of Voluntary Association,1834, p 33
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civil privileges on the other - of If Dissenters are tolerated,
compelling them to support what they conscientiously dlsap-
, - ■
prove, or tempting them to profess what they do not believe,
i*
encroaches on the rights of men and on the prerogatives of God."
He contends that the Scottish Church was given its creed by
the- ©tfc'to, and that itd rnlniotoro were oupport^fl unwillingly
by Dissenters, who were degraded In their- citizenship .because?
of their beliefs.. His second point was that the Civil
trate was not qualified to prescribe what his subjects were
to believe concerning God, or how they should worship him. In
spite of his lack of qualification, the Church of England ele¬
vates him to a place over the church, and the Church of Scot¬
land gives him, in the confession of faith, the same power.
In his third point, he says: " That although the Civil Magis¬
trate were under infallible guidance to distinguish truth from
error, the peculiar influence which he, as a magistrate, can
employ, whether pains and penalties on the one hand, or State
favours on the other, must be injurious to true religion: it
is not the influence by which the truth is promoted, but that
by which It is corrupted; not the Influence for making sincere
2.
Christians, but for .making worldly professors and hypocrites."
The fourth point was, "That the Civil Magistrate, in establish¬
ing a national creed, and endowing a particular sect, out of
the national treasury, though all other sects be toldrated,
acts a part contrary to righteousness as to truth, and as in¬
compatible with the peace of the State, as with the spiritual-
1. Auld, Wm,"Power of the Civil Magistrate in Religion"
2. ibid.
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Ity of the Church. It tends to create and perpetuate schism
1.
in the Church, and faction in the State*w
It was this third point particularly which Churchmen
denied. ul&b, all of the ardour of their souls, they protest¬
ed against the idea that contact of Church and State tended
to pervert Christianity. They spoke for the responsibility
of the 'ivil Magistrate, and contended at the same time that
the -Church had kept Its spiritual independence, that Christ
was the head of the Church, and the Church was free to do the
will of Christ*
The Voluntaries, however, were not all one in their in¬
terpretation of the place of the Civil Magistrate. One group
would have allowed the Civil Magistrate a limited function in
religion. The other would have allowed him no place at all.
Ihe ultimate expression of the extreme group, perhaps, Is to
be fount in the lectures which Dr. v/ardlaw gave In London in
1835' in re ply to the lectures on .stabliahments which Dr. Chal¬
mers had given in that same city the year before. In the
fourth lecture, on the province of the Magistrate, he says:
"...the very designation of a civil magistrate
ought- to be understood as defining his official func¬
tions, and limiting them to the civil department. When
he comes upon religious ground, he steps: beyond his
province. '.All that is properly religious lias between
God and the conscience. No human authority is entitled
to. inter-fere with It. If, while we are, conscientiously
and cheerfully, 'rendering unto Caesar the things which
are Caesar's', Caesar should overstep the limit of Ms
commission, and demand of us, in one jot or tittle,
'the things that are God's', in such a ease, disobey¬
ing Caesar is not disobeying the Cod who had enjoined
submission to Caesar; because, in going beyond his
legitimate boundary, Caesar himself Is the transgressor
1. Auld, ftmf "Power- of the -Civil Magistrate in Religion"
He has Interfered with what did not belong to him;
he has presumptuously Intruded into the province of
the Kin? of kings; - and if he transgresses in com¬
manding, it can never follow that we should sanction
and share his transgression by obeying*
It is a most important principle on the present
subject, that the right of rulers to enact must be co¬
incident In extent with the obligation of subjects to
obey. Religion is a matter In which no man can be
under obligation to obey a fellow-man; and for this
reason, it is a matter in which no man can have a
right to enact for a fellow-man* The right cannot
go beyond the obligation. If it could, there would
be two obligations imposed on the unfortunate subject
of Caesar and of loo, - by both of which he Is bound,
and yet both of which, contradictory as they are of
each other, it Is impossible to fulfil! The authority
of civil, rulers, moreover, involves the power of co¬
ercion, - that is, of compulsion by penalty* The
sword is the only Instrument of that power, and to
the extent to which the power legitimately reaches,
the sword must not be borne in vain. But religion
admits not of coercion. The two terms can never be
made to comport* The one belongs to heaven, the ether
to earth; and they are, in their natures, as far asun¬
der* They mutually neutralize and destroy each other*
There coercion begins, religion ends, .ill compulsion
here is impiety, - a profane and presumptuous usurpa¬
tion of the paramount rights of Deity, - an overt act
of treason against the Supreme uler, - an attempt
to force one of his subjects to withdraw his allegiance
from Him and give it to another - to a creature, to a
dependent I Here some underling of a mighty prince
to claim for himself, and threaten to exact by severe
penalties, the homage which the laws appropriate to
the prince himself, he would be chargeable with a pre¬
sumption less flagrant, even by infinitude, than that
of which the prince is guilty, in compelling obedience
to hir enactments on the part of those who, In their
consciences, regard such obedience as Involving, in it
the 'rendering to Caesar the things that are God's'
- the abstraction, for the honour of a human master,
of what is cue exclusively to the Tivlne. The civil
magistrate can have no power in religion; because the
power which belongs to him is, In its very nature co¬
ercive,- and in religion such power is Inconsistent
with its very nature, and incapable of being exercised.
Meantime, I must close, by answering explicitly
to the question - That Is the magistrate's province
in regard to religion? - that hir true and legitimate
province is - to have no province at all. As a man, he
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is bound to believe the troths, and obey the precepts,
of the word of 3-od: - as a magistrate, he Is bound to
fulfil all hie official functions on Christian prin¬
ciples, from Christian motives, and according to
Christian precepts, - as every man in, in every con¬
dition and every relation of life: - but authority
in religion he has none. Religion has authority over
him, - the same as it has over all; but in it, or
over it, or over his subjects in aught that pertains
to it, his authority is null. If he exercises it,
it is the exercise of power without right. The example
and influence of a truly religious king may be eminent¬
ly and extensively beneficial; - but the eword must be
confined to the civil department, as that which alone
come within his appropriate jurisdiction. In all
that relates to religion, the command of Him whose
exclusive dominion is over the conscience and the
heart would be - 'Put up thy sword into the sheath.' *
The less extreme position on the voluntary side is taken
by Dr. William Lindsay Alexander, In his biography of Dr. Viiard-
lav.. There he criticises the position taken by Lard law as ex¬
treme, and suggests that while the Magistrate does have some¬
thing; to do with religion, that something must be based on the
teaching of the Bible. This teaching will lead him to see
that there is no scriptural basis for establishments.
In his comments, he says that the conclwion of Dr. Wardlaw
is the extreme one cr Voluntaryism, that 'the true and legiti¬
mate province of tb Magistrate in regard to religion is to
have no province at 11.' The grounds on which Dr. Wardlaw
has rested his conclusion, are, in the first, instance, on the
assertion that Scripture has confined the Magistrate's function
within the sphere of civil matters. But, If the Magistrate
has no province in regard to religion at all, with what consis¬
tency can he be appealed to the Bible, the standards of truth
and duty, to determine what his proper province is? Or, if he
1, Wardlaw,?.., "National Church Establishments Examined",p45,46
may be summoned legitimately, as a magistrate, to learn his
functions from the Bible, how can it be justly said that he
has nothing whatever, as a magistrate to do with religion?
And what does the Bible say in regard to the functions of the
p
civil magistrata* Here, he finds Br, 'Wardlaw far from being
explicit. The latter asserts the incompetency of the Civil
Magistrate to decide for his subjects what 1b religious truth,,
. nd constantly affirms that all that Is properly religious Ilea
between Tod and the conscience, however, no advocate of civil
establishments of religion will deny or question either of
these positions. All he will plead fox Is, that the Magistrate
may law fully, for the great ends of civil government, provide
the means of religiously educating the people - a claim which
neither interferes between the conscience of the people and
Bod, nor assumes to determine for the people what is truth in
religion. It would not bo fair to represent men of Br, Chal¬
mers* way of thinking on this subject, as if they contended
for the right of magistrates to compel men to believe, or
pretend to believe, given dogmas. All they assert is the right
of the Magistrate to make provision for the religious instruc¬
tion of the community, leaving it free to all to accept that
instruction or not as they please. The negative cannot be
maintained, as an abstract ' ineral prlnci le, without reducing
the functions of the Civil Magistrate to those of a mere police
man, set up to enforce the will of the majority. If govern¬
ments arc to proceed on the recognition of moral distinctions -
if they are bound to enact only what is consistent with moral
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truth - if, above ell, they are to receive and obey the Bible,
and recognise Its declarations In their enactments, they not
only have a province in regard to religion, but it very great¬
ly concerns them that their subject- should be instructed, in
those principles which can alone enable them to appreciate*
rightly ouch legislation. r'urther, if government 1b to be
■oe^farded, in the light of a trust placed in the hands of the
Harlot,rate for the welfare of the community:1- not. merely for
their protect lo: , but their welfare in'; the .'healthy developejent
of-.a 11 .-their faculties of nocial improve;-put - it is unreaaon¬
ly- : -" *J d ; "*"* .... M ■
able to forbid the Magistrate to use the only- ierps by which
p:b--Horffvb • ' •; '.j. |
such. aort'su" t can be certainly attained. Of: the. 'tyranny; which
tier a d*pn to an end, but refuses to hit. the" wiean.s by which
alch'e that. can be rea'ehed, a;©- those theoretically guilty
who, would bind, th~ H&glstrate to secure td order: and Hejll-
j I
being of the community, and yet forbid hiu .urn. or- any oirpum-
st shoe £ to provide that education by which aleu© this en can
|be effectually secured.
Those who tats the extreme view adopted, by Or. Wardlaw,
lay ctrees on the question, who is to determine what 1b to be
taught for religious truth to the community? There is no
doubt a difficulty hero; but it is one which has been immense¬
ly exa "frerated both theoretically and practically. In Britain,
the omniscience of Parliament is as such a 'principle of govern¬
ment as. its omnipotence. It. continually is called to pronounce
decisions involving, the assumption of all but infallible capaci¬
ty for determining the truth. Why should such a body, in whose
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powers of ascertaining truth in all other departments of
knowledge the community implicitly confides, oe pronounced
helplessly incompetent in the department of theological truth?
Possibly Parliament my err in the opinions it may authorize
to be taught the people; but the possibility of this is not
so great as to render it incompetent for Parliament to make
the attempt. And if liberty is left to all who choose to ais-
asiit from the opinions taught by the government teachers, every
freedom seems to be secured to the community which can b© re¬
quired on the grounds of general policy.
The proper line of argument on this subject seems to be
that of those who admit that the Magistrate as such has to do
with religion. On the ground of this, they summon him to the
Bible, that he nay learn there what true religion is, and
what he may legitimately do In regard to its interests. Ihey
admit his obligations to provide for the moral and religious
education of the community, but stipulate that, as in this the
Bible is his authority, he shall scrupulously refrain from in¬
fringing upon any of its prescriptions or on any of the rights
conferred by it on the people of Christ, in the scheme and
apparatus of religious education he sets to work, .then agreed
on these, the next question of moment is, what the Scripture
says on. the subject of establishments and endowments as a mode
of promoting the religious education of the community? Hera,
he thinks, the reasonings of Dr. Var&law are valuable, as they
show that such institutions cannot oe set up without doing
violence to express injunctions of .Scripture, and superseding
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ehartered rights of the followers of Christ, and bringing in-
1.
numerable evils on the Christian cause.
Alexander thus does not believe in the rightfulness of
the Fatcbliehmant* but he disbelieves on Biblical grounds
alone. He criticises • hrdlaw for his extreme views, in be¬
lieving that there is nothing in religion with which the Hagg¬
isirate hac to do;. It 1 a the position of -ardlaw, rather than
AlCxan -or, however which burned in the hearts of churchmen -
that the church was corrupted by its contact with the Civil
Hsu-istruts.
Against the vehemence of the ultra-voluntaries, the Church-
men readied with vigor* To the voluntaries contention that
any relationship with the at.ate meant the use of compulsion
in • favor of the church, they replied that all they were seek-
in1. was the sponsorship of a system of rellgiruiy instruction*
To the charge that contact between Church and dote meant
necessary corruption* they replied with their doctrine of the
Spiritual Independence of the Church* ¥h©n taunted with their
connection with the civil magistrate* they recited that it was
their pride♦
. The outstanding example of this, Is to be seen in the
lectures which were delivered by Or* Chalmers In London on
Church Establishments, On the day in which he was to deal with
the relationchtp of tho Church and the Civil Magistrate, he was
asked if he did not feel that he was coming onjto delicate
ground* His reply was, "do, It is the most important point
1. Alexander* "Wardlaw'e Life and Correspondence", p384~387
„ r r.rs ,
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of the whole discussion; it is the basis and strength of raj
whole argument s without It I could not have opened my mouth
on the subject; and If there be any one of these lectures on
which mj mind is clearer and. more mads up than another, it is
1.
on the one I am going to deliver today,'*
In that lecture, dr. Chalmers refers to a conversation
which ho had with an imwrioan Clergyman, in which he had ex¬
plained what he meant by an Establishment, He than says,"The
rejoinder upon this was a very memorable one. 'if all you mean
by an Establishment is an organised provision for a clergy, we
should rejoice in it. If this be the whole amount of the con¬
nection between church and state - if maintenance.and nothing
olse coma from one quarter, and an unfettered theology from
the other, without contamination from the authority of man,
but subject only to an ecclesiastical judgment, grounded on a
principle of deference to the Word of lod - a simple arrange-
men', of this sort is truly different from what we understand
by a •/oll.;;ious Establishment. Hie thing we deprecate is the
authority of the civil magistrate in matters of religion; but
we should bo thankful to him or to any one else, for giving us
j
what he termed an organize-.! provision for clergymen. How this
organised provision is truly all that we contend for. It is
just, in other words, a legal provision for the support of a
Christian ministry ~ an arrangement which might truly be gene
Into, and which actually is gone into, without the slightest
lnfring.rcsnt on the spiritual prerogatives of the church, or on
the ecclesiastical independence of her clergymen. It is obvious
1. Banna, "Memoirs of Dr. Chalmers", Vol iv, p 44
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frora all this, that the indignation of our transatlantic
friend was directed against a wrong object; and that he failed
in making a requisite distinction between the act of a govern¬
ment in giving food and raiment to ministers, and an act of
government in assuming a lordship over the creed and con¬
sciences of ministers. But it is not amid the din and uproar
of public acclamations that men can be expected to distinguish
very clearly between the things which differ. When an orator
denounces the connection between church and state, the effect
is instantaneous on all those who, without logic and without
discrimination, are carried along by the deafening outcries,
and no less deafening plaudits, of an assembly, amid the
noise and excitement of which, the still small voice of truth
1 * ksa,is overborne."
it was at this point that Dr. Chalmers drew from one of
his sermons of the oast to produce a memorable impression of
2.
eloquence and whirlwind enthusiasm. In defending the Church
and her spiritual independence, he said:
"In respect of this ecclesiastical independence I am not
aware of any serious practical obstacle to the exercise
of it in England; and, at all events, *we know 0f nothing
f8@re perfect in this reSpect than the constitution of the
Church of Scotland. There is, to each of its members,
an independent voice from within; and from without, there
is no power or authority whatever in matters ecclesiasti¬
cal. They who feel dislike to an establishment do so, in
general, because of their recoil from all contact and com¬
munication with the state. We have no other communication
with the state than that of being maintained by it, after
which we are left to regulate the proceedings of our great
home mission with all the purity and the piety and the
independence of any missionary board. We are exposed to
nothing from without which can violate the sanctity of
the apostolical character, if ourselves do not violate it.
And neither are we exposed to aught which can trench on
1.Chalmers/'Lectures on Religious Establishments" plB
2. Watt, "Chalmers and the Disruption", p lOk, note 107
the authority of the apostolic office, if ourselves we
make no sxirrender of it. In things ecclesiastical we
decide all. Some of these things may be done wrong, but
still they are our majorities which do it. *hey are not,
they cannot, be forced upon us from without. We own no
head of the church but the Lord Jesus Christ. Whatever
is done ecclesiastically, is done by our ministers act¬
ing in His name, and in perfect submission to His author¬
ity. Implicated as the church and the state are imagined
to be, they are not so implicated as that, without the
concurrence of the ecclesiastical courts, a full and
final effect can be given to any proceeding by which the
good of Christianity and the religion of our people may
be effected. There i3 not a clerical appointment which
can take place in any one of our parishes till we have
sustained it. Even the law of patronage, right or wrong,
is in force, not by the power of the state, but by the
permission of the church, and with ail its fancied omni¬
potence, has no other basis than that of our majorities
to rest upon. It should never be forgotten that, in
things ecclesiastical, the highest power of our church
is amenable to no higher power on earth for its decisions.
It can exclude, it can deprive, it can depose, at plea¬
sure. External force might make an obnoxious individual
the holder of a benefice; but there is no external force
in these realms that could make him a minister of the
Church of Scotland. There is not one thing which the
state can do to our independence and indestructible
church but strip her of her temporalities, Nec Tamen
Consumebatur, she would remain a church notwithstanding -
as strong as ever in the props of her own moral and in¬
herent greatness; and,though shrivelled in all her dimen¬
sions by the moral injury inflicted on many thousands of
families, she would be at least as strong as ever in the
reverence of her country's population. She was as much
a church in her days of suffering as in her days of out¬
ward security and triumph; when a wandering outcast, with
nought but the mountain breezes to play around her, and
nought but the caves of the earth to shelter her, as
now, when admitted to the bowers of an establishment.
The magistrate might withdraw his protection, and she
cease to be an establishment any longer - out in all the
high matters of 3acred and spiritual jurisdiction, she
would be the same as before. «ith or without an estab¬
lishment, she, in these, is the unfettered mistress of
her doings. The king by himself, or by his representa¬
tives, might be the spectator of our proceedings; but what
Lord Chatham said of the poor man's house, is true in ail
its parts of the church to which I have the honour to be¬
long.-"In England every man's house is his castle - not
that it is surrounded with walls and battlements. It may
be a straw-built shed. Every wind may whistle round it;
every element of heaven may enter it, but the king cannot-
the King dare not."
1.Chalmers,"Lectures on Religious Establishments"? 1#,19
The Moderates expressed themselves through the pen of
Dr. Inglis, writing in 1&34. Answering the accusation that
the connection of church and state must result in the corrupt¬
ion of the church, he said, "The Kingdom of Christ is not only
spiritual and heavenly, but also independent. No earthly gov¬
ernment has a right to overrule or control it If any civil
Government under pretence of providing for the welfare of
Christ's spiritual kingdom shall usurp its peculiar and appro¬
priate Jurisdiction; if civil Government shall attempt to dir¬
ect the appropriate concerns of the visible Church of Christ
by either superseding or controlling its separate and indepen¬
dent power, that Government is so far an adversary of Christ
and of His cause in the world. But if the Civil Government
shall, on the contrary, abstain from intermeddling about such
matters, and shall notwithstanding contribute its outward aid
towards the maintenance of religious ordinances in the way
which the office-bearers of the Church have themselves ap¬
proved and appointed; if it shall so provide for the temporal
wants of the ministers of Christ as to enable them to devote
their whole time and labour to the exercise of their spiritual
functions, and shall by the same means extend the benefit of
religious ordinances more equally and effectually to all who
are under their charge - shall these things be regarded as sub-
1.
versive of the independence of Christ's spiritual kingdom?
On the question of the Civil Magistrate, both the Volun¬
taries and the Churchmen considered the matter of the spiritual
independdnce of the church as vital. The Voluntaries declared
1. Inglis, J"Vindication of Ecclesiastical Establishments"p90
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that the state-established Church did not have independence.
The Churchmen asserted that it did. Independence meant alle¬
giance to Christ, and Churchmen were unwilling to say that
they had sacrificed that allegiance for the sake of State sup¬
port. Some of them occupied the ground which Dr. Chalmers
held with his belief in the complete independence of the Church.
Others modified this belief,holding that while the Church of
Christ is independent, the practical solution of its relation
X •
to the State might modify that independence in some respects.
The stated belief of Dr. Chalmers , that the Church had the
power to act in all things ecclesiastical by her own majorities,
was held by many of the Evangelical party of the church. It
had been made more firm and sure by the challenge of the
Voluntaries.
It soon became evident that the state did not hold the
same views of independence as did members of the church. In
a series of legal decisions, beginning with the Auchterarder
case in 1#3&, the Court of Session reversed the claims which
the church had been making as to its independence of the state.
Vwml*
Taylor^has pointed out that the issue of the independence
of the Church had not been wrought out until this time. It
had been vehemently asserted by Churchmen. But it had been
carefully skirted by both parties, neither of whom wished to
bring the matter to an issue. Now, it became evident that
the State did not hold the same views as the Church. To the
State, its own law was supreme. It could speak of the indepen¬
dence of the Church, but it meant an independence within its
1. Bryce,"Ten Years of the Church of Scotland" p 66
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own jurisdiction. When it came to the supreme question of
the Church's right to legislate in its own interests, the
1.
State denied the existence of that right. They held that the
powers of the Church were derived from and dependent upon the
2.
State. They insisted that the State had a right and interest
to enforce obedience upon the Church of all the conditions of
the contract between the two, as the courts of law should in¬
terpret them. According to the decisions rendered, the law
3.
of the land, and not the Law of Christ, was the supreme power.
The idea of the Church of Scotland as an independent and ori¬
ginally separate body was emphatically rejected by the bench
4.
and by the House of Lords. The courts asserted the indissoluble
connection of a religious function of the State with the State
itself. This is Srastianism, with its belief that the religion
of the people is a function of the State, and that the Church
is simply one of the arms of the State in the doing of its
duty. In these decisions, the inner tension of Calvinism
between the idea of Independence and that of National Respon¬
sibility, between Holy Community and Established Church, had
become fully evident and thrown the Church into conflict with
the inherent arastianisra of the State.
The controversy which developed is properly the Non-intru¬
sion Controversy, but carries the practical result of the contro¬
versy over the powers of the Civil Magistrate. Our purpose here
is not to trace the results of those decisions,but simply
1. Taylor, "The Law of Creeds in Scotland", o 65
2. ibid, p 71
3. ibid, p 78
4. ibid, p 87
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to see them in the light of the discussion, which had produced
them, over the powers of the Civil 'Magistrate in the relation
of Church and state.
In this series of court decisions, the Auchter&rdar case
set forth the claim that the church was not at liberty to con¬
sult the wishes of the congregation upon whom a minister was
to h- settled, and to let those wishes ;uide their action. In
laying the basis for this decision, the Court of Session de¬
clared that the only authority of the Church which the court
could recognize w>s derived from the .Itate. In the Aamoch
case, they claimed the right to dictate to the Church as to
1.
what was required, or not required, in the act of ordination.
In the lethendy case, the power of the Court-of Session over
a presbytery and its act of ordination was asserted, oven over
2.
the action of the (lensre 1 Assembly. in the tangle which re¬
sulted from the arnoch case, with the -resbyter;? of dtrathbogle,
the Court claimed the power to annul the action of the General
3.
Assen.-b.ly uuspendins ministers from their functions. In the
Oulsawond case, the Court claimed the power to supervise the
right of the church to suspend, a minister, on the ground that
4.
it affected hie civil rights. In its decisions over the Chapel
Act, the Court, in effect said that the Church did not have the
right to determine its own membership, or to make provision
(Z
^' »
for the extension of the gospel.
1. wrown,"Church ana State in Scotland"# pl53-155
2. Watt, "Thomas Chalmers and the Disruption", ol86-188
3. Brown,"Church and State in Scotland", p 155
4. Watt, "Thomas Chalmers and the Disruption", p238
5. Brown,"Church and State In Scotland", p 157
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The first of these cases, the Auchterarder, began as a
result of the operation of the Veto Act, which had been passed
by the leneral Assembly o^ I83A, In the attempt to meet the
outcry against patronage, and yet not to offend the patrons of
the church too greatly, the expedient of non-intrusion had been
adopted. It was thought that since the conditions of ordina¬
tion end installation of a minister were in the hands of the
church, they could extend them to include the wishes of the
conyrogation as to the minister who had been presented by the
patron. Under the Veto tot, a majority of the parishonere
could dissent from a presentation., and the 'resbytery would be
bound to uphold that objection as valid, err" recuire the
Patron to submit another presentee for the carol"oration of
the conyregal.1 on.
Tn August 183^ the parish of Auchterarder h-came vacant
at the death of Its minister. The Yg.rl of K< nnoul, the -patron,
presented a Mr. Pobert Young, of Dundee, to the October meet-
inr o" "resbytory. Mr. Young preached two Sundays to the
con-re-ation in the parish church. In December, a nesting was
held to moderate the call. Only two parishioners, oirfc- of a
large resting, care forward to sign the call, and a third sig¬
nature was added by mandate of the patron. When the opportuni¬
ty for dissents was -Ivan, two hundred, and eighty seven out of
throe hundred thirty male heads of families or.me forward. At
a meeting two weeks later, one of these dissents was withdrawn,
and Presbytery had a-call with three names on It., and a dissent
with two hundred eighty six names. In accordance with the Act
A
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anent Galls, the Veto Act, the Presbytery, after delay and
appeal,over alloyed Irregular! tie a In the roll, to Synod and
the Assembly, rejected the presentation. This was appealed
to the Synod,
At this stage, ley;: 1 advisers were changed, and the Dean
of faculty, John hope, who bar dissenter5 in too 1834 As¬
sembly over- the legality of the Veto Act, took charge' of Mr,
young's- ear:.,. He took the case to the civil courts, at first
seeking the stipend of the parish for his client, and then
amending his plea to request the Court of osalon to find the
Presbytery wrong in obeying the General Assembly, and that
they must now ordain and Instal the presentee in order that
he might have the legal title to occupy the manse and glebe,
and to collect the stipend,
•it the hearing of the case, which was argued in November
IBA? before a bench of thirteen judges and lasted for three
weeks, there were two opposing lines of argument, The Soli¬
citor- .General argued that the Church did have the right to
regulate calls, and that the Church, patrons and presenteea
had always considered the act of 1712 rector:' . patronage, as
leaving room for the concurrence of the people. In opposition,
the Dean of Faculty argued that the Church could have no power
$§A'; ; p# /ft | V J.
outside of the relevant statutes, strictly interpreted. It
was on the bus!a of law alone, interpreted by statute law alone
that he contended that the Church had exceeded its authority
in making, the Veto Law, He requested the court to compel the
Presbytery to act in terms of the statute law, from which It
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dorlved its powers.
The argument of the Dean of "acuity won the lay, and the
Lord President, hie. father, followed his lead In presenting
1.
his argument. The speech of the Lord President, as reported,
said:
"His Lordship then proceeded to state, that the
car.? b- for:? thorn involved the question whether or not
the net of the General Assembly under which the Presby¬
tery of .Auchtersrder acted, in refusing to induct the
lev. . r. young. Lord Kinnoul1 s presentee, as minister
of the church err" perish of Auchterarder, and by which
the pursuer*a (Lord Sinnoul'3) patrimony was; said to
be trenched, upon and inured, we a, or war. not, within
the power of the ion-oral Assembly. Ihi - question,ho
sail, was rot new to him. He had occasion several
years ago, when he had the honour to o member of
the Pen r 1 Aeeeubly, to consider with - re: t cere and
attention the power of the church, in relation to the
state. He had also carefully studied the arguments
of the counsel on both sides of this ca.ee, nr. the re¬
sult was, that he was decidedly of opinion that the
Let of the general Assembly of 1834 was altogether
iller? 1, and not more contrary to the lews of the
land than to the laws of the church itself. In jud-
gin of this qu rtion, the expediency or inexpediency
of the Act ought not to be allowed to influence their
judgement. It ha d not Influenced hi" ; but it wc.o dif¬
ficult altogether to shut his eyes to it. Ec was a
member and an elder of the church, and for '-bout fifty
years had been a member of the General sserbly, and
the question could net fall to be to hi', moot interest¬
ing. In his opinion the Act of Assembly of 1834 was
quite uncalled for in the circumstances of the church,
ana quite inexpedient. If he wanted any confirmation
of this opinion, he found it In the concluding para¬
graph of a pamphlet of fir Harry donerieff's. (Her©
he quotsthe paragraph). Here was sound cc use. Her©
was the opinion of one of the beat, as he was on© of
the ablest men that ever adorned the church of Scotland.
Ihat, he thought, should settle the question of expedi¬
ency for ever; for If this was 'iir hurry onerleff's
opinion, written twenty or thirty years ago, how much
more strongly woulo it be co now when, for- at least
a number of years bach, the right of patronage, with
hardly any exception.:, had been exercised In the most
temperate manner. But still the Court must lay expedi¬
ency out of view, and consider tb . case as c were point
of law. If, in so doing, he had come t ?- the opinion
1. Watt, "Chalmers and the Disruption", p 157-170
that the act of the Assembly was truly useful and ax-
pedlent, but that It was not within the power of the
church to carry it Into a law, he should fin so, no
doubt, with rrert reluctance: but with his opinion,
that it was inexpedient and uncalled for, he certain¬
ly fait, no coopmcti bus vicitings lr corrdn t the
conclusion that it was wholly illegal, Before he en-
tared upon the consideration of the different statutes
relating to the church, he would lay it down as a fun¬
damental orinciple, that In every civilized country
there rust be some court to exercise a control over
every other court, to compel t' to ho their duty,
or deep them within the proper sphere' of their duty,
without t.hi p. , great confusion would follow, and often
pre: t injustice to individuals. ;hit, he showed, was
accomplished in France by the- Court of Causation, and
in hnpla:n by the Cuirt of the ring1 e ELuch, which e::-
-rcipon control even over the procec "in,;.'/' of the Houses
of . rl 1" runt. He mentioned several cades in evidence
of this, "O'l, among others, the recant one with refer¬
ence t : tf printing f the :• crliament xy papers. He
next showed that- the Court of Session ha '• frequently
exercised jurisdiction .-vex presbyt-: i ie. when they ex¬
ceeded the!-- powers, or refused t oxoiuiee them. His
lordship then, proceeded to the consideration of the
lets of Parliament objecting the churau from 1567 till
17.11 - showing that any thing lilse the grincl-le of
the Veto La*' was never countenanced or supported by
them in the slights st degree; ana that the legislature
constantly exercised its right to control the ovarn-
ment of the church, he rem-:.xhod that he thought that
runny preshyterian ministers w ro in t~ habit of carry¬
ing the maxim too fax-, that the church of Scotland had
no head but Christ. This, ho adw.ittoe, was so f: r truo-
Chriet was the founder of their religion, the object of
their worship, of their hope, and of their Par. And
it was also true that the king was not the head of the
church in the sense in which he was so in An'lend, in
virtue of which power he regulated the form of prayer,
and many other thingr. which he did not do in the Scotch
church. But that there was really no temporal head of
that church, was r. pc - ition which he could really char¬
acterise by no other term then absurd. farllament, he
maintained, was the temporal here of the church, and
it was to its acts that it owed its existence as a
national establishment, and it was from Parliament that
the church derived all its powers. If anything more
than another could hove been within the compass and
jurisdiction, of the church - if it had possessed any¬
thing like the powers it now claims, it would surely
have been the power of decreeing its own Confession of
-"£lth; and yet the church never ventured to do so.
The church drew up what it considered ought to be the
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Gonfesslon of Faith, but it was enacted by a higher
authority than its own. The church presented the
Confession to Parliament, who ratified and establish¬
ed it. Now, after this admission of the church's de¬
pendence upon the legislature, for the General Assem¬
bly to attempt to pass an \ct of the hind in -uestion,
without the sanction of Parliament, appeared to him
most extraordinary. His lordship then, after alluding
to the fact that patronage constituted a valuable
patrimonial right In many families, and rear rising
upon the effect of the Veto taw in rendering that
valuable right completely nil, concluded bs asking
whet toe Court ought, what could they do, in this case?
In the first place, ha thought they should discharge
th- Presbytery of iuchterarder from Jnfvoting any other
person into that living. In th . second place, they
should find those conclusions mentioned in the summons,
that the or-sente rras loyally, validly, rn:1 effectu¬
ally present-3d to thnt church; that the Presbytery
was hound to talcs hi:: upon his trial, and if found
qualified, to receive and admit hie according to law.."*-*
It was a year Ipter, when the case fend been heard before
the. house of Toris, and the verdict was pronounced bv Lords
Brougham nd. Cottenhaoi. Their verdict was ia outsort of the
Court of Cession, and stated that the Church was subject to
the state in th? selection of ministers, and was confined to
2.
an examination of their literature, life, and ;;0bd morals.
It is unnecessary for us here to follow out the entire
trail which began with these legal decisions. One after the
other- they came, and with them, thev broud.it the conviction
to the gvangelical party cf the Church of lootland, that they
could not hold to their beliefs as wrought in controversy with
the Voluntaries, and acquiesce In thego decisions. One by one,
they saw their claims chattered, and were ~ur<; that it was the
state, and not the church, which had transgressed, the defined
limits of Independence*
1, Pcoteman, P-b.rP,lp3? (Voluntary Church "hoc.sine,Apri1,1838
2. vatt,"Thomas Chalmers and tha disruption", pl75,I76
The position of the Moderate party was somewhat different.
Earlier, we quoted from Dr. Inglis to show that the Moderate
party also believed in the spiritual independence of the church-
They had been, however, opposed to the Veto Act. At the very
start, they had regarded it as illegal. Now, they were in
favor of following the decision of the courts, and admitting
that the Church had taken the wrong action. It was in follow¬
ing that course, that the division between Evangelical, and the
Moderate parties widened. The spirit and the position of the
Moderate party can be seen in the reasons of dissent to a motion
of Dr. Chalmers on the Auchterarder cause in the Assembly of
1538.
In this dissent, there are 3even points. The first of
these 3tates that since the court had reached a decision and
declared the Veto Act to infringe on civil rights, the church
should consider the matter beyond the power and jurisdiction
of the Assembly. The second is that assumption of civil power
by the church will be followed by the same effects on the pur¬
ity and. spirituality of the church, as occurred before the Re¬
formation. The third point claims that the tendency of the
Church to resist the decision of the Court, will be taken as
an example, and lead the people to resist lawful authority.
It will also alienate many members from the Church, and thus
lead to its eventual destruction. In the fourth place, resis¬
tance to the Act, would le,ve many ministers without legal and
adequate incomes, ana thus distract them from their ministerial
duties. In the fifth point, it is claimed that opposition will
-OXr ..
mean the forsaking of all hope of procuring endowments for the
churches which had been erected under the Church Extension
scheme. The sixth point is that in claiming the right to de¬
termine when and how far it will yield to the courts, the Church
may be inducing the legislature to abolish the establishment,
The seventh point is that many, disturbed by the Church's op¬
position to a legal decision and civil power, may be led to
1.
leave the Church, and thus to destroy the Establishment.
It was during the increasing tension caused by the exis¬
tence of two points of view in the church of Scotland, and
the multiplied decisions of the Court of Session, that the
Voluntary Controversy came to a conclusion. Formally, it had
no end, but rather diminished an the tempo of the Son-Intrusion
controversy increased. However, there was an exchange of pam¬
phlets between Dr. Candllsh on the side of the Church of Scot-
Si?- : ■: , i • i FgEpS
. !
land, and the Evangelical party, and; the Dissenters, represent¬
ed by Dr. Heugh. In these 'friendly: addresses,1 there was a
» '
, • if yij'I' - ■ i'k
plea, for understanding, and for support in those things on
which there was mutual agreement, 'In the reply, there was a
restatement of the Voluntary position, but done in candor and
sympathy. "It had been well for the sake of charity," says
the biographer of Dr. Heugh, "if the whole controversy on the
question of Establishments had been conducted in that spirit
of manly candour and Christian forbearance which distinguished
2,
these brief publications."
1. Revised Speech of leorge Cook,D.B.. p 21,22
2. meClll, "Life of Hugh Heugh", p 346
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The first of these "Friendly Addresses" reviews the posi¬
tions of the Voluntaries, and of those who have contended for
the Establishment principle. It makes some concessions, and
argues for the support of the Voluntaries in the stru gle with
to- -v.
the State,
The first point which is made, is that both contestants
■
hold in common the view that th<~ government which the Lord
Jesus ordained for his church excludes the civil magistrate*
This would include the formation of the ministerial relation
with the free consent only of all the parties concerned- the
> !t
congregation, the pastor, and the Presbytery. Both would also
hold that the government of Christ's Church should be exclusive¬
ly in the hands of C urch officers* and that the intrusion of
ministers on congregations would be both unlawful and sinful*
A point of difference, it is noted, arises with those
Voluntaries who hold the principle that the civil magistrate
should not concern himself with religion at all, and that the
Church of Christ may not lawfully consent to be recognised and
supported by the State* When this point is pressed, the Churchy
man must offer opposition, and the two parties must stand over
against each other, by the very assertion of their principles.
On the contrary, when Churchmen press their principles— those
which had given rise to their difficulties with the State—it
would seem that they were in accord with the principles and
beliefs of the Voluntaries. What reason was there then, for
them to withhold their sympathy, and to throw the weight of
their influence into the scale their opponents? Were the
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principles at stake not those which the Voluntaries held dear?
Some however might urge that the Churchmen should seek
deliverance from the evil of which they complain, and adopt the
Voluntary principle. They would then renounce all connection
with the State. Indeed, their suffering might be but the con¬
sequences of their false position, and to be free, they must
become a Voluntary Church. To this however, the writer could
" |
not assent. He contends that if they are defeated, and the
chain is riveted on the Church, it would prove only that they
were wrong in supposing that the theory of a scriptural estab¬
lishment had been actually realized in Scotland. Further, it
might possibly show that there was little prospect of the
theory being purely exemplified anywhere in the world in prac¬
tice. For in the Church of Scotland, above all others, the
line between the Civil and the Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction was
most closely drawn. Making allowance for practical aberrations,
he contends that the principle which allows and requires a
civil recognition of religion is sound and scriptural. Even
though Churchmen were obliged to abandon the Established Church
of Scotland, and that with the utmost reluctance, they would
continue to defend that doctrine. Further, they would continue
to hold that the principle of Establishments lay near the ul¬
timate welfare of nations, and the ultimate prosperity of
Christ*s Church.
The sympathies of the Voluntaries roust be on the side of
reform and emancipation. If, however, they felt constrained to
oppose efforts for freedom, and to perpetuate a bondage which
was contrary to the principles of both, it must be the cause
of pain to them.
In general, there is truth in the maxim thot every in¬
stitution supported by the State, must be under the control of
the State. Is it not enough, however, that the State should
have entire and absolute command over all the material goods
of the Established Church; that the Legislature should have the
right to deal with the public funds granted to the Church as
seems right; and that the decisions of the Court, as regards
those funds should be regarded as final? Is not this suffic¬
ient security against any danger that may be apprehended, with¬
out the exercise of Jurisdiction in spiritual matters by the
State? Can it be contended that a Church supported by the
State, and making acknowledgement that she holds her endow¬
ments by the pleasure of the State, is more dangerous than
a Church claiming precisely the same independent Jurisdiction,
and not liable to any sort of control at all?
Surely, he continues, Dissenters acknowledge them to be
a Church of Christ. They cannot deliberately refuse to recog¬
nize them as a branch of the true church. Can they, then, not
treat them aB such? Seek, if they must, their separation from
the State, but do not seek to impose bonds which they themselves
do not have.
Perhaps, though, the answer to that will be that the Church
should renounce her endowments, and then she should be free. Why,
though, was it necessary to relinquish endowments if they could
be kept along with spiritual freedom and independence? Would it
239-
not be better for the Dissenters to join the Establishment, in
the full enjoyment of both freedom and endowments?
That the Establishment is striving to Increase its stab¬
ility and efficiency is true. It Is not, however, with the
intention of interfering with Dissenters. It Is because It is
right in itself. It Is the self-interest of a man who tries
1.
to do his duty.
The answer to this address was made in "A Friendly Reply
■ I
to a Friendly Address", and was written by Dr. Hugh Heugh of
Glasgow. In that reply, and in the further exchange which
followed it, the Voluntary position is re-aBserted. Written
with sympathy, it none the less expresses plainly the belief
that the Church of Scotland could be freed from its legal em¬
barrassments simply by the expedient of rejecting establishment.
Answering point by point, It first asserts its belief that the
Voluntary principle has been proved. The author next rejects
the possibility of open aid by the Dissenters, but calls on
those who object to Patronage, and those who insist on the
Spiritual Independence of the Church, to follow the example
of the Dissenters. He again insists that those who accept
state pay must be under state control, and that the trouble
in which Churchmen are embroiled is indigenous in the system
of establishment. He reminds them, that while they are Chris¬
tians, and spiritual men, their church also sustains the char¬
acter of a civil institution, and that this character carries
with it the troubles in which they find themselves. He slights
the risks that would arise In leaving the Establishment, and
1. Friendly Address to the Dissenters of Scotland
say3 that the evil of continued patronage alone, should be
enough to make them separate from the state. To the invita¬
tion for Dissenters to Join the Establishment, in the event
they are able to keep both endowments and their liberty, he
replies that the basis laid by the Fathers is no longer ade¬
quate for a re-union. Both have progressed in their ideas*
and in their concept of religious liberty. He closes, how¬
ever, with a call for both to return to the original bssis of
their belief, the teachings of the apostles. His words here
m: ■
are, "We dare not now return to the views of 1732, any more
than you can resume those of 1639* or 1560. The light of
Christian liberty has been rising to its primitive brightness;
and it were unwise to wish to return to the obscurity of its
dawn, even were it practicable. Forgive us for reminding you,
as we perpetually need to remind ourselves, that there are
Fathers more ancient and venerable than those of the Secession
or Reformation, even the holy apostles of our Lord and Saviour.
These are the only true and infallible preceptors. At their
feet let us learn; from their lips receive the law. In this
we are happily united, that, were we both, with child-like sim¬
plicity, and with the leading of the Holy Spirit of Cod, to
surrender ourselves to the authority of their doctrine and
practice in the matters that now unhappily divide us, we should
quickly 'see eye to eye,' tho churches should enjoy in common
the liberty bequeathed to them by Christ, and 'with the voice
together they would sing.' Till then, may we both be kept from
the many temptations to which our divisions and disputes too
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certaihly expose us. May we 'renounce the hidden things of
dishonesty, not walking In craftiness, nor handling the word
of Cod deceitfully,' 'hut speaking the truth In love, grow up
1*
Into him in all things, which la the head, even Christ*"'
fter thi3 exchange, Voluntaries continued to be concern¬
ed with dis-establishment. They did not, however, Insert them¬
selves actively Into the events which were leading to the Dis¬
ruption. Rather, they sat on the sidelines, anc3 awaited the
outcome. Iruce had, in effect, been declrred. After the
Disruption, there was some feeling that the controversy should
be revived, but Dr. Heugh and others expressed themselves
against holding a public meeting for that purpos , and for
the purnose of evaluating the position of the then newly-form¬
ed Free Church, with regard to the Voluntaries. They prefer¬
red rather that the new church should have time to find itself,
anu to mare its own adjustment to the fact th t it was now
die-established, and dependent for its support on the voluntary
2.
principle, or the voluntary benevolence of their supporters.
Thus ended this phase of the struggle for dis-establish-
ment of the Church. The Voluntary contention of the necessary
corruption of the Church, when dependent on the state, had pro¬
duced a hardening of opinions in the minds of Churchmen. Their
vehement assertion of spiritual Independence, in the face of
court decisions to the contrary, played a large part in the
Disruption, and the establishment of the Free Church as In¬
dependent of State control, with Christ truly as its head,
1. LacOill, "Life of Hugh Heugh% note p 350,351
2. ibid, p 400
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